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INTRODUCTION'

The research component of the Boston University Head Start Evaluation and Research
Center has involved activity in four major areas:

1. Observation of teaching curriculum
2. Emotional Disturbance of Head Start and Middle-Class preschool children
3. Perception and social Values of preschool children
4. Teaching programs and learning

The first two areas have been the principal focus of the Center and will continue
to receive considerable attention. The Center Director and his colleagues in the
Departments of Special Education, Psychiatry, and Psychology have been activgly
studying teaching and disturbance for some time and have been given strong University
support for the establishment of research programs, extensive observational and
recording facilities, and a psycho-educational clinic whose staff*and students have
provided educational and therapeutic services for disadvantaged preschool children
and their families for the past six years. The training program of the Special Education
Department includes observational seminars which have provided the raw material from
which much of the research reported herein has been generated. The connection be-
tween observationalsstrategies and disturbed behavior is the driving force that has led
to our strategies and our committments.

There are diverse theoretical and practical reasons why teaching is studied, which
leads to a variety of methodological approaches. As we have come to see disturbances
in children as often being very much a function of situational (interpersonal)
variables, it was inevitable that a large amount of 'clinical and research effort would
be expended on the observer and the observed. The question of whether the former
or the latter is affected by observational process or its data products is part-
icularly salient when the focal behavior is painful to children and teachers. Along
with a scientific interest in constructing theories that will usefully account for
social, emotional and cognitive development, there is a categorical imperative about
the potentiality ahd necessity for change. To the extent that children show extra-
ordinary, but systematically varying behaviors in different situations, it can
be inferred that such variability should be possible within any one of these situations.
Similarly, When participants of an observational seminar show extreme divergence in
their perceptions and interpretations of incidents, there is evidence for the potential
of corresponding situational and behavioral change.

Thus, for theoretical and practical reasons, this research in observation and
disturbance focuses on polraities. Intellectually and emotionally disabled children
and relatively stylized teadhers and learning situations are the vehicles for
studying systemic instabilities, much as Head Start is a vehicle for more adequately

*et

1 "The resear4 rtporred herein tavperformed pursuant to a cOntract with the Office
of :Economic OppOrtunity, Executive,Office of the,President, Washington, D.C.,
20506. The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be
consttned ad representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United States
Government:"
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dealing with the dilemmas of poverty. Research is aimed at deviant groups both be-
cause of social and psychblogical needs and theoretical considerations,: The study
of abnormal individuals and groups tests the limits of human potential for develop-
ment, as well as for pathology. Disturbed Head Start children are a deviant group
within a deviant group. Understanding the dynamics of disturbance will certainly
clafify the deliterious effects 3f poverty and of social impoverishment.

Studies of perception and social values, and teaching programs and learning
have been initiated and are continuing. The structure of the E&R Center has per-
mitted articulation between behavioral and pragmatic research.

The fifth folio includes reports of activities which, although ancillary,
were an expression of the tactical bias of this Center. In addition to informal
contacts with professionals, non-professionals and parents, a formal consultative
arrangement was set up whereby teachers, social workers, community aides and parents
were invited to discuss their programs with Center staff and to make recommendations
regarding researchable topics and priority variables. Because of the tarnish of
subjectivity, blatant facts and issues are often, in effect, denied. This results

- in assumptions(of uniformity accross teachers and programs which leads to specious
research and evaluation decisions. The strightforward testing and comparing of
diverse groups of Head Start and non-Head Start children would appear to be a
classis example of holding one variable constant (the test) and letting everything
else vary--a pure anti-experimental design. The sterility of tests for other than
predictive paradigMs is becoming readily apparent. Tests consttuctors must worship
the idol of reliability and implicity repudiate the iconoclasm of change. This is
further confounded by experimenter and other reactive effects.

The longitudinal study mentioned in a previous report is not reported because
case finding is incomplete. Several major studies will be undertaken with this
sample of 59 school aged disadvantaged children who have been followed for the past
five years. During the period that this report covers, 43 of 59 children were located
and given the Stanford-Binet and a battery of achievement tests. Current school
grades for sample children and their siblings were obtained from their schools.
Children and their families have been and are continuing to be followed up disregarding
their present location. It has become apparent from keeping in contact with mobile
families that drawing developmental inferences from cross-sectional studies is
precariousand leads to spurious conclusions about stability and change of disadvantaged
children. This will be carefully documented during the coming year.

The Research Conference on Interventions with Preschool Disadvantaged Children,
October 24-28, 1966, was discussed in the first quarterly report and the proceedings
of that conference were distributed during the Spring. It was followed up by a second
conference at Temple University which further provided for dissemination and discussion
of current research.

A comprehensive report on the Mississippi phase ok the evaluation will be forthcom-
ing when the voluminous anecdotal material is transcribed and assembled so that it can
be systematically reviewed. Head Start programs, teachers, children, families, and
local conditions contrast dramatically with their counterparts in other regions of
the country. They deserve more careful and extensive treatment than we Were able to
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give. It makes little sense to include Mississippi Head Start with other programs with

considerable attentions to the:péculiar conditions in which it has developed.

The work of the Center was made possible by the unstinting cooperation of

Head Start personnel throught New England and Mississippi. We have been greatly

impressed by the sincerity and tenacity of teachers, social workers, administrators,

and parents in spite of the continuing uncertainty that inevitably surrounds a program

that is subject.to the erratic cross currents of a society's experiment with itself.

We, as well as they, have had to continually be faced with impossible situations'

that could not be put aside for a more propititous time. Emergencies and the

exceptions have become the expected. In Mississippi we were observing teachers and

testing children in program whose day-to-day operation was threatened by budgeting

limitations which seemed both ludicrous and tragic in a country whose inhabitants

were living at a subs±stance level. The list of irregularities is far more impossible

than that of predictables.

The staff of the Center has given outstanding support to the accomplishment of our

evaluation task and to the initiationi Oftesearch activity. They have been continuously

braced and inspired by Boston University faculty, and administration,

Barbara Rudolph has capably and steadfastly organized and supervised the typing

and printirg of this report. Sandra Alexanian, Anne Coolidge, and Suzanne Clay have

continuously and insightfully developed a coordinated effort that initially consisted

of, almost entirely, loose ends. Among many, we would like particularly to thank the

following Head Start personnel for their valuable assistance and trust: Reginald

Eaves, Boston; Rheable Edwards, Boston, John Flynn, CaMbi±dge; Matthew Goode, Brockton;

Reverend Cornelius Hastie, Boston; William McKain, B6livar County, Mississippi;

Jean Vacco, Boston; Aaron Vence, Bolivar County, Mississippi; and Geraldine Withecomb,

Hartford, Connecticut. However, teachers, social workers, and parents were the back-

bone of our efforts, our fatal weakness for the seductiveness of children, not

withstanding.
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HEADSTART EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

TEACHING StYLE:
The Development of Teaching Tasks

1,2

Frank f; arfunkel

ABSTRACT

Tasks were developed and presented tO Headstart teachers in order to facilitate
deacriptions of variation in teaching style. Twenty minute samples of teaching
according to task instructions, were filmed so that inter and intra teaching
comparisons could be carefully analyzed by diverse observers, thus permitting con-
committant study of observer(ing) variation. The use of tasks provides sufficient
standardization to permit observers to make accurate predictions. regarding sub-
sequent task teaching behaviors. Systematic variations in task requirements will
provide a basis for studying more and less invariant charncteristics of teaching
style which will generate variables that intervene between content and methodology,
end individual and group tiehaviors of children.

" The research reported herein vas performed pursuant to a.contract with the Office
of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C. 20506.
The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be construed
as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United States Government.'

Miss Anne Coolidge petceptively and tenaciously assisted in the development and
administration of tasks. Professor Alvin Fiering directed the film making with
extraordinary sensitivity. Teachers and observers involved played a critical role
throughout the project.
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TEACHING STYLE:
The Development of Teaching Tasks1

Frank Garfunkel

Boston University

immt.m.ION:

In order to facilitate comparisons between teachers, tasks were presented to

teachers to be carried out with theirclasses. Teachers were directed to teach with

given instructions and materials for approximately twenty minutes. These procedures

were used to explore the feasibility of designing, using and recording (filming) tasks

in order to provide a vehicle for studying contrasting teacher styles. By having each

of six teachers use five separate tasks, it was possible to systematically compare

teachers across tasks, and tasks across teachers. As three of these tasks were filmed,

there is a permanent record of performance which can be used to study related per-

ceptual styles of performing teachers, observing teachers and other observers,

Although, for the purpose of this developmental study, the films are, themselves,

the data from which such ihferences are to be drawn, it is possible to infer reductions

and to make consequent, quantitative within and between 'teacher comparisons.

The focus of these tasks and films has been to internally validate the use of

tasks as a viable technique for comparing irreducable components of style by filming

and presenting a series of integrated constellations of behaviors. While the biases

of the investigators are implicit in the types of tasks selected, the existence of

films provide an objective base for distinguishing stylistic variations in types and

degrees of control of materials and situations, and in operational definitions of work

and play and their relationship to learning.

Problems of external validation have been only partially and informally dealt

with by reviewing teachers' performances in three filmed tasks and two non-filmed

tasks in order to ascertain whether there is consistency. Put in other terms, given

any one task which is filmed and/or anecdotally recorded, can accurate predictions

be made about performance of tasks? With a single exception, it was possible to make

ON11111111111MEOMMIIIIIIIIINF1111,1111

1 HThe research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the Office

of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C. 20506.

The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be construed

as representing the opinions lor policy of any agency of the United State Government."
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rather precise forecasts as to how teachers would handle subsequent tasks, Specifically

with regards to type and degree of control, position45f.teacher in elaboration of

tasks and work-play dichotomizing as it was acted out by the children. The relation-

ship of style to behavioral effects in children ottside of the classroom was not attended

to etther concurrently or longitudinally.

RATIONALE

Although it is rather simple to get teacher variation on any number of dimensions,

it is extremely difficult to unravel confdunding of teacher, child, curricular, and

interactional variables. This is particularly true when dimensionality of teaching

behavior is constructively linked with child behavior. Too often the abstraction of

teaching behavior is temporarily and concef.tually disconstinuOus with child behavior
and it is not surprising that it has been almost impossible to document the relat$1n-
ship of one to the other. Teachers are measured independently of children and
children are measured independently of teachers. This leaves an unknownand unseen
terraina kind of black box--in which input and output can be documented but for
which interaction is ignored. Generally, interactions are attended to separately
(Flanders, 1965) and are not necessarily a part of the design that aims at qualifying

output by carefully considering the nature and extent of interaction« Furthermore,
it is Aot all clear as to whether given interactional patterns ard cause or effect
or whether thoy have been generated because of traditional or teleblogical determ-

inents.
The theoretical-methodological problem revolves around the choice of an opera-

!
selection--grade level, subject matter, teacher characteristics--but also to
tional structure of variance and invariance. This pertains not only to sample

measurement strategies--achievement tests, performance in another situation, ob-
servational protocols, tape recordings, films. What is to be held constant? What
will vary? How will the behavior be recorded and then measured? How will the con-
nection between teaching and learning be established and cross-validated so that we
can logically deduce one from the other?

Although holding grade level and subject matter constant would appear to be
a useful quasi-experimental device (Bellack et, al, 1966), it is neceesary to be
aware of an implicit trap in this procedure. It may very well be that grade level
and subject matter invariance are trivial with regards to teaching-learning varia-
tion. Perhaps there are teachers in different grades and subjects that represent
a far more critical type of invartanceone that is connected with motivation,
transference, values, and creativity. If this is so, then our inferences from
grade and subject controlled studies will be only trivially relatad to either
situation or individual outgame. This is by way of saying that holding grade and
subject constant does not guarantee that esulting variation of either situations
(classroom behaviors) or children (achievement tests) will be meaningfully related
to any given dependent variable. However, in spite of this caution, the disregarding

What is needed is oontra for more obvious independent factors and also control on
of grade and subject woullnecessarily encumber the comparability of observationS«

teaching behavior variation that is more directly related to child behavior over time.

It is not at all clear as to what an optimal segment of behavior might be for any
given study. Sothe studies.focus on,highly specific signs or categories of motor and



verbal activity (Medley and Mittel, 1963). Participant observation studies consider
institutional behaviors over time tVithout specific reference to fragments except as
they relate to the developing hYpOtheses Of observers (Becker, 1952, 1953). One study
of classroom language behavior used transcriptions of social studiefg classes and
content analyzed thematic material (ilellick, et al, 1960. Critical incident
techniques define episodes as they take place in classrooms and analyze them with
respect toaftld of forces operating in the class (Flanagan et al, 1958). Operant
procedures have been applied to teacher and child behaviors in order to study highly
Specific Child-teacher contingencies (Haring and Lovitt, 1967). Each of these
strategies is, at the same time, trying to more adequately understand teacher and
child in classroom situations and effectkvely deal with that.behavior. The theoret-
ical system from which each is derived if( not as important as-the-logical construct
of which it is a part. Method and definitions of behavioral Wats implicity reflect
educational values towards intervention and change.

The several measurement strategies mentioned above,yary mit() whether az Adt
direct manipulation is invaved, and there is a direct contectiOn, over time,. between
teacher ( or class) behavior and individual child behavior. In all of these examples,
however, there is either an implied or explicit dependent variable Classroom be-
haviors have been studied in order to determine variable effects natura1is4ca11y
or as a result of specific manipulations. As the desirability of any posited effects
is, necessarily, moot it remains to judge Strategies eitherpurely in terms of
pedagogy or in terms of diverse effects on children over time, including transference
of obtained behaviors to-other times and sittlations. Too often, pedagogic variation
is buried because of methodological problems In obtaining consistant data. It is
as difficult to identify competence in teachers as it is in personalities. SpeCific
performance criteria do not hold up either concurrently (consensus comparisons
with other teachers by skilled raters) or longitudinally (relating teacher charact-
eriatics to differential achimerent performance of children). The failure to identify
competence can be partly attributed to several sampling and methadlogical problems.
The homogenizing effect of procedures for selecting and retaining feathers, children
and curricula might-contribute to the reported error of incorrectly accepting the
null hypothesis. For example, if unusually competent and incampetent teachers are
eliminated from a sample,the variance will be restricted and differences needed to
reject the. null hypothesis will be excessive. Furthermore, the pairing of teachers
with children of. different social classes, and. abilititesis highly selective, as is
the placement of children within schools. Finally, commonly used tests have been
developed on the.basis. of. principles and, goals.that are, in general, at variance
with those of intervention.. Items. that. are sensitivsto differential treatment appear
to be unreliable and are, therefore, eliminated.. Probably ihe. strongest single' factor
that effects item, selection, for achievement tests is very flinch developmentally
orientedwhich resulti in items being highly correlated with chronological age. If,
as it would appear, most measurements used are heavily weighted in this direction,
it is unlikely that they will reflect differences due specifically to teachers or,
in general, to interventions. ThusIn eliminating items which would tend to reflect
day to :day subject variation, likely' indicators of other sorts of variation are also
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The teacher tasks to be described herein have been developed to speak directly
to questions of competency and change, both in children and teachers. In order to
deal with the relation.of competency to change over time with respect to transfer,
it is first necessary to determine the nature of situational presses on children and
the effect of these presses, if any, over time but within confines of evolving
situations. The first question is conditional--if a given teacher (class) has an
effect on a particular child, what is it most likely to be? The distinction between
the teacher's effect on the class and the differential effects of the class on indiv-
idual children must be made. But it is doubtful that the latter will be apparent and
measurable unless the former is carefully described in terms that cover a broad range
of variation. This should eventually provide a basis for dealing with the ultimate
question which must be asked about any sequence of behavior that takes place in A
classhow appropriate is it for individual children that are exposed? It is ndt
enough to describe the various methods and materials used, nor even the ways in.tahich
they are applied. ,Eventually, attention must be directed to the quality and Substance
of interventions that children are involved in during the course of the schOdl year.

The use of twenty minute tasks units provides samplings of behaviors thit cOVer
reasonably concise cross sections. Theee include presentation and distribution of
materials, implicit or explicit instructiOns, development and facilitation, transi-
tions, and denouments. The common task across teachers mlnimizes the difficulty of
focusing upon teaching and reaction Variation. This is the same rationale for the
development of any standardized procedure.

. An important variation in individual testing procedures is the elttent te which
they call for more or less convergent or divergent responses. If teaching tasks were
developed to be related to a training program that called for predeterMined criterion
responses, it would be possible to design "objective" task'presentatiOns and scoring
procedures. Such criterion responses have been develOped at the University of Kansas
and have been reported in thus.fariinpublished manuscripts.

The alternative is to vary tasks and evaluation procedures along the "pro-
jective" (divergent) end of the "projective-objective" continuum. Teachers are
given stimuli in the form of materials and rather open-ended instructions, much as
an individual subject it: given a series of Thematic Aperception testscards. Instead
of a strictly verbal reeponse, the teacher gives a Complex behavioral response over
a designated time and aPace interval. Themes can be inferred from films or anecdotal
records of task responses. It is also possible to use direct behavioral recording or
rating scales in order to compare teacher over tasks and teachers over a single task.
'Contra:its can be facilitated by varying amount of structure in directions and content
of task, selection of teachers with greater and lesser stylized approaches to teaching,
time between teachers receiving instructions and performing task (latency), age and
characteristics of children, history of class, and available physical facilities. The
accomplishment of tasks with teachers that have relatively similar groups of children,
physical facilities and group history,,mith systematic variation over content and



latency of tasks would be the ideal way to bring stylistic variations of teaching into
relief.

TEACHING STYLE

Dimensions of style are measurable variations in approaches used in teaching, rather
than what is taught or, strictly speaking, the methodology used. Style, if properly
conceptualized and operationalized, will vary over teachers, .but will be invariant over
groups, content and methodologies. It is, of courqe, possible that requirements of these
aspects of teaching situations can be so stated as to imply style. However, the useful-
ness of the proposed model requires that overlap be minimized. Variables of style can
then be conceived as intervening between inputs (class and teacher history, content,
methodology) and outputs (effects on children, teachers and situations.)

Style must be inferred from the daily confrontation that takes place in classrooms.
There should be little question about the dynamics of reactiveness that leads to any
given confrontation. Teachers' personalities will effect choice of methodology and
content which will, in turn, be effected by teachers' reactions to groups of children
and supervision. It is postulated that'while a given teacher's methodology will vary
over time and situations, style will remain relatively constant even if an aspect of
.style is predictable erraticism. This is analogous to the construct of "cognitive style"
as it has been recently articulated in developmental literature. Teaching style differs
in that it must be inferred from classroom (interpersonal) situations. However, it is
not group interaction analysis nor a study of pedagogical techniques, both of which are
subject to variation having to do with immediate environmental demands.

Classrooms develop personalities or temperaments with more or less gUperficial
components. Style focuses on components that are a fUnction of teacher variation,
which are relatively stable. Definition and description of style can only come about
with systematic variation of non-stylistic factors. The residue of between teacher
variance will provide the ultimate souree for hypothesized domains of style. These
must be further modified by the response variation which can be broadly conceptualized
as participation and interaction. These will, as has been previously stated, further
effect style, which will be a continuing series of response sets on the part of the
teacher. The extent to which stylistic variation can be empirically partialed into
relatively independent dimensions is moot. It is just as likely that an ipsative
approach would be more appromdate. This would lead to a factorial study of teachers
rather than scales. Methodologically, this would call for multi-task studies of
teachers so that their ability to deal with a variety of situations would lead to
detailed assessment of intra-teacher variation, which is required for this approach.
Tasks would be designed in such a way as to systematically underline expressive
reactions to content and behavior so that characteristic and reliable mappings could
be generated. It is essentiil that this strategy should not depend upon linearity
and additivity unless obtained data is consistent with these assumptions.

Style is inferred from the behaviors of teachers and children in classroom
activities. There is no presumption that any particular teacher-child interactions
occur, only that classroom activities reflect style by constellations of individual
and interactiVe behaviors. In order to distinguish these constellations a number of
behavioral scaleS have been conceptualized and variously operationalized either
directly by behavioral recording, indirdctly by utilizing rater judgements or complexly
by inferring ratings from sequences of more and less discrete responses of teachers



and children. These 'scales are litited in tabular form as follows:

Scale Beata of

ame Redórdi
Polarities

1. Cóntrol Direct Teacher -Child

2. Approach Complex Punitive -Supportive

3. Value 6mplex Work -Play

4. Warmth Judgemental Rejecting -Accepting

5g Humor Judgemental . Bland -HumordUa

6: Flexibility Complex Rigid -Adaptive

7: Direction birect Aimless -Purposeful

8; Differentiation Direct Undifferentiated-Individalitad

These scales are a first approximation of relevant components of classroom at-
tosphere. The goal of the mealqement procedure is to describe selected aspects of
teaching-learning situations OS they evolve in more or less structured tasks.
Relevance of particular scales te any given tasks will be a function of the demands
of both tasks and teachers. Therefore, additional stalea will be developed to obtain
data on different tasks. While the importaonsof any single scale will depend on task
requirements, it will also be a function of the behaVibr being studied--stylistic
variation. Admittedly, the pködedtire of allowing criteria to be a function of, behavior
is complex and somewhat tautological, but to hold criteria constant would lea4 to the
collection of reliable, but irrelevant data. Teaching 'id certainly not as simple and
uniform as straight forward normative measurement procedures would imply. MeaSuring
style has to come to grips with dilemmas ofnominal scaling before, ordinal comOarisons
can be meaningful.

Although ho definitive position can be taken with regards to the most effe6t$Ve
level of abstraction to be used to Most validly differentiate teachers, the develop-
ment and use of these scales and tasks has involved a strategy that calls for
maximum reliance on the experience, training and intelligence of observers and the
developmentlod mut of contrasting tasks used in Objectively different ways, rather
than on the careful and restricted definition of,items which requires only that
observers be trained in a particular methodology. "Objective" tests are alwava
restricted by item format and sampling--a restriction which often leads to'
objectivity only with respect to scoring. Similarly, category and sign systems
used for direct behaviotal recording are, in general, objective or reliable only in
so far as data collection is concerned. Whether these methods permit objective

^
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(valid) sampling of content is open to serious queStion. The limitations of re-
liable ptoeigiures can severely determine the size and type of behavior that is
recorded. Scoring reliability requires mechanical prOcedures so that reast-
common-denominator observers and definitions can be used, whether or notthey are
appropriate.

Measurement calls for a series of controls so that confounding of different
varying elements can be minimzed. These controls can pertain to observers,,
situations, ot procedures. The above scales call for situational control (common
tasks) and obserVer control (measurement bf observers) which, if successful will
allow for prodedural simplicity in order to minimize the need for control.

Scales were selected deductively by experienced and trained observers as
A result of a series of formial And informal exchanges over nominal comparisons
between teachers. After extensive observation of forty Headstart classes, observers
were required to rank teachers according to whether they liked or disliked their
style. The initial nominal distinctions conceived of each observer as represent-
ing a different point of view. Extracting the dimensions of observer variation
gave 4 iirst approximation of nominal style variation. (As -the number of observers
was small (six) the data was-treated informally.) Selected scales *ppear to best
differentiate observer-teacher (Object-subject) co-variation. This is to say
disregarding whether observers liked or disliked styles of particuldir teachers,
the scales best differentiates observers' judgements in terms of values inferred frel
their selection of effective (good) teachers. While most meiouring instruments
are static in that their published format remains unchanged through repeated usage,
these scales are meant to be part of a change process. Accomodation and revision will
be expected and included as an inegral part of the Methodology. In light of this,
specific operational definidons would be fatuous. A more realistic operational
approach calls for exploring variation as a reciprocal function of definition.

Control depends on teaching, but it also i6 a tUnction of the values, sensitivity
and perspeet4ve of observers. Definition which relie6 on either teaching or observa-
tion alone will produce artificial boundries that isolate trivia. A preferable
strategy is to communieate the meaning of scales by raising questions about hahavior
which can be addressed both to teaching and to observers. For cobtrol, vho controls
(or should control) the selection, initiation, continuation, and termination of
activities and interactions? and is mastery only a question of skill, cognitimm
and perception or does it not also include control rather than dependency?

Every scale modifies every other scale. When control involves teacher-child
interaction, does approach consist of reinforcement or sanctions and are they
punitive or supportive? Is it carried out with humor or blandness? These are
not questions that lend themselves to the specific and arbitrary behavioral
definition that is necessary for wide standardized application. An understanding
of humor in teaching will be obtained intensively by teams of obser0ers who struggle
with their differing interpretations with suitable procedures and tecotding equipment.
Standardization will be validly obtained Only when an explicit reflection of value
conflicts is built into structured variations of proceUures and definitions. There
must be agreements to disagree so that legitimate points of view can contribute to
methodological differentiation. This will lead to variations in not only definition
of size and ty,p, of behavioral units, but to depth of focus as well. Direction can
focus on connt and sustained use of materials but it can also aim at social-
emotional interactions of children and/or adults.
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Scales are theoretically independent of each other. therefore, refinement and
elaboration will depend on locating teachers and observerd who have relatively unique

profiles. Inter-scale corttlations obtained on these and Similar scales range be-
tween .50 to .70 (2/3 of cortelations) and agreement on ratings of each teacher and

scale are all between .50 and .60. Scale ratings uniformally correlate with total

scale score between .75 and .90. Overall agreement on mean ratings on all sCales

ranges between .70 and .80. Thus, there is a fair amount of scale independence but
it would appear to be partly a function of observer-rater variation, or, perhaps
more accurately, of operational ambiguity which, as has been suggested, is vital

to this methodology.

The development and use of these scales is explicitly tied to the task strategy
which includes the recording (film) of samples in order to allow for concomMittant

studies of rater variation. Their use in unrestricted situations whet% tatetikls
and methodologies are fortuitous will confound observer and teacher variables,

and resulting data will necessarily be suspect. Furthermore, the use of tasks (and
the accompanying scales) assumes considerable knowledge about developmental letiels
of individual children and, particularly,the existence of intellectual and emotional
disturbance of children in the classroom.

PROCEDURES

Thirty tasks were developed by six observers, each of whom had conaiderable
prior experience as teachers of preschool children and as observera Of Headstart
classes. Each task consisted of listing of necessary materials, procedures,
instructions to be given teachers, rationale and method outcomes. Particular
empbasis was giVin' to eliciting variation in teaching behavior along-the scales
of control,approach, and value. Many of the tasks were reviewed with a group of
Headstart teachers who had volunteered to take part in a pilot project which would
include extensive observation of classes, anecdotal recording of snack time behaviors,
trying out selected tasks and filming three tasks for each teacher. The group of six
teachers agreed to try two of the film tasks with a two to three day delay between
getting instructions and doing tasks, and one of the tasks with no delay--the in-
structions and materials were presented and the task was done immediately thereafter.

This reaulted in eighteen 20-minute filmed tasks, three each for six teachers
and their classes. Because Of the considerable expense involved, initially only
two of these films were processed so that they could be widely shown and plans could
be thoughtfully made about processing any or ail of the other sixteen films. All
films were reviewed in their unprocessed state (sound and picture on separate tapes).
As a result, twelve films (six teachers, two tasks) are being processed.

Anecdotal reports were written for all filmed tasks by an observer in the class-
room at the time of filming, and for two additional tasks, including a snack time
for each of the six classes.

Data comparing teachers, tasks and teacher-task interactions will be obtained
when films are ready. However, the purpose of this pilotTroject was to develop, use
and film tasks in order to demonstrate their effectiveness in showing stylistic
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variation. The data will be used to communicate dimensions of variation that are
shown by the films,not to directly describe variation. In a very real sense, the
films are the data. Validity...M411e ascertained by comparing individual teachers

on several tasks and films to anecdotal reports.

At each phase of the pt project, observers were required to,make-gensral
(icales) and specific (behaVidral) predictions about teaching in sdeceeding tasks.
For five of the sik teichars the predictions accurately forcasted ensuing tasks,
both generally and specifically. The procedure used was relatively crude because
of the great stress on task development and tht limited number of teachers, HoweVer,
the success.of the procedure suggests that the number of tasks needed to characterike
the style of a given teacher will be a function of the accuracy with which prodictibni
can be made of each succeeding task. Predictive efficiency could also be a criteria
for the desireability of filming particular teachers and tasks.

PropOsed tasks included games, construction with different kinds of materials,
science) linguagel, color discrimination, music, fantasy activities, and food prepara-

tion. They range from coMpletely open ended activities ("do anything you want
with these materiale") to highly structured sequences. Some of the tasks implicitly
or explicitly involve conflict (cops and robbers, not enough materials for all children)
and others were directly concezned with language, discussion, story books, verbal
games. Some were directed at small groups and others at the entire class, including
other adults.

In selecting tasks an attempt was made to use materials and activities that,
although familiar, were not commonly used on a daily basis. The exception to the
latter condition was the us,e of snacks as a task. /n order to get a first approxi-
mation of stylistic differences, the first (and non-filmed) "task" involved Observing
each class during their snack period. First predictions followed from this.

Four other tasks selected, three of which were filmed, included th'e following:

1. Masks
2. Balloons
3. Games ,

4. Homes and families;

Complete descriptions of these tasks are included in the appendix.

Tasks were selected to include a variety of curricular dimensions. Masks
would obviously evoke fantasy tind also a distribution problem as only six masks
were given to each class. Balloons provided all children with uninflated balloons
And was a relatively play oriented task with the possibility of dealing with
scientific applications. Games included instructions for teaching children to play
baseball and dealings with competition. Homes and Families involved a discussion
with the children with the opportunity of elaboration and interaction. Snacks gave
the opportunity to compare classes on an established routine.

All tasks offered opportunities for diverse styles of controlling materials
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and activities, approaches for supportihg or punishing behavior and expression of

values with regard to teaching and learning. Although it was assumed that content

was theoretically trivial to the purpose'of the study it was realized that some tasks

would be more provocative, which was desireable because of the goal of getting a

characteristic expression of style in'a relatively short amount of time.

FURTHER DISCUSSION

The limited Use of the films (because of necessary delays in processing) have

shown them to be critical to the careful study.of stylistic differences between

teachers. This will be set forth in considerably greater detail when processed films

are intensively compared by observers representing diverse schools of thought with

regards to teaching pretchool children. At the same time that teaching styles are

being compared it will be necessary to istudy observer variability. It should be

possible to weight ratings on style components according to observer characteristics

as inferred from observer reactionsto contrastihg filmed tasks. In this way, a limited

number of films of diverse teacher0 performing a variety of tasks will facilitate

comparisons of a larger number of teachers performing non-filmed tasks.

Of the several components of teaching situations it would appear that teaching

style is, at the same time, the mist difficult to study and the most critical.

Although there are practical limitations, content exposure (curriculum) and responsive-

ness (participation) can be more or less directly measured:by time sampling pro-

cedures. The amoUnt of time individual children are talking, painting, dancing, and

answering questions can be accurately, even if tediously reEorded. Similarly, sustained

activities can be classified and quantified. But the way or style in which this occurs

is critical to consequent values and.dispositions of children. How much children have

learned from a school experience is not enough. It is critical to find out and describe

how they have learned and how they will apprbach new learning situations. Even though

recall and recognition might be useful indicies of transfer, they are, at best, in- ,

df_rect and often misleadingo The combination of convergent accumulations of facts

with exposures to determinable teaching styles should provide a more powerful estima-

tion of how children,with equally determinable cognitive istyles, will be able to deal

with future teaching situations, again with more or less determinable styles.
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1. Materials:

Appendix

DESCRIPTION OF TASKS

Masks

3 black masks
3 white masks (standard Halloween type)
6 elastics (unattached)

2. Instructions:

Give the 3 black masks to a boy in your class. Give the 3 white ones to a
girl. Do not specify how they are to be used, but only give the children
some indication of how they might be worn by saying "these things are called
masks and one way you can wear then is in front of your face and over your
eyes" (you may demonstrate if you wish). The only children you must say this
to are the two to whom you give the maks. Let the children develop any play
or game that you feel is appropriate. If possible, let the children have
these for at least one half hour.

Pick any boy and girl that you wish (if you do it beforehand make a second
choice in case of absence) and we would like you to'check a list of adjectives
for the ones that describe these two children the best. The list will have
such words as "timid, talkative, active, sullen, etc" and it may be checked
at the end of the morning after the task has been given.

3. Questions:

How does teacher deal with fantasy and egression?
Who controls materials and activities and how is this control handled?
How does teacher and class deal with a situation where there are not enough
materials to go around?
How much structure is presented to children?

Balloons

1. Materials:

Small balloons of various colors-one for each child in the class and 4 extras

2. Instructions:

Leave approximately 20 minutes of your schedule open for this activity. This
time allowance is just to give you some idea of how much time this activity might
take so that you can at it into your schedule. Please do not feel bound by
this-take more or less time as you feel is needed.

Bring the children together in a group on the floor in a large open space.
(If necessary, please push the furniture and equipment to the edges of the room
to allow for a large and open space.) Tell the children, "I have one balloon
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for-each-of you to .play with today. We have lots of space around us here so

that-you-can- play vith. your. balloon in- any waY you would like; You can move

with it , hit. it .up- in. the air; or do anything else you would like .with it in

the -next 20 minutes." Add anr other directions , suggestions , or comments to

the.. children .that 'you feel. would be helpful. Or necessary but be sure- to include

the- above- statements. Give each child a deflated balloon. You will be

provided with one balloon for each child in your class plus a- few extras in

case-there are' ballobps with defects or in case any become broken in the

process* of-trying to. blow them up.

We, would like you to remain available to the children during these 20. minutes

but. we -do -.not have anything particular. planned. for. you to do during this time

so. feel free-to- either participate. direcV. or- observe as on-would like.

You-may dispose. of -the balloons as ybu would like after. the 20 minutes For

example; the. children ..can- take them- home or you can keep- them- at school, etc.

If- any -individual children spontaneously ask during the 20 minutes- if they can

take- the -balloons-home; answer. yes or.no -as -you 'have decided- but please don' t

announce this fact to the group until. after the 20-minutes' is over.

Questions:

A. Teacherls -ability to- anticipate. and-handle-frustration: 1)- -Does she

expect-the-children-to-be-able to-blow-up-the-balloons themselves? Does she

anticipate- that some- children -won' t:- be able- to- do-this?... How-does- She handle ;

the frustration' of -the -chilitren-who cat't blow. their-balloons up?* 2)- Does

the- teacher anticipate-frustration' from balloons -popping and children not. being

able to have- another?-- How' does -she -prepare-I'm-children-for- thiv,end--how does

she -deal- with. it- afterwards? -3)- How does- she-handle-the 'choosing-of- colors?

If-many children-ask. for- help blowing- up-their balloons ; .how-. does: she- handle

them? - .Does-she-encourage-the. children-to try-to -do-it-themselves? Does

she blow -it -up for -them? Does she. ask-the aide" to help-, too? Does" she. suggest

the- children" asks. each-other- for help? Does she announce. to. the. group that she

-and-the side-are-available for help or does. she wait- for- the children- to seek

out her. help?

O.- Teacher's' ability- to .handle-aggression 'Do 'children-try' to- pop. each -other's

ballorats? Do they run into- each- other? If. so; how. does- teacher' handle?

D. What.- is--the. teacher's- reaction" b children whose balloons- have popped?

Sympathy? "That 's 'Life"- attitude?. -"I-told" you. so" attitude?

.Homes. and Families

Materials:

None

2. Instructions :

Choose- a 'group of children. with .whom'you-will- spend-a-period-of-time- on two
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successive-days-discussing-their.homes. and families.. We would like-to observe
during-the.period-inthe-morning-when.you-pIan-to do this. (If-the teacher
asks-about-their hoMes.and.families just say-that-anything she-thinks would be
interesting-or-good-for the-children'Ahat she is working with.). Write and
illustrate dianusgions with children.

3. AuestionSI,

What.aspects.of-environment or.family does teacher focus on-or does she let
children determine.what happens?- Does .she-make.any attempt-to talk about
feelings?
How are children involved.in writing-and illustrating-discussion?
How-does-teacher react to reports and-stories-of children?

Games

1. Materials:

Large rubber ball

2. Instructions:

Have children play dodge-ball-where-children are-divided-into two-groups, half
inside-a-circle of-the-other-children.. Thildren in circle eliminate-children
inside-of-circle-by-thrming.ball'at them.

3. -Questions:

-How does-teacher-modify. game-for children?
How are-explanations made?
How are two groups chosen?
How is competition.dealt, with?
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Observation of Teachers and Teaching:
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ABSTRACT

'The rationale for participant observation call for a greater reliance on ex-
perience and training of observers and on systematic prObedures for sample selection
and inter-class comparisons, than on-the,development of a system for directly and
reliably recording categories or signs of behavioral fragments. Variations in
teaching and in.observation must be analyzed as interdependent sources which both
contribute meaningful descriptions of differences between classes. Recording
samples of observe7dbehaviors is essential for training and analysis.

Applications using teams of observers in Head Start and inner city and suburban
elementary school classes are described and discussed with reference to methodology
and data reduction. Films were made of a.stratified sample of classes in order to
anchor, observational reports and ratings and for the purpose of providing primary
data on stylistic variation across school location and grade level.

"The research reported herein was-performed pursuant to a contract with the Office
of EconoMic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.,
20506. the opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not
be conattned'as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United
States Government."

Films for this project were made'under the resourceful direction of Professor
Alvin Fiering. Mn Charles Kokaska performed extraordinarily in developing
pOsitive relationships with teachers and in supervising field observers. Miss
Janet Hudson has indexed films and organized data with consummate skill.



OBSERVATION OF TEACHERS AND TEACHING:
STRATEGIES AND APPLICATIONs1

Frank Garfunkel

Boston.University

INTRODUCTION

All too often educational studies employ a single recording technique to abstract
teacher behavior into data. The monolith is this singular strategy rather than the
claims and procedures of any one school of obiervational thought. Such g criticism is
not confined to educational research, but to any studies that focus on complex human
behaviors for which there is no optimal methodology that is accepted by professional
consensus as being the epitome of validity. Although a particular methodological
approach - participant observation (Bruyn, 1966) - will be described, the discussion
of perspective is crucial to its elaboration. The vehicle of inference for participant
observation is "observer" with experience, training, and theory rather than rating scale,
checklist or behavioral protocal. In order to comprehend the validity df any of these
vehicles it is necessary to explore their potential diverse contributions and to carefully
describe defects in instrumentation, methodology and substance.

Participant observation is not cast as the only or preferred approach, but rather
as a necessary component of research activity that aims at inferring useful data from
teacher behaviors. The fact that such a strategy does not result in easily reportable
and grossly comparable data should not be a deterrrent to its use if there is reason to
believe that the behavior being studied is so diverse and complex that descriptive
problems are inherent because of this dtversity and complexity. Social sciences (and
other sciences, as well) always run the rish of reporting that which is easy to describe
rather than that which is important to the phenomena being studied.

RATIONALE

Strategies for obtaining data on teacher variation cover a wide range of procedures.
Quantification As variously based on rating scales, behavioral categories, checklists,
interaction analyses and projective inferences. Reliability is more a question
of definition of behavioral units than of their relevance to teacher effectiveness.
The substance of the behavior that is designated by the observational model
is a reflection of either the instrument maker's or the observer's bias. Whichever

11111111101.11IV

1 "The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the Office
of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.,
20506. The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be
construed as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United States
Government."
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is the case; there is always a presumption about educational goals and effective
implementation. This is just as true of rating scales as of direct measurement which
mpst make a prior decision about what is to be observed. It is not clear that
any extant system is based on a theory which would systematicany direct us to study
particular behavioral categories.

When explicit attempts are made to empirically judge effectiveness by observing.
changes in children during the time they are with a particular teacher, and, further-'
more, to select,units of teacher behavior because of their relation to change, there
are snarls because teacher effects are engulfed by developmental and social class
effects and also, and perhaps more significantly, the behaviors that are most directly
affected by teachers are not easily defined or measured. Achievement tests give an
abatraction of intellectual behavior which may very well be invariant to teacher
effects, especially when compared to intelligence and social class variance. This
is not to imply that there are no teacher effects, but only that given the instru-
ments and variables conventionally used, for practical purposes, they are not
measureBie, at leastmith the samples of teachers and children that have been used
in teadier effectiveness research. This is an important "at least" for, as has been
pointed out in psychotherapy research, demonstrated effectiveness of a particular
therapist oi procedure is very much a function of the diagnosis and severity of the
patient. It is possible and probably that teacher effectiveness studies must take
into careful consideration the age, sex, and educational-intellectual status of
students. The teacher variabie will probably prove to be more demonstrably effective
for disadvantaged, disturbed, retarded and generally disabled children than for
normal children because the variability in criteria is, to a large degree, accounted
for by independent variables that are constructively and methodologically highly
correlated. There is a confounding between the research problem - are teachers
differential*. effective? - and the measurement problem, that is largely unresolved.

While admitting that the ultimate criteria of teacher effectiveness are changes
in children, it does not necessarily follow that the important teacher variable (or
variables) should be derived by regressing changes (in children) against a myriad
of input variables (teacher behaviors). For this to be the recommended procedure
it would have to be established that the criteria are desirable and that they are
meaningfully linked to teacher behaviors, neither of which is definitively so. Research
on teaching is faced with a forbidding gap between teaching and learning which is
partly a function of the autonomy of teachers and partly of the nature and limitations
of teaching and measurement technology.

Failure to develop a predictive system for determining effectiveness has been
accompanied by (and partly by default led to) the development of authoritative
systems whereby one or more zrdUisfaonasdescribe what makes an effective teacher.
Items, scales or categories are abstracted so that they can be used by a more or
less skilled observer, to obtain data on the purported effectiveness of a sample of
teachers. Behavioral units can be quite global, encompassing such broad areas as
permissiveness, warmth, creativity or control, or they can be extremely specific aoo
relatively nonjudgemental, such as recording the number of times or amount of time
that particular behaviors and interactions take place. Global assessment depends
on trained and experienced observers while specific assessment depends on trained but
not necessarily experienced observers (experience referring to teaching and training
referring to observer training).
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The contltruct validity of any more or less global or specfic system will depend

on not only the substance of categories or items, but on other disiderata as well.

In fact, substance might very well be of least significiance in light of situational

and procedural varibilities that are often erroneously'assumed:toThe relatively constant.

Given the fact that teachers vary, it does not necessarily follow that procedures are

directly comparable, operational goals are the same, samples of children in different

classes require the same approach, curricular and time of day variations are insignifi-

cant or cultural forces or particular schools are not predisposing. When the burden

is on the instrument (rather than the observer) it is difficult or impossible to

correct for confounding that is implicit in each of thede sources of variation. Given

instruments will only be effective to the extent that these intervening variables are

not only controlled for (presumably by randomization or manipulation) but are measured

and, it follows, whose distributions are adquately represented in the given sample of

classes. This suggests that either studies of teaching should concentrate on in-

tensive surveys of relatively homogenious clusters of classes that differ on few but

potent dimensions, or that large scale studies include manipulation of curricular;

sampling of children, in-service training and supervision. This is to say that there

is too much noise in the system sfor any single instrument to validly assess teacher

effectiveness. This is just as true if the instrument is based on a construct as it

is if it has been empirically derived.

Another rather imposing source of variation is the observer both-tthe proceddris

by which he is trained and those that he uses in the course of his observations. It

is not only that different people see different things, but that the conditions of

training, visiting classes, feedback, and articulation cannot be assumed to be constant.

The use of a single instrument will not insure comparable data unless either the

observational process in continuously standardized, the instrument has built in

features which suppress observer and observing contamination, additional data is col-

lected to provide for necessary nominal distinctions, or the variability in phenomena

being observed dominated observer variability in a direction consonant with the

purpose of the data gathering process.

It follows that no single strategy is inherently superior to another one but

that there are situatipnal, temporal, economic, and personnel considerations which

will suggest that one approach will be-more valid thail another. The reduction of

teaching behavior is desirable because inference is based on more clearly understood

judgements. However, reduction can lead to spurious and often misleading data, if it

is not accompanied by compatible. reduction of other relevant behaviors of teachers,

children, and schools. Furthermore, the sin quo non of reduction is that the trans-

formation be reversible. If reduction leads to a collection of irreversible bits that

cannot be associated with the child's and teacher's other (and more global) behaviors,

then studies of to-aching will leave the domain of education and enter some other

(possibly meaningful) domain. There are obviously impelling reasons why teaching should
be validly assessed, not the least of which is upgrading teacher education, gaining

insights into learning of both teachers and children and studying social interactions,

If reductionism leads away. from these by so abstracting and fragmenting behcvior then

it is likely that it will contribute much more to behavioral analysis than to change.

The greater the reduction to highly reliable bits of teacher behavior, the more

likely it is that accurate predictions will be made of correspondingly reduced to bits

of child behavior. Therefore, if the research goal is to get such correspondence, dis-
regarding its relevance for teaching And learning, then maximal reduction is to be

desired. But the reduction process, in general, ignores.relevance and only accidentally
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provides indices for units of behavior that are clinically meaningful. Human behavior
has not been structured (theoretically) as an accumulation of behavioral bits that go
together in an orderly and linear model. It is not at all clear that these bits have
any useful meaning by themselves. It is a pragmatic question that can be dealt with
only in terMs of specified applications which become the guage of usefulness. The
research decision to concentrate on any given units is germane not only to methodo-
logical considerations--how 1.6 the unit best measured?--but to the theoreaCal con-
nettion between teacher and learner. This connection can be conceptualized as being
mapped by any level of obstraction or generality. The crucial question arises when
clinical requireMents demand reversibility--that results under any system of inquiry
be useful as feedback in order to affect behavior other than that which is under a
microscope. There is just as much need for transfer from datum to person as there
is from skill to ability. Without this transfer both systems would be sterile.

Transfer'is implicit in a well ordered and predictable system where reversibility
(from behavior to abstraction to behavior) is generated from an object (intra) and
across objects (inter). An individual's within variability over abilities is re-
flective of sampling variation across individuals and time and vice versa. The
Stanford-Binet IQ is reversible (for middle class children) not because we can go
directly back to the individual ftom the IQ, but because we can go the sample and
then, in 0 meaningful way, back to the individual. "Meaningful way" refers to the well
ordered system whereby a probabliStic statement can be made about the individual's
future academic behavior with regards to thegrcup. Without this characteristic test
scores or observational data become one way streets that make no useful connections.

Classroom observation is up against the reversibilitydilemmano matter how
abstract or reliable are the protocols. When data are obtained they may fit into a
regression analysis but they cannot be transformed back to the class either directly
-or indirectly because of the lack of order in the system, either horizontally or
vertically. Because of this,films (or Kineoscopic tapes) are needed to provide a
mechanical vehicle for reversibility in the absence of a theoretical or empitical
Vehicle. Admittedly fhis only provides for the reversibility; it is not established.
But at least the possibility exists. At the Same time the vehicle for transfer is
present--various techniques can be applied to.the sate sample of classrooms.
Variability of multiple dimensions and strategies can be put to the crude, but im-
mediate test of viewer (film) variability. Direct comparisons can be made between
direct recordings of behavioral bits, ratings of qualities, and authoratative
judgements. And, most significantly, teachers can be confronted simultaneously
with data and behavior. For the present, films would appear to be necessary for the
development of any form of observational analysis--without films Even carefully ob-
tained data will be lost to a specific, non-transferable and irreversible "black
box" process.

The fact that the introduction of the photographer or the observer transforms
the situation is not without theore4cal interest. If non-reactive procedures can be
used in educational studies, as was done by Sexton (1961) and as is recommended by
Webb, et al (1966), they are to be desired unless the reactive effects are theoreti-
cally important in the reconstruction of phenomena being observed. There is reason to
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believe that the principle characteristic of teaching is that it is not observed and
that feedback is not existent and, in fact, impossible. Education is essentially a
nonreactive system which is unaffected by contemporary social movements, recent
scientific advances and critical reappraisal of current practices. Authorities set up
the models and pontticate but teachers and principals run the show in autonomous
conclaves. This autonomy is personal rather than professional.. Textbook and exam-
inatinn conformity is obviated by variability along indeterminate and self-defeating
lines. The model of classroom observer (or photographer) is one that involves more
than an invasion into the classroom for the convenience of research. It ls a different
and more viable model that permits (but does not insure) a continual reappraisal of
curriculum and behavior. The study of unobservable teachers is a paradox without
resolution. Teaching conceived as art, science, or some combination of the two is
untenable unless it can be researched on the one hand, or experienced on the other.
Given the present state of research technology, the falling tree in the forest does
not make a sound unless there is someone (or something) to hear it.

Orchestras need listeners, recorders and critics less they exist in an incestuous
vacuum. The reinforcement of teachers consists of a bundle of meretricious acts and
words which contribute more to a religion than a profession and more to a mystical
epistomology than to a vital language that has some relation to behavior. Therefore,
the criticism that the observer changes the situation is accepted and encouraged.
That the necessary research vehicle is just as essential to pedagogy is not a coin-
cidence. The claim can be made (even if it cannot be rigorously supported) that any
social scientific techniques should have direct payoff to the individual or groups
being observed and manipulated. Using film to study teaching is an example of this
claim.

Disregarding the technique used to record behavior, observational studies are
usually confronted by comparisons of teaching that depend on values rather than
behavior. If comparisons are to be made between teachers who lecture and those who
lead discussions in varying subject fields, any system of measurement will break down
unless it is either assumed that one approach is inherently better than the other
(values) or that the different behaviors are irrelevant to the measurement of effec-
iveness which is to assume that goals transcent methodology. There are several ways
around this dilemma. The curriculum and/or methodology can be stipulated (Belleck,
et al 1966) and teaching can be thusly compared. Unless teachers have opportunities
for participation in several manipulations there will be teacher-method confounding.
Manipulation can be contrived (with or without teacher involvement) or they, can be
unobstrusive (and thus really not manipulations) by selecting sequences of comparable
behaviors that already exist. In either case and disregarding the observational and
recording technique, there is some control so that "everything being equal" is not a
completely empty phrase.

If manipulations of the first or second !tind are impossible to accomplish, ad-
justments must be made either by restricting the field of study or by using an "in-
strument" that allows for diverse methods, curricular and samples. Such an "instrument"
might be a series of conditional scales which are selected by the observer depending
on the curriculum and techniques being used. Comparisons could be made on those scales
that were selected a sufficient number of times. The "instrument" could also be a
highly trained and experienced team of observers who have necessary skills to compare
somewhat dissimilar teaching.situations. To assume, as is'often done,. that'the observer
who has the task of selecting and judging, will be more subjective than a series of
protocols that cannot deal with the complexities of teaching variance, necessarily in-
volves the tautology that such an observer is definitively subjective, and direct be-
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havioral recording and rating scales are definitively objective. This fallacy is an

inheritance of the so called "objective" test which is presumed to be objective be-

cause of its format, not because of its item selection, mode of inquiry or reactive

effects. Admittedly, the scoring process is less subject to the biases of the scorer

and the paper and pencil standardization conditions of test administration are

relatively constant, but this does not provide sufficient conditions for objectivity.

Reliability is an aspect of what might be referred to as internal objectivity2 but it

is not necessarily primary. It is necessary to consider the effect of the instrument

on not only.the subject but the educational process; the selection of items, the mode

of item presentation and the problems inherent in the transformation of behavior to

data. The high reliability of "objective" tests is not without a price in external

subjectivity. The assumption that reliability is generic to validity has already been

challenged with regard to "objectivd'testing and it can be similarly challeneedith

regard to "objeCtive"'recording of teaching behavior,

The argument is the same. The selection of items and modes of presentation in-
volves gross subjectivity even though recording and scoring processes (which can be

one and the same) ate highly reliable. This is not to say that essay tests and the use
of the observer-as-instrument necessarily insure external objectivity but only that
they provide an alternatila strategy which can more directly get at higher level

processes. Thinking, reasoning, problem solving and creativity may be vague but they

come closer to the expressed goals of education than mamorizing',* recalling, and

educated guessing. Similarly, the assessment of humane, creative, elaborative, in-
sightful, and intelligent teaching is more directly to the point than counting the
amount and number of times teachers and students ask questions, make statements,

make demands, and are silent. This is not to preclude that specifically defirga be-
haviors can be important indicators of generalized functions but,only to gain per-
spective about their limitations and the value of alternatiVe "subjective" strategies
to approach a more profound objectivity than is to be had by using "objective"

methods exclusively.

The question of reaction is not a trivial methodological issue that can be re-
legated to vagaries of research. The teacher who is "counted" and the observer who is
counting are part of the system end will respond in some way to this procedure as
opposed to.an alternative one. The reductionism involved in "counting" reduces not
only behavior, but ehe work and status of the observer and, therefore, of observational
process. This is not a polemic for elianating "counting" but rather an argument
for questioning any reactive procedure, not because it is reactive, but because of the
quality and force of the reaction it might evoke.

1ENERAL STATEMENT OP PROCEDURES

We address ourselves specifically to the problem of evaluating and describing
the potential effectiveness of teaching in a diverse sample of classrooms and schools
(or centers). Amount of observation will depend on sample vaiability and 0 sophistica-
tion. In order to obtain approximations of these parameters the design calls for

...110.mkal./011~11.0118...emno.111001.101....11

2 This followed Campbell and Stanley's (1963) distinction between internal and external
validity.
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multiple O's making multiple observations of classes over an extended period of time.
O's will have hAd teaching experience and will participate in seminars prior to and
throughout the PO. Training will consist of a variety of experiences aimed at facili-
tating inter-0 communication, becoming familiar with a behavioral model and developing

observation sensitivity. Seminars and workshops prior to PO will be used to screen

out unsuitable candidates. O's will participate in an observational seminar where they
collectivly observe groups of children in classes and discuss at length, teaching and
learning as they view it. O's will observe each other teaching children and discuss
varieties of approaches and values.

Films will be utilized in the observational seminar in order to allow for review
of discussed behaviors at any time. These films should show diverse teachers doing
similar tasks and similar teachers, or a'given teacher, functioning in varying ways.
It is desirable for O's to view different teachers with the same grou0 of children.

O's will keep careful logs of Observed behaviors which will proVide detailed
accounts ot teacher, childt end interactional behaviors. Analytical reports will be
written, utilizing the log as sources of evidence. Finally, O's will write inter-
pretive summaries of teachers and classes, describing their estimation of effect-
iveness and indicating teaching characterisitics that are critical for their assess-
ment. Procedures for writing these reports are set forth in greater detail in the
appendix to this report.

Scales representing important and adequately variable dimensions of teaching
and child behavior will be constructed in such a way as to relate the observed be-
havior to the behavioral theory. O's will Q-sort classes on each of these scales--
rating all classes on one scale at a time thus minimizing associational biases. O's
will underline and label logged behavioral recording according to a notation that
related scales to specific recorded behaviors. Scaled judgements can then be sup-
ported by molar sequences of observed and recorded behaviors.

MODEL

Although participant observation (PO) varies as to the specific procedures used,
it is always based on the principle that although the observer (0) will adapt pre-
conceived structural outlines and dimensional scales on the course of his summary, he
is the instrument for-inferring data, rather than any outlines or scales. There must
be enough intensity and duration in the involvement with the phenomena being studied
for its unique structure and process to be indentifiable. The amount of contact is
a function of the kind and degree of distinctions between individuals and agencies that
are required. Once the target system is defined 0 has the responsibility of determining
a traffic pattern for himself which Will lead to an..understanding of relationships and
direction. Hypotheses.are constructed by relating a presumed general theory of behavior
to the behaviors of the system. PO methodology is independent of the theory or of the
working hypotheses--but some articulated theory is necessary.

0 is presumed to be experienced and
pend on task requirements. Ttaining can
or it can take place prior to and during

trained although specifications for both de-
be presumed from the previous experience of 0
PO. Reliability will depend on the perspective

.4111116-
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and sensitivity of 0 and multiple O's can be used to provide anchoring if diverse
éttuations are to be obsarired. 0 will observe and become involved (interviews, utili-
zation of unobtrusive data, manipulation) to an extent necessary to test hypotheses
about prediced outcomes and structural relationships. Guidelines for participation
must be drawn up, prior to observation, with the cooperation of individuals involved.

Biases of 0 must be continuously dealt with but this will depend on whether
they are a legitimate source of error. Where 0 bias will produce variation equal
to or greater than phenomenolpi%cal variation , it is necessary.to articulate and
hypothesize about bias x behavior interaction in a manner suggested in general terms
by Mydral (1953). Where bias is of minial important (as in many cultural anthrOpt);-.
logical studies) it need be only articulated.

Just as in any data gathering process, inferences are only as strong as the
instruments that are used. PO depends on high quality O's who can demonstrate their
perspicacity by being able to predict interactions and circumstances and to relate
observed behavior to given theoretical models. Proof of quality can either be left
to the readers of final reports or it can be currently brought into relief by using
multiple O's with parallel systems. The test of effectiveness or precision is
clearly not A reliability coefficient or an "F" ratio.. Any such statistical test
works smoothly once the data is obtained and disregarding the validity of the data.
PO emphasizer letting meaning speak for itself in much the same way the Skinnerians
proclaim that data should be directly recorded and then speak for itself.

The assumption of PO is that there are Ws and Methodologies which can be used
to obtain data that reveals more about observed processesthan,about O's. Method-
ologies can be designed to efficiently utilize O's with given degrees of competing
biases and with specified goals with reference to designated behavioral systems. This
is to say that design will have to be adapted for known variations in D's, goals and
Systems.

PO is not clearly defined methodology that is uniformly used in the social
sciences. The practice of having an 0 look closely at a segment of interpersonal
(or individual) behavior is simpleminded and elementary. Where more clearly defined
procedures are appropriate they should certainly be used. The designations of
adequate O's is difficult and perhaps, often impossible. It might appear that PO
is a regression to pre-scientific methodology, where uncontrolled judgements are com-
bined with unknown weights. Bilt is is even less scientific to use "powerful" instru-
ments to perform tasks for which they are unsuited. The decision to use PO is made in
light of the complexities of teaching, the difficulties of obtaining comparable samples
of behavior, the problems of irreversibility, the tenuousness of child behavioral
criteria and the obscurity and ineffectiveness and inappropriateness of personality
measurement for obtaining adequate measurements of teacher characteristics. This could
lead to the abandOnment of such research or, as in the case of PO, to the adaption of
relatively crude processes which can, albeit subjectively, deal with those obstacles.
Developments in audio-visual technology will make it possible to give more substance to
the inferences of O's and to provide reasonably direct documentation of classroom
processes that can be exposed to more varified procedures.
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APPLICATIONS IN HEAD START AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSES

Applications of modified participant observation approaches were made on selectdd
Head Start and Elementary School classes.in connection with two projects, which'were
taking place concurrently. The first involved twenty Head Start clabses which were
being evaluated by the Boston University Head Start Evaluation and Research Center as
a part of its participatiOn in the National Evaluation Program. The second was with
Project Concern, an experimtntal study of.the effedts of suburban education on inner-
city dhildren in and around Hartford, Connecticut. Since the data on both of these
projects, with regards to the tested and observed performances of individual children,
has not been made available, this report.is necessarily incomplete. ProcedOres for
observing classes and obtaining data will be described in some detail, and pre1fAinary
descriptive statements will be made with regards to dimensionality of scales that
were used in each investigation and agreement between raters on a variety of scale
ratings. It addition, for the Project Concern application, the division of classes
into inner-citY defacto segregated and suburban unite with one, two or three hussed
negro children in them permits a straight forward comparison over location of classes.

Although the general principles behind participant observation, as developed by
Bruyn ( 1966) were followed it the development and carrying out of procedures, the
sustained and intensive contact of observers with classrooms and schools was not
followedpartly by choice, because of the kinds of variation that were of most interest,
and partly brnecessity. Future studies will provide for considerably more contact
between observers and the institutions they are observing in order to realize the depth
whiblvit'only being approximatedby procedures to be reported herein.

The aims.of these studies were twofold: 1) to study the relationship between
selected characteristics of teacher style and changes in mental abilities, academic
achievement, personal-social development and creativity of children in selected
classrooms; 2) to describe, through dross-sectional procedures, teaching situations
which Head Start children are exposed to and those to which they will most probably
be exposed to if they attend inner-city or suburban elementary classrooms.

PROCEDURES,

Both applicatAons called for the recruiting and training of observers who had
extensive experience both as teachers and as observers of preschool and elementary
school classes. Initial training sessions involved observation of classes and
discussion of an all-inclusive categorical model of classroom procedures (Appendix.C).
This model was not for the purpose of providing a checklist or of focusing observers'
attention on particular variables so much as it was for directing their attention to
all possible contingencies and teaching situations. The model included,,listings,under
the genortl heading instruction, of Materials, lessons, motivation, evaluation, and
achievement. A second section under the general heading of controls,included fbrm,
quantity, tone, consistency and student pressure. Facilities listed characteristics,
and iMplications for teaching. Student interaction included opportunity character-
istics. A last category, teacher-student interaction included humor, address, feelings,
reinfordement. This model was meant to be a vehicle which would serve to provoke
discussion and generate questions about varieties of teaching experiences. In addition,
an exhaustive list of variables associated with teachers, students and curriculum was
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constructed, through the deliberations of observers, in order to sen4itize them to

differences between independent, intervening and dependent variables (Appendix F).

It is critical to note that the mndels developed from observational seminars and

were, therefore, the produce of the efforts of observers. They were not handed

listings of categories and variables which had been developed externally and which

would have been, therefore, imposed upon them,

Observers were &eked to keep detailed ndEes on their observations without
regard to a particular model, but with specific regard to what they considered

to be the most important characteristics of the classrooms they were observing.

These notes were to be transformed into processoreports which were to be concluded

by analytical reports and summary interpretations (Appendix D).

Scales were developed for both studies by observers after carefully and

deductively describing contrasting characteristics of teaching situations which

observers judged as being relatively unique. (See appendices A&E). The scales,

are, therefore, a reflection of differences seen by observers, ra'ther than the

basis for making distinctions. This meant that this approach to studying teaching

involved a concomitant study of observer vaiiation, and that these two separate

focuses were mutually interdependent.

The burden of responsibility was clearly on observers rather than scales and

it called for an inferential process which would be only as defensible as the

perceptiveness and intelligence of the observers permitted. This process structures

a systematic approach to dealing with subjective impressions of observers who are re-
quired to defend these impressions in the face of careful scrutiny by other observers

and by senior members of the project staff. The process assumes that eadh observer

has enough experience and insight to be able to produce salient reports and inter-
pretations of teaching variation. Resulting inference must attend to both sources

of variation--teaching and observing--in order to aclequately describe stylistic

variation within stylistic categories.

In order to provide a superstructure tor teaching and observing variatftons, films

of selected classes were developed. In govering a wide range of acttvities, these
films have and will continue to provide referent behaviors for the reports and ratings

of observers. Extensive use of these films has been and is continuing to be made in
order to clarify reductions of behavior that were made by observers.

OBSERVATION OF HEAD START CLASSES

Of the twpnty sample aasses used in the National Evaluation program, nineteen
were observed sufficiently by two or more observers to produce reports and ratings

on a series of scales which were constructed by obserVers during the course of their

observations.

Eight scales were used in rating nineteen teachers by six observers, with each



teacher being rated by two, three, or four separate observers.

The scales were as follows:

10 Attitude towards teaching situation.

2. Teachers differentiation of children and activities.

3. Predominant emphasis of curriculum.

40 Purposefulness of classroom behavior.

50 Control of materials and interactions.

6. Commulication-responsiveness.

7. Work-play continuum.
8. Overall rating.

The detailed statements about each of these scales were given to each observer

and can be found in Appendix A.

Rater agreement on the ten scales varied between 80% and 90% and on the overall

rating the agrement was 92%. Interscale correlations varied between .60 and .90.

Variation between classes appear to be sufficient to allow for maximal rater agreement

as well as the probable inflaticin of scale inter-correlation.

Observers were instructed to sort all teachers on each scale, rather than rating

each teacher on all scOes, in order to minimize halo effects.

Since four of the six observers had training and experience in early childhood ed-

ucation and, consequently held a point of view which valued highly differentiated pro-

grams with a considerable amount of freedom for individual thildren, resulting ratings

are necessarily a reflection of this point of view and are, therefore limited in their

generality. Observational tealbs:that participate in such a strategy should represent

a wide spectrum of points of view with at least two observers representing each major

variation. Similarly,it is essential to obtain samples of classes where competence

and style are relatively, independent so that their respective sources of variance can

be partialed out.

PROJECT CONCERN: Comparisons of inner-city and suburban classes.

Project Concern is a large scale interventional project which provides for

educational placement and supportive services for 250 inner-city children. The inner-

city children are all residents of Hartford, Connecticut, and the experimental inter-

vention consists of placement in surrounding middle class suburban schools. A randomly

selected control group of 250 children is being studied concurrently in order to test

hypotheses regardingthe differential effects of inner-city and suburban schools on

children. A summary of the theoretical framework and the experimental design of

Project Concern can be found in Appendix B.

The Boston University Head Start Evaluat:n mad Reseanch Center has been involvea

in observing and filming a random sample of clhoses that contain experimental and .

control children. Observations have also been made on a sample of Head Start classes

so that educational continuity between Head Start and elementary school could be

ascertained. Filming took place within a careful observational survey design so that
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the validity of the filming process could be eValuated:

From thirty-One schools involved in Project Concern, thirty-eight classes were

selected for the observational And film survey. Ten of these classes vere filmed over

a five-0month period. The extent to which filmed behaviors of particular Classes repre-

sent those classes, as well as the extent to which the film'iclasses are representative

of all 4asses, is presently under careful consideration. Findings thus far are that

independent observers can go from films to reports and from reports to films with equal

facility and that ratings Of films 'ate in almost complete agreetent with observer

ratings made of filmed Classes at other times during the year

Both the observational and film survey included kindergarten, first, second,
third, and fifth grades in both inner-city and suburban schools Inner-city classes

were selected randomly (stratified on grade) from the total pool of control classes.
Suburban classes were selected randomly from two communities that had greatest partici-
pation in the project and that represented more and less cooperative coomunities with

regards to Project Concern.

The observational team consisted of five observers with widely different back-
grounds and points of view. They were trained, respectively, in-preschool education,
elementary education, elementary and special education,secondary and special education,

and elemehtary education and counseling. Each observer was randomly assigned a sample

of clasees in both inner city and suburban schools. They were required to make at least
two extended observations, separated in time by at least one week, and, preferably, three

or four separate observations. In addition, each observer was required to observe
classes of two other observers at least once and, preferably, twice each.

Observers wrote process and interpretive repoits and ratdd::each class on ten scales

that had been derived by the observational team from preliminary observations of the
total sample of classes. A sorting technique was used so that a given rataryould
focus on inter-class variability over each scale, rather than within class variability

on all scales.

Scale derived- areas follows:

1. Involvement and interest of children
2. Phrposeful behavior of class
3. Source of diraction of academic activities
4. Nature of control over behavior
5. Effectiveness of behavioral controls
6. Quality of presentation of subject and materials'
7. Differentiation of instruction
8. Teacher reaction to tlassroom situation
9. Reinforcement of behavior of children

100 Nature of reinforcement

With the exception of scales five and nine, there appears to be a general factor
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which differentiated teaching in observed classes. Intercorrelations between scales
ranged between .60 and .80 and the internal consistency of the scales is well documented
across all observers by scale--total score correlations of ,80 and .90 with the exception
of the two scales mentioned. Rater agreement on individual scales, with the exception
of scale 9 varied between .50 and .60 and rater agreement on the cumulative mean rating
that was made by each observer on each teacher was correlated .65.

There are important differences between raters as is reflected by their respect-
-

ive interscale correlation matrices. For two of the raters, the interscale correlations
were generally between .40 and .60, while two of the oher observers had interscale
correlations between .75 and .85. Subsequent data analYses which are aimed at egtab-
lishing differential effects within suburban and inner-city classes will treat observer
score matrices separately in order to access the Validity of different observational
points of view with respect to predicting, change in diverse educational settings.

Data obtained from scales was unequivical in showing suburban classes to be
uniformly suileriot to inner-city classes. Seventy-five itpercent of the suburban classes
were above tile median and seventy percent of the inner city classes were below the
median which was highly statistically significant on "t" test.

Differences between inner-city and suburban classes were statistically significant
on all scales except 5, effectiveness of control; 9, reinforcement of behavior; and 10,
the nature of reinfordement.

Thus, observational ratings clearly distinguish inner-city and suburban classes
on selected scales and on mean rating over all scales. However, 30% of the classes over-
lap, five suburban classes being below the median and six inner-city classes being
above the median.

These observational data will be used in order to Modify the prediction of change
in inner-city and suburban classes in order to determine whether high quality (as here
defined) classes in inner-city schools are associated with changes in children in high
quality classes in suburban schools and, similarly, whether low quality instruction
in the suburbs is associated with low quality instruction in the inner-city.

DISCUSSION

This carefully structured observational survey demonstrated the degree and kind
of difference that is manifest belween inner-city and suburban classes. This is backed
up by a film survey of selected classes, kindergarten through five, in inner-city
and suburban schools. There is a close correspondence between filmed behaviors and
those that are reported in the data analysis of the scales used by observers. In both
cases it is appprent that inner-city schools are characterized by relatively unini7olved
children, classes with extremely restricted purposes and teachers who tend to per-
vasively control materials and children. This control is often expressed as coercion
and tiireats and is accompanied by a rather pedestrian presentation bf-materials with
relatively little differentiation of instruction. Inner-city teachers appear to enjoy
their .teaching less than suburban teachers. These differences are quite apparent in the
films, which are presently being prepared for showings at several national conventions.
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Inner City and suburban classrooms will be displayed simultaneously on tuiro adjacent
screens in order to bring these comparisons into relief Films have been subjected
to detailed analyses in order to refine scaler differences. Films of the inner city
and suburban classes have been combined with films of Head Start classes in order
to specifically and objectively present a cross sectional longitudinal comparison
of the experiences that children have'in preschool, kindergarten and through the
grades. The films vividly portray the contrast between selected Head Start and selected
elementary school classes.

All filmed sequences have been coded according to a curricular scalematic de-
vised by Garfunkel (1967) which identifies activities according to curricular
classification (activity, substantitive or routine), substantitive or activity
category (construction, perforMance,play gratification, language, social science,
snacks, clean up or rest), process focus (mechanistic routine, skill, perceptual,
cognitive or social) and control (teacher or child dominated). Each sequence is
also rated on the scales developed by observers. This allows for matching of con-
trasting curricular and stylistic sequence across and within location (inner-city-
suburban) and grade level (Head Start and Kindergarten through Grade Five). Further-
more, it provides a basis for comparing filmed sequences Oft ten claStjes to observed,
recorded and rated behaviors.in 38 classes which were selected by using systematic
and random dampling proceddres. The validity of the films is, therefore, based both
on techniq4es and methods of selecting classes and filming then, and analytically,
by obtaining comparable data on films of a limited sample of classes and andcdotal
reports and ratings on a representative sample of both inner-city and suburban classes.

Preliminary findings from these studies aocument wide variationd across
Head Start inner-city and suburban classes. The obvious next step is to follow children
who have been exposed to certain styles of teaching and to compare their responses
to elementary schools that offer similar and contrasting classroom environments. This
can serve as a control for predicting how high and low changes on various measurement
procedures will respond to continuous and discontinuous learning environments. Of
particular interest will be the interactions between Head Start and elementary school
stylistic variations on selected measures of achievement and social-emotional be-
haviors.

Y2.
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Appendix A April 1, 1967

HEADSTART EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

Boston University

Scales for Rating Participant
Observational Reports of

Headstart Classes

1. Attitude towards teaching situation

This scale is specifically ailped at a judgement of whether the teacher enjoys
the teaching situation and not whether she is a good teacher or whether the observer
likes her. At the high end of this scale such adjectives as happy, pleased, exhil-
erated, joyful, and so forth'. At the low end of the scale, unhappy, miserable,
sad, pained, and so forth. The judgement revolves around what the observerrsees in
the behavior of the teacher and not a projection by the observer as to whether 0
would be happy doing the things that the teacher is doing. This, as well as other
judgements, will depend upfln evidence that is collected in the course of observa-
tions,cand it should be possible to sight that evidence. Therefore, it is the-
oreticSaly assumed that the total behavioral protocal is reducible in such a way as
to provide bits of evidence to support each scaler judgement. Without such
reducibility, the judgement becomes simply a "gut reation." While admitting
that the "gut reaction"iiszan important part of perception and judgement, the
process of collecting evidence and making judgements should force the observer to
look deeply into his reaction and to make essentially two judgements: the first
one W.ng whether or not he can make a rating, and the second being conditional on
an affirmative response to this. The condition of being able to make the rating
will always depend upon the articulation of evidence to support a given judgement.

2. Teacher's differentiatiation of children and activities

At the end of the scale we have a teacher who runs a class that has a high
rating of individual instruction and who does not make demands upon groups of
children to do the same'things at the same time. High differentiation would involve
either one of two strategies: 4t.) where there is a special plan for each child
depending upon his abilities and attitudes and b.) where each child is allowed to
go his own way and to seek out his own kind of activity and activity level. Low
differentiation would be evident by a preponderance of classroom activities which
involve all children. It does not alow from this that this scale will necess-
arily correlate with good teaching or poor teaching, but that it represents a
style of teaching with respect to dealing with individual children of groups of
children.

3. Predominent Emphasis of Curriculum

This is essentially a nominal scale which calls for a judgement on the part
of the observer as to which of the categories suggest the principal manifest goals
of the activity bOing observed. The extent to which these categories are ordinally
related depends uPon a presumed value system with regards to desired goals of
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preschool teaching. The categoties to be used in this scale are taking directions,
cognitive, perceptual, social emotional and a fourth category; unclear, which in-
dicated that no single emphasis can be inferred from observed activity. The judge-

ment, of which category a given sequence of behavior belongs to, will depend upon
the behavioral priority system that operates for a given class. For example, if a

given lesson or period appears to be dominated by cognitive training byt if the
behavior of the children cause changes in plans and Oedefinition of the program,
then cognitive would be viewed as being a secondary goal, and the kind of activities
which cognitive training give way to would be the primary designation. It is essen-
tial that we observe classes closely and long enough so that we can make inferences
about what the goals, in fact, are, rather than what they are said to be. Freeplay
periods might be dominated by samething like ehe learning of routines and/or
language training. Perceptual training might very well be dominated by social/

emotional considerations if the behavior of the children causes the teacher to shift le

the emphasis for individual children,zfioaztimélto timel c.Aslia's-been-,statethlfof,:
the other scales, it will be necessary for observers to present evidence for manifest
goals and to distinguish between the nominal categories of this scale and overall
judgement of effectiveness. A good deal of work will have to be done on this scale
so that it presents the observer with a series of branbhing scales with alternative

categories, but with a theoretical connection between the different branches.

4. Purposefulness of classroom behavior

An affirmative response to this scale will depenil upon clear evidence of

direction and continuity. One would expect to find a considerable amount of
observer disagreement over this scale because this is particularly subject to
whether or not the observer is in harmony with the teacher and is able to see the
underlying goals of the class as it evolves. In order to rate a teacher as being
purposeful and the class as being purposeful, it will be necessary to show
evidence for continuity and direction; and similarly, inorder for a teacher to be
rated as being not puiposeful, it will be necessary to point out discontinuity
and to show many apparent shifts in direction during dhe course of observation.

5. Control of Materials

The question here is not so much whether it is the child or the teacher but,
rather, whether the child has a say in eigher the gross selection of activities or
materials or in their use after they are selected, or whether the teacher dominates
both selection dndiuge.hc c L

6. Communication--Responsiveness

This question is directed at the class and raises the issue of whether,
whatever is going on in the class, there is great responsiveness to it on the

part of the children or are they largely unresponsive or indifferent and, if any-
thing, following through on routines rather than being responsive to activities

and to the teacher. Responsiveness is indicated by a large amount of verbal and
non-verbal colimunication, but it does not indicate that this communication is
constructive or destructive or that it is good or bad.
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7. Work and Play

At the high end of the scale, work and play are undifferentiated and the
teacher makes 1.7,..ttle attempt to label or construct activities as being work or
play, but, rather, they tend to meld together. At the low end of the scale there
is a clear destinctioncertain activities are presented as play activities and
others are presented as work activities.

8. This scale is for a total "gut reaction" to the teacher, class, and children;
and it asks the observer to indicate, without any great demand for evidence, that
he thinks a given teacher is more or less effective.

Alloof these scales are intended to get at ordinal distinctions between a specified
sample of teachers that a given observer has been assigned. All judgements are
necessarily comparative,cadd they will depend upon what observer has seen as a
part of the observational task. It is the job of the designer of the sample to
make sure that each observer has a fair distribution of teacher variability in his
sample and, furthermore, that this variability is not highly skewed. This means
that the assignment of a sample of classes to a given observer must be proceeded
by enough observation to provide evidence for gross variability within a given
sample of teacher. Samples for observers should have relatively homogeneous
variance.
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Appendix B
October 10, 1966

PROJECT CONCERN

T. W. Mahan, Project Director

Brief Summary of Theoretical Framework

PROJECT CONCERN, although directly related to the problem of de facto segregation,is not essentially an experiment in integration; rather, it is an experiment ineducational intervention designed tocamteract the limited influence of urbaneducation on the disadvantaged. Research has described the "cumulative deficit"which the child from the low socio-economic enfironment tends to exhibit in his Ly:.school performancea phenomenon which is dramatically accentuated among the non-white poor--and has underlined the profound task involved in reversing the trend.A review of the literature quickly communicates the impression that the problemgoes beyond special teaching techniques, enriched materials, and better programming.

PROJECT CONCERNiTwi11 be evaluated by measured changes in pupil behavior. Nonethe-less, it is important to outline, at least in skeletal fashion, the theoreticalbase from which these changes are predicted. Basically, the research stems froma conviction that changes in stimuli, enlrironment and other input data can resultin changes in response or output behavior. However, it also felt that cognitivepatterns for copying with formal learning situations and the affective responseswhich accompany these patterns have been well crystallized at the time of schoolentrance. This results in the use of traditional response paterns which, for thedisadvantaged, are frequently ineffective for school goals. Tomunteract thisestablished tendency it seems best to present the subject with an intense andpervasive experience in a fadically different environment so that new responsescan be provned. This is the first stage of PROJECT CONCERN--to create some dis-sonance within Ahe pupil in terms of his usual perception of himself in relationto school and to take advantage of this period of flux by reinforcing positivebehaviors and attitudes.

The second aspect of the intervention model is tied to the influence of peers asa basis for the development of role fulfilling behaviors. By placing a limitednumber of inner city youth (about 10% of the classroom population) in a suburbanclassroom these same youth will be constantly in contact with models of behavior
more in keeping with school values. By limiting the impact of models whichreinforce the current,.ineffective behavior and emphasizing the impact of different,but reasonable consistent models, it is hoped that some "shaping" of the pupils'
learning styles will take place in the direction of increased academic performance.

As a catalyst to prevent too much dissonance which might create a withdrawaland/or rejection reaction, significant adult figures who share much of the child'sheritage but also exhibit the desired characteristics in terms of attitudes towardschool and learning are provided in the supportive team. The effectiveness of thisadditional factor in the change process is a focus of the research design and,
hopefully, evidence will be available at the termination of the project to determinethe diffenential aliapact of the learning environment as separated from the impact ofadult identification figures.
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In essence, PROJECT CONCERN focuses around the change in perception, already to a
large extent stereotyped, which can be accomplished by a confrontation with experi-
ences highly charged with novelty but also in a context of interpersonal support.
It is predicted Chat changes will take place and that they will take place in the
direction of the models which the suburban youth present togthe bussed pupils.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

PROJECT CONCERN is designed to,attermine the relative effectiveness of a radically
different educational environment as a preventive and corrective intervention in
the education of urban youth from the inner city. The theoretical rationale for
the position has been discussed above, but the pragmatic aspects must be mentioned
briefly here. The "vacant seat" for pupil assignment has resulted in considerable
variability in the placement with some classes having only one experimental S while
others have four. This in turn has created a situation which results in the experi-
mental Ss being:spreadoacross"fhirtY-three 433) schools while control Ss are drawn
from six (6) 'schools. Hopefully, this diversity will have a self-cancelling effect
which will underline the impact of the experimental variable - the treatment pro-
cedure. In this same regard, it is also important to stress that the Experimental
°Ss not receiving external supportive services are all placed in one school system
(6 schools) and that generalizations from their performance must be made with that
fact clearly in mind.

Nonetheless the designi.seems adequate to examine the relative impact of four (4)
medhodologies,onathaviiink9latpttddeWandfmotivatLeas ofcinnefaityclyouth.
These methodologies, in order of their predicted effectiveness, are as follows:

1) Placement in a suburban system with supportive team assistance.
2) Placement in a suburban system without supportive team assistance.
3) Placement in an inner city school with supportive team assistance.
4) Placement in an inner city school without supportive team assistance.

Ss assigned to treatment procedures one (1) and two (2) above are considered to be
Experimental.Ss Aince they are subject to the impact of the major variable under
study: Placement in a radically different educational environment. Ss assigned
to treatment procedures three (3) and four (4) above are classified as controls.
As described above all Ss were drawn from the same population in a random fashion.
schematicEally, the design is as follows:

1.111111111.mImil

Experimental Groups Control Groups,

Grade With Support Without Support With Support Without Support
N Schools N Schools N Schools N Schools

Kdg. 32 8 14 3

1 38 9 5 2

2 47 9 2 2

3 30 7 7 3

4 25 6 9 4

5 41 0 6 2

0111

12

12

12

12
011 MO

-. 50 1

2 40 2

2 40 2

2 40 2

2 40 2

-. 40 1
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The criterion variables which will serve as basis for evaluating the effect of the
treatment variables (suburban school placement and supportive team assistance) can be
grouped into four (4) general headings:

a) Mental Ability

1. Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
2. Primary Mental Abilities

b) Academic Achievement

1. Reading
2. Listening
3. Arithmetic

c) Personal-Social Development

1. SociomettiécStat(iss
2. Test Anxiety
3. Attitudes
4. Teacher Ratings
5. School Attendeftoe
6. Vocational Aspiration

d) CCreativity

1. Picture Completion
2. Circles

These data will be collected at four points: September, 1966,.las.al.base; May, 1967,
to evaluate effects after one year; September, 1967, to assess loss during the summer;
May, 1968, to evaluate effects after two years. The basic statistical tests to be
used will be inalye &f vgilailte(.and'abvariaat0f.,A1lwattgalmi1ihtesabalYadefOetheY
4giguptg4on ogeOgekiligwgggpmc&ables withk,theypximqrynaaAtables'aeageposgraide'l.
placement, sctool system, and where the N permits, school.

In addition, case study materials reported on a weekly basis by teachers will be
utilized in an attempt to discover patterns of growth and development. Along with
this approach there will be data collected which will indicate parental involvement
and attitude as well as neighborhood reaction to a child's placement in the suburbs.
It is anticipated that there will be significantly greater growth for the Experi-
mental Ss as a group, but it is also hoped that evidence as to most productive and
effective intervention for pupils with differing characteristics may be revealed by
careful manipulation of the results.

The techniques described above will be employed on the total samples. However,
it is expected that smaller samples drawn from these samples will be used to
study other areas such as speech improvement, frustration tolerance, and personality
variables. The major outcomes of the Project will be evaluated from this design
framework by mans of the following specific hypotheses stated here as predictions.
Vor operational purposes, a "statistically significant difference" shall be defined
as a deviation of such magnitude that its likelihood of occurring by change does
not exceed one in twenty.



1) Experimental Ss will have significantly greater gain scores
than control Ss in:

a) all measures of mental ability
b) all measures of academic achievement
c) all measures of cognitive flexibility (creativity)

2) Experimental Ss will show significantly greater decrease than
control Ss in measures of:

a) general anxiety
b) test anxiety

3) Experimental Ss will not differ significantly ftom confrol,,Sse
in sociometric measures of:

a) acceptance by classroom peers
b) acceptance by neighborhood peers

4) Analyses of teacher report data on Experimental Ss will show
a pattern of sequential responses which follows the following
trend for Ss who show significant gains in academic performance:
uncritical acceptance by the teacher; more realistic appraisal
by the teacher, but with a tendency to emphasize assets; a

:*e, "tendency to recall and report successes and achievements;
attainment of a plateau in terms of reporting pupil behavior
as being relatiuely unexceptional and consistent.



Category

INSTRUCTIONS

A. Materials

Characteristics and amount

Appendix C

Examples

teacher prepared, commercial student
prepared

Content--specifically, the amount, nature, or characteristics of
topics related to urban environments or problems.

B. Lessons

Interpretation by teacher or student and the amount.
"What would have happened if there were
no Civil Way'."

Deviations within lessons

Spontaneity

Opportunity for Participation

Does the teacher allow students to
introduce or follow issues that may lead
away from lessons?

Does T. allow asides, immediate student
reactions, etc. during lessons?
Does T. call on all students? Do faster
ones dminate? Are slow ones encouraged
and given a chance?

Individual Participation Amount of individual reading, board work,
participation.

*What are the project student's reactions during recitation? How much
participation, attention, cooperation?

C. Motivation

Origin

Pursuit

teacher, childien, a combination through
some form of theme.

Does T follow children's ideas, accounts .

even fantasies?

Characgeristics What is discussed? How is the environment

D. Evaluation-Achievement

Type tests, oral qtatements, displays of studentd
works. (Are project students works
displayed?)



Category

TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION

A. Humor

. Address

Feelings

D. Reward-Punishment

Examples

Does T utilize humor to include students as
oppofed to ridicule.

How does she address individuals or the
class? "Boys and girls." "Students."
"Children" Last (tamesfirst names.

Does she express or discuss her own feelings
and attempts to elicit those of the students?

How does she express her favor or disfavor.
"I'm proud of you." "I like obedient
children."

*Examples of specific interaction with project students.

--------7=---_7r7i"
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Category

DISCIPLINE

A. Form

Verbal-direct

Verbal-indirect

Auditory

Visual

Physical

B. Amount

C. Tone

D. Consistency

E. Student pressre

PHYSICAL ORGANIZATION OF CLASSROOM

A. Characteristics

B. Room divisions

C. Interaction

STUDENT INTERACTION

A. Opportunity

B. Characteristics

Exam les

"Sit down." "Don't do that."

"Please write the word." "Why don't
you put your books away."

Clapping the hands, striking the piano

The evil eye

Holding, touching, etc.

How many discipline instances during any
one visit.

Must the class be completely silent.
How much noise is allowed.

Is the teacher consistent with her rules
and enforcing dhem?

Are there occab...:ns when students discipline
or assist the teacher in this area by
bringing pressure upon others. "Sssh, be
quiet."

Straight rows, tables, clusters of two
and three desks.

Are their study areas, work areas, hobby
areas, reading areas, etc.

Does room organization assist teacher-
student and student-student interaction.

Does the seating,llessons, and assignments
allow or encourgge interaction. Learning
groups, work groups, teacher's assistants.

Describe interactions. Students selecting
one another to write spelling words on
board, or to clean dhe desks, etc.

*Degree of project student's "mix." Do they choose obters, are they
aggressive, moderate, or retiring in their interactions.



APPANDIX D

HEADSTART EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER-

Boston University
School of Education
Boston, Massachusetts

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION AND. WRITTEN. REPORTS:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OBSERVERS

INTRODUCTION!

April 1, 1967

In order for us'to.most effectively use-your-observations.of classrooms; it.will

be .necessary-for us to-have-several-kinds-of-reports-which will reflect, in-a variety

of ways, the teacher and-child.behaviorsighich.you have-observed in-the classes

assigned.to.you. These-reports must-be .detailed-enough-and-must-include sufficient

affect.so-that.other'readers-can-read-a series-of-reports-and-rate.them.in ways

similar-to-the-ways-in which.youvill-be-requested-to rank.and-rate:the:various

classes 'that you.are.observing:---This-does-not-call-for-the-suppression of your

biases;.but.rather the-ready.admission-of'them-and-explicit-attempts-to.distinguish
between-thode-behaviord-which you-take-a-liking-to.wrdifferentiated from those

behaviors-which-you.think are-of-high-quality:- This.means that-you have-not only

to observe and report.whatyou-see;-but also-to-assimilate-what-yousee-into the.

working model that-is-represented-by your ideas-,-feelings;-and.experiences. .Wa

shall bring together-the-various.Models.of the several-observerEvintoan-integrated.

framework which is-controlled-partially-by the outline-Which-was"distributedand,
further,.by a series of scales-which-will-be.presented,to-you'after.you have

concluded your observations.

The process of abstracting-from-classroom-behaviors-to.your-observations,.ancL
then.to your written reports-and-themistill.further,-to-a-series-of.relevant.scales
is a difficult. one which will depend. on the-kinds .aud. degrees-of-differences that are

f6Und between-the various-classes.that-you.observevDifficulty-isvat the same.time,

a function-of the-differences-that.exist-withirvany-one.class-over-a:period of.time;

The proceSsrthat.is-being-constructed'will-give-a-more.or-less clear-indication .of

whether' classes are describably-and-meaningfully'different-andir-to-a-lesser.extent,
the degree. of-differences-between-these-classes: -The-reliability-of-the%process. Will

depend-upon-the clarity-and-comprehensiveness-of'the'writtewreports. .It is

necessary-6th-to-be able-to-carefully-describe-the.classes-that.we-see-as well as

to make-some-clear statements.about howequiVicalor unequivical-the.system of

-measurenent-is when-it is.put-to-alair testv-In.this-case-the-tests-will include

the'observations classes-by-different-observers-as-well-as-the-ratings of the

classes by individuals who have not seen them,.but who have access-to'the.written

reports
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OUTLINE-FOR CLASSROOM OBSERVATION

This outline, which was distributed to each observer, is not to be-used as a

checklist-or as an observational guide. Rather, it should be used-in the following

way; observers should read-and reread it carefully so that they are quite-familiar

with the various categories and sub-categories that-describe a mores or less all

inclusive listing of behavioral possibilities in classroom situations. The-outline

does not represent a mutually exclusive system nor does it cover-the detail which .

would bring it so much closer to the classroom'situation. Observers should be quite

familiar with it, but they should not actively use it during the course of their

observations. After completing process reports, they should refer back to the outline

in order to sensitize them to-the kinds'of-information.they.are getting and the

behaviors and.situations.which.they should attend to on.future visits to-the class.

The outline will be referred to again when the summary report is discussed below.

PROCESS REPORTS

These should include a detailed statement Of everything that is observed in the

classroom including the'behaviors.of-the teacher-anechildrens.the Ohysical

characteristics of the classroom, the materials that are usedsand-any other

observations which are pertinent to discussing the class. These reports are to.%

be thought of as the total of the observer/class interaction and they should not

exclude the observer and his feelings from the report.

Observers will differ in the way in which they construct this process report,

but the end result should be pretty much the same. Some.of you will take. notes as

you are observing tfie class, others should write out a detailed report immediately

after you leave the class, still others might 'develop a system for sketching out their

observations so that they can then be transcribed into. a running commentary describing

what was seen and how it was seen.

Theta process reports are the raw materials for everything-that follows and a

single report should be made out for every observation of the class. Therefore, each

observer will have at least two and preferably three process reports on-each class

that they observe.

It is hoped that these reports will not simplysbe a-rather.dry chronological

listing of everything that happens but.that they will include.appropriate adjectives

and.interpretations that are.a part of the observational process; The total

interpretation of a given teacher and classroom-will come in a.later report. What

we are interested in here are the more minute interpretations-of the specific

behaviors that are observed.. Although we.are.not specifically attending to

fragmentary quantitative questions such as how.many times a given child-is repri-

manded or how often the teacher talks opposed to how often the children talk. But

we should be quite aware of-duration and quantity and appropriate.notessshould be

made about persisteni kinds of behaviors.that take place.

The process reports will be used in-two ways: "in 'the first.place they will be

used by independent readers'who will make judgements-about-the classes from.reading

these reports; in the second.place; they will besused to document'the.findings of

s-this'survey-and relevant parts of'these reports will be abstracted and-integrated
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into a total report of all classes. In both .uses'of the process reports it is

necessary to have writing that is provocative.and comprehensive and that projects

the reader into the classroom so that he gets a feeling for what is taking place
and how it is taking place.

ANALYTICAL REPORTS

There should be an analytical-report for each visit to a classroom. This

report represents the observer's explanation and-synthesis of what-he has seen.
It can draw uponthe material from the process report.but it is not an observational
.report as such but rather a critical appraisal of the classroom for the period of

time that was observed. If there is no substantial difference between several'. .

process reports, it is possible to combine several of these into one.analytical

report. However, in general; there will be a separate analytical report for each
process report.

The analytical report.should refer back to the outline and should assess which
parts of-the outline are most relevant for the class under consideration, and what

kinds of information are noereadily obtainable either because of the structure of
the class or because of the accident of having observed a particular kind of class
or.a particular segment of the curricular.

SUMMARY INTERPRETATION

There will be one summary interpretation for each teacher that you observe.
This will draw upon the several process reports and analytical reports-and it should

integrate all of the-material that you-have in yourpossession: This summary report

should have two sections to it: first, an open-ended judgemental and inferential
report describing the essential of the observed behavior of the period-of two or

three observational periods. It should be completely.openended (projectiie) in that
you are free to draw on any material that you have in any of the visits and you
should underline freely as you see fit. The second part of the summary-report should
closely follow the outline and should commevt on each.of-its major sections. If there

are many omissions here then it should be clear that you have.not observed the class
either a sufficient number of times or sufficiently long enough on any one time. We
'continually have to address ourselves to the question of whether we-have observed

behaviors which make any particular class comparable.to other classes.

Classroom observation is continually plagued by the lack of comparability of

data. In .one class a teacher may do a large amount of talking.and it might be
considered to be extremely important in assessing her effectiveness. Another teacher

may also do a lot of talking but it mightbe trivial compared to other behaviors
which she &splays in her work with children. This means-that-the problem of
describing and evaluating teachers has to consider more and less effective behaviors

.as.well.as behaviors which are not applicable in an assessment'of effectivendss.

Somewhere along the line, we must make judgements which stem.from our
descriptions.and which-say something meaningful-about the degree and.kind of impact

a particular teadher might have,' We must obtain.a sufficient-amount of' material on
teachers to make judgements about how-effective-they.arevith respect to the'teaching
Of academic subject matter, of providing an environment for individual self-

determination, and encouraging appropriate inter-personal-relationships between the

teacher and-the children and between the children.
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HEADSTART EVALUATION AND.RESEARCH CENTER
Boston University

Scales for RatingL Elementary School-Classes*

1. Involvement and interest-of'children

Indifference,
Apathy

2. Purposeful behavior of class

Aimless
Wandering

3. Source of direction-of.academic-activities

.Teacher Child

4. Nature.of control-over behavior

May.1, 1967

Wriosity,
Absorption

Direct
Responsive

Coercion,
Threat

5. Effectiveness'of behavioral controls

None,
ClasEfruur lof control

6. Quality.of.presentation-of-subject.or-materials

Pedestrian,
Routine

Trust,
Respect

7. Differentation-oUinstruction

Monolithic,
Uniformity

(Teacher)

(Teacher)

Complete,
Class well controlled

(Teacher)

Creativity
Variety,
Innovation

8. Teacher readitonto classroom situation

Unhappy
Hostile

(Teacher)

Highly differentiated,
Individually discriminate

(Teacher)

Indifferent Happy,
Involvement with dhildren
Obvious enjoyment

(Teacher)9. Reinforcement of behavior of children

Not apparent

10. Nature of reinforcement

Punitive, ,

Threatening

Frequent

(Teacher)

Positive,
Approval,
Encouragement

*All teachers observed'by.a given rater are to be sorted-into-five categories so that

two-thirds of.the teachers-are.in categories'20,-and.4; .onei-third are to be 1 and 5.

Category 1 is the left hand.side of.each-sca1e.and-category.1-to-the.right hand side.

Category 3 is an.intermediate-category.



APPENDIX F

VARIABLES FOR OBSERVATIONAL SCHEDULES
(WITH SELECTED REFERENCES)

Variable Types

Object
Independent
Characteristics

Dependent
Behavioral Curricular

Pupil School background
Placement procedure,
2.

Diagnostic Informa-
tion: 2, Aptitude
Achievement,
Personality
Family-Home

Problem solving, 2
Motivation, 2
Attention, 1
Curiosity, 1
Activity, 2
Origination
Mobility
-Participation
Disruption
Individuality, 2
Pupil-Pupil Inter-
action, 2
Sociometric variables

Grouping, 2
Getting help, 1 .

Independent
Activitity, 1,2

Teacher Education
Experience
Age
Sex
Certification(s)
Professional Or-
ganizations and
Journals
Attitudes, 3

Preparation, 2
Direction, 2
Presentation Variety,1
Sequence, 2

Verbal-Nonverbal
Management-Discipline
Empathy-Support-Humor,1
Evaluation-Criticism, 2
Reinforcement-Rewards, 1

Use of curriculum
guide, 2
Textbooks, work-
books, 2
Teacher-prepared
materials, 2
Evaluation-Reports,
2

.

Pupil-
Teacher

Interf-

action

Not applicable

_

Direction-Initiative, 1
Social Organization-
Teacher or pupil cen-
tered, 1
Delegation of
responsibility

Differentiation,
1,2
As related to
content and
procedure

Classroom Demographic
Location-Type of
community
Size
Equipment
Supervision-
reported
Level

Supervision-observed
Climate, 1
Routines, 2
Discussion, 2
Competition, 2
Order-Disorder, 2

p.

Content, 1:
Academic-Vocational-
Crafts-Social-
physical and
recreational
Subject or pOject
Consultants-music,
art, physical
education, 2

1. Classronm Observation Code Digest (Cornell, Lindrall, Sarpe, 1952)

2. Scheale for observing special class for mentally retarded.children
(Blatt, 1963)

3. Minnesota Teacher*Attitude'Inventory (Cook, Leeds, and.Collis, 1951)
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INTRODUCTION

The instrumentsAol.beAescribed herein,have_been.developed.to:obtain

relevant data. about the'..curricUlum:....claseroom, teacher .and peer .effects .on..

individual Head .Start.. children.... The. techniques. were developed _to.study_seemt.

ingly important-sourceeraf_variation..lince,thclatter_domineted_the:former,

there are.....e_variety%ofrmethods...employed,..each:.of:vhich.:monld...appear...to-bc;

mosteuitable.lorlitudyinva=orresponding4arameterTherefor44-methodolot.

giew.vary,-..according:Amtheature...of.the;variable:.being.measured:.-

Nmeingle-strategrvill-eatiefw..the-diversity_el..situationsi:teachersi

methods,, tiassroom organizations, adult interactions and activities to be

found in Head Start and 'other levels and kinds of classrooms. Following

around teachers might be appropriate in some cases but,:tow-often, the teach-

er might have two rooms, administrative duties, orperform special functions.

in the classroom which.would not lead'to comparability. Observing the whole. .

class prevents attention to.important details of individual interactionOtbe- .

tween children and between teachers and children. Selecting the seemingly

_important incidents that_cometo.the attention-of observers is fraught with .

several kinds of biases - thqse.due_to.importance and selectivity. Further- .

more, it.has bbcome.more and.more_apparent that we should be directly at-

tending toAhe impact of adults..in.the classroom as they come in contact

. with children. On the other hand, we cannot ignore the organization and sub-

stance.of the class.

Therefore, a dual strategyilas_been developed. There is, admittedly, a_

gap4..The curriculum protocol, when used with the total.class can only go ao.

far and it .has beptvpuahe4 :to..ita.1#it'i Follptfig tudividual children around...

curb° disconcertingAo..thesobierverbecause of a concern for liehaviours that

are observed .but-cannot be recorded.



At. any rate,. unbiased .sampling.over, time, .should sive best estimates
.

for individual-children(so.that.this might:be considered as a factor in the.
s

change of individuaL.children,over time), and_alpo, the ratings and times can

be 'accumulated over-children in a..given.classso.that-ve can have central

tendency measures:for the...class.vith..respect.to.the accumulation of individ-
. ,

ual behaviours of cliildrenvis-*Tvis.teachers.and%other.children.

The.importantthing:to see, 4n order.to understand the power of the in-

etrument, are.the ways in:which.two, three.and fcv,;:T scales can.be.interrelated

in order to get atmore. complex.effects.

Ihe..most critical.scales.(process.focus,.an&control).arvcrucial to both

strategies,so they must be%elearly.understood.by the observer. They will,

of course, be.controlled by other_scales (participation which will be medi-

ated by child'behaviour and..teacher.stylt).

The strategy does not preclude the use of anecdotal reports. Once an

observer has mastered .the.system (gains fluency) recording will be done in

a matter of seconds and.there.will.be more than enough time to take notes on

individuals and classroom .situationst. Readers can.fill out protocols from the

anecdotal report and.disparities can be studied.

Validity

We have several questions: Do .the scales have face (or construct) validity?

Do they include important mariables.that do make a difference? Is the content

sufficient to ck,Zferentiate quality from mediocrity? Are there any important

ommissions which would prevent the scales from giving a valid estimate of

potential impact?

This ie being done'by having.individuals with diverse Views review the

content and discuss it. It also can be done conjecturely by comparing the

content of the scales (in terms of second order interactions - taking two



and three variables_at_s_timeY,to.hypothetically superior and inferior classes,

including those-that may.,not.fit.any...given-model in all respects.

Empirical validation.mill not_be_possiblein:any short period of time.

However, an empiricall.test-qt.theAnternal validIty.of the scales is necessary

if they are 3 be used. onAinlvlargescale. .This involves using multiple ob-

servers in at least twenty 'classes.

$ trategies,

There are two tasks.to be done In order to complete these scales:

1. 'Observer (0).spenderonei.two or three hours in classroom, on

two, three, or four separatt.days, attending to total functions .of class.

Two entries are made every_five minutes, Whiph approximates two and one

half .minutes per entry, but.it,leaves the observer some flexibility.

All teachers, aides .volunteers_and student teachers are. observed work-

ing (or not working) with,all_children. The aim of this is to get at

classromorganizationAind.curriculum. In addition to the time dimen-

sion, the number of children_in any.given activity is a basic dimension.

2. Observer spends one,. tuo or three hours in classroom and at-

tends to one child at a_time.for periods of ten minutes. Each child is

obseiaed on 'two, three,or four separatedays. Entries are made every

thirty seconds; at the end_of_teniminutes seven judgments are made re-

garding selected teacher_characteristics. The thirty-second entries in-

clude category ratings_(0) and the recording of the presence:of three

behaviours.

Protocols and coding sheets are notated_with,letters and subscripts so

that it will.make it easy to:refer to them. An index of protocols and keys

follows (see.pp. 14-21):



A. Curriculum.Protocoljor2p.minute observation of class. Three of

these..will be. neede&lor. eachAlour-of.observation.. This is used

for-recording-activities4lUtotal-41ass.and Also) but,by a differ-

ent observer,tAarrecerding activities oF individual child when he

is observed-forten.flminute segments.

B. Key for .scoring A:mhenused:.eitherfor toal class, or for individual,

curricular.classifications which are

subdivided-into five,scales. ThisAs.meant to be an all7inclusive.

and-mutOally.;excIusivecategory'system, I.e., everything that can

occur .in a preschool:classroom%is.included .and.included.only.once.

Cl Protocol for-categc;ry entriesior observation of individual child

on five scalesAirectedvariously at,order oi activity, teacher-

child relation,.child and.teaCher. Entries are to be made once

every thirty .seconds.on-all five scales. Child ratings will be made

on .a previouély .designated'..child0 Teacherratings will be made on

teacher who is attending to.child at time of observation. Ifsev-

eral adults interact..with.child, then.they are .all included at the

appropriate time. This ig_not meant to be a record of any one teacher's

or aide's behaviour, but rather of the behaviours of any adults that

come in contact with thechild. This then becomes a sample of the

behaviours of-ill...teachers

C2_ This protocol includes,four.scales which ask for the.recording of

the presence of teacher=child.and childrchild attention and communi-

cation.interactions...within_fifteen.second intervals. A distinction

is made between attention.and verbal communication.

C3 Protocol for.rating.interaction of adult with child during ten min-

mte period. If more than one adult interacts with child, rate the
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1.

adult who has.attended..to.him the longest. If several adults have inter-

acted equally, take the_first one. Checks can be entered inappropri-

ate cells whenever.OvAn-behaviour occurs or does not occur, and the

summary rating-cal:1U made .at the end of ten minute interval. Ratings

are made:afterevery ten-minute.observation of child.

D1 Coding sheet for Cl. Includes categories within scales. All scales

range between Land..5...except scale number 5, which includes an 0 entry

for the situation-when-no-teacher is attending to or ignoring the child

in.a given time.interval. .

D2 Description of,scales_in,C2.

Except for C3, all entries.are.made consecutively at prescribed intervals,

throughout stipulated time. periods. This means that observers will have to be

quite fluent with scales, categories, notation and,the range of values of each

scale. Once this fluency is-obtained, the observer will be able to fully attend

to class, teachers lumi.children.or.child, without continually referring back to

coding sheets. Movies camprovide.an.excellent way of gaining fluency, except for

the classroom use of the.curriculum-protocol. A library of ten-minute sequences

.on individual .children has been developed.in order .to train observers and obtain

rater agreement data.

INSTRUCTION FOR MAKING ENTRIES INTO CURRICULUM PROTOCOL

20 MINUTE OBSERVATIONS OF CLASSES (see pp. 15-18)FOR

Five unit entries are to..beAmade.at approximately every two And one half

minutes, or two entries each,fiveminutes. Activities that take under two min-

utes are excluded. Periods,.of-repid change are.recorded partially by putting X's

into unscoreable.categories.....For.examplet.if. a .child switches activities for four

or five minutest entries.are.made.where they reflect behaviour liat lasts over two

minutes. X's are entered where rapid changes do not permit a single entry for the



interval. If a child is.switching omall.categories, the recording would be five

X's. If he is fairly'constant in any one, it would be coded and the others would

be X's.

Observer continues,to make.entries at two and one half minute intervals

throughout designated time,period,....Each protocol covers twenty minutes. If an

observer stays for three.hours.in.a_class, he can fill out nine protocols, or,iif

ten:minutes is taken, betweenAm$14iretocol he can fill out six protocols, two

hours .of .recordingi:inIft:threehour_period.

a:category system torba used . fcir makinuentries into the curriculum

protocol,(6);

Each entryvill.conaist.offive.units which can be made alphabetically or

numerically. The mumerical_will.be-easier for punching cards, but the alphabetic

system may be easier for the observer-recorder, particulaAy during the training

period.

A five unit'entry'will be made for each activity that goes on for over two

minutes and less than three minuteqk If'an aCtivity goes on for over three min-

utecv then it is recorded again with appropriate changes, including a change in

scale 5, from I to'Co When an activity terminates, the last entry for scale 5

will be a

An entry will be made in a given time interval for every separate activity

going on, no matter how many children are involved. Therefore, the number of en-

tries can be equal to the number:of Children if all children are engaged in sep-

arate activities If.a number of children are doing substantia/ly the same thing,

but not in a group (either completely separately or a parallel play or activity),

then it is only necessary to make one five unit entry and put a circled number

underneath it,:indicating the..number of children involved. Entries will be made

in columns indicating sequential time intervals, and in rows indicating the num-
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ber of children involved.in an activity. Note that there is very little space

allotted to Total Class because there.can,be only,one antry there, and there is

much more space ellottedi..to,4Individual and Diads and Triads.because there can be

numerous entries and more.space.mar.be.heeded. Thus, in any one column there can

be as few as one entry (if the_total group is involved) and as many as the num-
!

ber of chiLdremin attendanCe,(if.each child is doing something different).

Note that there are five..columns in each two and onelalf.minute,time seg-

ment. The five spaces.for any given activity will be filled with five values

corresponding to.the.fivornuMbered.columns of B. The first unit of each entry

will be one of the almary categories from column 1 of B. Thus the observer will

have to select a most appropriate mrimary, category (Co or Pe or a or Un or Sc

or RE or La or So or Sn or.Cu Inas). depending on what is going on for a particu-

lar individual or group. (It is not mecessary to code curricular classification

[column 0] as we can do that.later.. This column is for the logical convenience

of the observer so that he can.focus on the most appropriate _primary because of

the logical operational focus of the.curricular classification. Note that ittir

maries are numbered from 1 to 11, 1 to 3 being under Activity. focus, 4 to 7 being

under Substattitive focus,.and.8.to.11 being under Routines. I have added an 0

under Activity focus because....of.the.likelihood that some children will be wander-

ing around and it will not be.possible for the observer to stipulate a primarz.)

Foreachludialioaz respectively,..there are corresponding secondaries, For

Activity, focus.each.primarv,hatrunique.secondaries.. For.Substantive focus (11)

the.secondaries cut across all primaries. Therefore, for 11, each primary is

rated Tx or De or Ex. (This is preferable to having unique secondaries for each

primary, as it permits cross.tabulation across 21rimarati.)

Process:focus, control.ancEseouence (columns 3, 4 and j) all cut across its1.7.

Egarsecondaryentries. . Thus.,...no matter what the.mrimary or,secondery, a category

of ,proceas, (2a or So or.Me or a), and a category of control (A or M or N), and a



category of.sesuence.(Lor.C'o .T ) .muat.be:selected.and.entered into an appropri-

ate cell.

Now to.give.a.femexamples4,-If.wgroup.of.three.children are with a teacher

constructing wooden boats,,under.:the,direction.of the.teacher, where the purpose

is to construct.the-boats.and....teach.;the,children to use simple tools, and this

activity has been going.on for over.three minutes, then the coding would be: a/

lu/sk/g/c. From this entry,itfollowe that the activity is Acazity.focatd, the

,,Activity being construction,the.secondarv, designation being functional, the mgr

cess focuihsiagskilli.the.control.:being with.the.teacher and the Aesuence be-

ing caltinuings. The entry wouleLbe made in the second row (from the top).

If a.child were wandering.around.picking fights with other children without

supervision from a teacher, and if-this activity persisted for at least two minutes,

then the entry to be made.when this.began (for the first two ndnutes) would be

AVIVWA//. The entry would be.made in the first row as the child is acting

individually.

If the total class is listening to.q..story,read by the teacher where theetstory

is an end in itself, and there4s.no,elaboration, and it is in its last two min-

utes, they the entry is made_in,the.bottom row and is Elygomet/T.

On the other hand4,if.therels.an.obvious attempt on the part of the teacher

to elaborate the story, explain vocabulary4 question the children on what is hap-

pening, then the entry is.LaReco,E/T.

For convenience we will.refer_to.scales by purricular classification number

(a Roman numersi)And.the column number. Thus, a is the process focus scale

under'substentitive focus.

All scales under column 1 are..strictly nominal - there is no implied order-

ing. Scales under column 2 are nominal except for 114, where there is an ordinal

hierarchy. The value recorded (or the coded alphabetical symbol) should be the
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"highest" observed duriwthe:time interval, There is an implied order in 11/-2,

elaborative being.a higher:level than-lunctional. Again, the highest level is

dominant, and if it takes:place..during.the.interval it should be so coded.

Process.focus scaleAs partially ordinal, in the following order, from lowest

to highest,.in ptuenthetic:.clusterst (g2)1 (a, WI (92, a). Thus, if manipu-

lative skill training is present, but there is also a noticeable amount Of at-

tention to co-operatiow.an&sharingt.then the higher level %co.. would be entered.

In order for the higher level activity to be entered, it must be more than a pas-

sing remark, .questiow4r.answer* .It has-to'be sustained.and children must be

responsive,.

Control scale (column 4) is mlearly ordered. Assigned value should reflect

dominant influence on .activity, notaimply presence or absence.

Sequence (column 5).is a simple sequential scale.

The bottom row of the.protocol has space for entering attendance during each

interval. If children stagger in during the first hour, this will change during

each tine interval. Attendance .ineludes all children present during the given

interval, no matter what they are doing or where they are doing it, just so long

as they are a part of the class,

In the row labelled Adults, record number of adults with class during each

time interval,

The principal problem of.this_procedure will be for highly differentiated

classes where many children are.functioning individually or in diads and triads*

This will be particularly troublesome when there is more than one room or when a

lot of the activity.takes.place.in-a large outside area. IN SOME CASES WE MAY

NEED TWO OBSERVERS, dividing upthe ,area, so that they can give justice to indi

vidual and small aroup acttvity..



INSTRUCTIONS *-:CURRICULUM PROTOCOL FOR

TEN-11INUTEn:1011SERVATZONSr. OF' INDIVIDUAL% CHILD .USING

.CURRICULMC. PROTOCOL EA) (see. pp. 15-18)

. The date protocol '.1143,18 ta;.describer the curriculum of the class is used

to describev the . currieular.activities.,of.'w child at the same time that scales Cl,

C2 and C3: are.: being.. used, %Rather:Ithn asking what is going on in the class, this

calls for. asking. what-kind lof. activity, with .whom; 'and -when, is the individual

child involved« ThUs., if the..child, is ehgaged it an activ4,ty with four other chil-

dren; it will be, entered in-., the-third row (from the top)) When using the protocol

in this way, there will..bnly.;be, ape-entry per column (or time interval) as the

child cannot te 4u a group.and,lunctioning individually at.the acme time. How-

ever, the organization of the..class into group or individual activities can be

noted 'with checks in-appropriate.cells,

The observer can.elaborate.on.the protocol, underneath the entry, in order

to-prwride more detail.

As with the classroom:use-of.this protodol, the number of children in at-

tendance and the-number of-adults working:with.children.should be recorded in each

time.interval,

The time interval.of ten.minutes.is:ameducated.guess. This .means that we

can observe approximately four or.five children.per hour, leaving some time for

switching children, note-taking and-completing ratings. If observer stays the
...

whole three:hour periodr.he-can.geM..three ten minute recordinga on each of four

or five children, We can vary theaength of time interval, the number of times

we observe a given child'in..a day(and consequently the number of children that

are observe&in a day). The.important.point here is.that whatever the interval,

we should always get two or three separate'time intervals on each child selected

in-a given day.



INSTRUCTIONS. FOR.f.'RECORDING'."SEHAVIOURAL:%CATEGORIES FOR TEN MINUTE
OBSERVATIONS.:7,0F:..INDIVIDUAL: CHILDR.E.N.SC1 and )211(pee pp.

Five scales, dadh.with:five categories Cwiih one exception, 5) are to be used

in making entries every thirty:seconds for-ten minute periods. Again, the selec-

tion'of thirty'secondAntervals.liw..an,educated-guess: We will see how it works

and'reduce it,or expand.it.accordingly. All scales are ordinal with categories that

are not-meant'to%be'all'inclusive,:...but are mutually exclusive.

The control scale is directedto.the source of initiating and terminating

activity, anUalso'to the dynamics..of the'calirinuing activity (the Avauence scale,

1). Essentially, it asks the question.of choice...If the child is in the midst of

an activity.and is.being.directed,..corrected.and.helped.by.the teacher, then the

recorded.value would.be child.is,a part of the decision process,

or if he is allowed to.proceed.without.too.much.assistdnce,,then.the value .would

be 4 or 5. A 4. or a - sign in the,lower right hand triangle of each cell will

indicate the observer's judgment of..,the appropriateness of the control.

The participation scale: (2) focuses on the involvement of the child in what-

ever he is doing, whether it be.desirable or undesirable behaviour. This scale

asks.questions of-both...intensity,andAirection. Therefore, it is clear that "ac-

tivity" must be defined during..each,time interval. For a very active child it

may be, at times, difficult to.determine which end of the scale to place him.

The question is whethera.child-canixeject an activity that he has initiated and

which he is continuing to.control

In order to get out.of this .bind, we.heve included Behaviour of child, (90

which requires no activitrantecedent, but is simply a question of intensity.

Teacher style (a) refers..to.the style with which the relevant adult (teacher)

controls and reinforces.(er inhibits).behaviour, .or.at.least.attemptsZom Thera

is an important distinctionl)etween 0 and:3.. In 3 the child is being attended
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to, but there is:litt1c.or,:oo:apparent.reaponse. 0 implies that the child is out-

side of:the teacher's fikid::ofzattentionjand:possibly vision).

,..

INSTRUCTIONS t IPOR:r.RECORD.NW-TROTOCOL FOR SELECTED
11.14E VARIABEL( EL (see pp. 19, 22)

Entries.in scales 6; 7 and,..8..fre straightforward recordings of.the presence

and direction:of-taachevhchild.an&child-child incoractions that take place in

fifteen4sicond intervalimlca1es.6v.70 8 and 9 are related.in that attention is

generic:to verbal communication* Ailoth can tfke place when the child it func5xon-

ing individually (with.regards-to.peers) or in a group. When the teacher talks

to'the group, without.raference tothe.childi'and without specific response by

the child, it is scored-Z. Similarly, attention must involve the child, in

ticular, or else it is scored40,,

*Scales 8 and 9 'communication..child-child.and attention child-child, refers

to conversation and nona-verbel communication between child and one or more peers,

where there is mutual.responsiveness.

IONS FOR.AECORDING- PROTOCOL FOR RATING TEACH R
( es p. 20)

44444 4844.1181.

A rating.on each.of seraw.characteristics.is.to.be.madivat the.conclusion

of each ten-eminute.observation.of.an,individual child. The "toscher" here is the

teacher, stide.,..volunteemor4student%taachori:whorhas.had,post contact sdth the

child, either while tho child_is.in.a group iituatioa, or when he is alone with

the teacher* If several adults.have contact with the child, rate the adult who

has.the.longest.contact in the.ton minute interval. If several adults have equal

time, Atm" rate only the;firetLons*.. If no adult.has had.any contact with the

child, or if the contactrhas,been-superficial and of extremely short duration

(less than ten seconds); t4en score it storga icabl (SD*
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As a matter of procedure.the observer should make checks under 1, 2 or 3

in each of the categories whenever,therels-contact., according to whether the.con-

tact is on example ofthe category .behaviour, or whether the behaviour is not op-

parent.

The purpose of these.scales:it_toget.at behaviours that are obviously imal.:

portant, but which are.not. easily categorized and-recordeC We are primarily..

asking.the question.of. pretence, Or-absence, but we.haVe inserted.an intermediary,

point because of the likelihooeLthatthere will be Ombiguity. Values of 3 and..1..

are clear indications that-thCbehaviour:has been shown or not. The behaviour does

not have.to be sustained over-thctemminute interval, but itilas to be cleaz*y_ .

presant, and-a pott:oUthe.:teachees_behaviour,.vis-a-vis the children or-child,

in order to be.scored. These scaleivcan.be just as readily scored if the child is

in a group for the interval as if he i in a one to one situation with the teacher

.for all or part*of.the interval.,

Sinde potentio4reach-scale.can- be represented by a bipolar contiguous scale,

.eath rating will .consist of two:poles,Plus on-intermediary'voluei.. For example, when

rating humour,.the first- questios.whether.the teacher dieplays hipmourAn.her--

dealings with the.child.orthe.group_that the child is in, for all or part of the._

ten minutes. If the answer then:the teacher:-.is rated 1. If yes, then the .

quastion is asked as-to: whetherAtA4..occasional and somewhat.ambiguous, in which.

case.the:ratinuis-2:* If. the display.of humour through facial expressions, words

or laughingis obvious (Althoughnotnecessarily continuous), that is, if it. takes
, I

place in more than a fleeting.instant .it is.recorded as 3. If the teacher has.no

opportunity.to display humour-or_not to display humour, then the rating is 0, which

stands for not applicable.
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Key for scoring classroom and child
Curriculum Protocol A)

0
,

1 2 3 4 5

Curricular
Classification

(Not to be
coded)

Substantive or activity

Category Process
Focus

Control
(with regard
to child)

Sequence

Primary Secondary
41

I

Activity

o: Construction Ae: Aesthetic
(1)

Fu: Functional
(2)

.

Me: Mechanisti

I: Initial

(1)

(01)

(Wood, paper,
clay, blocks,
painting,
collage, cook-
ing, etc.)

routine
(1)

.

.

P: Passive
Teacher
dominated

(1)

.

Sk: Skill
Manipulative

(2)

oe: Performin:

Mu: Music (1)
focus
(Ac)

(Focused on
activity
rather than
substantive
content)

Dp: Dramatic
e: Perceptual

M: Mediated

,

Continuing

(2)

(or being per-
formed to) (02)
(Music, role
.laying, puppets
television,
ouse-keeping,
.ames. etc.)

2.1.11: (2)

Ga: Games (3)
(3)

Control
between child
and Teacher

(2)

.

Cognitive

Py: Play (03)

----16:

Sm: Small Mus-

Language
(4)

cle (1)

(Water, sand,
clay. Swings,
slides, jungle-
jims)

Lm: Large Mus-
So: Social

A: Active
Child

dominated

(3)

: Terminal

(3)

I

cle (2)

Cx: Com.lex (3)

emotional
(5)

Un: Undefined
Ex: Exploring

Na: Not(1)

In: Interactin(Wandering)
(00)

applicable

(2)

No: No defini

(0)

tion (0) I

0 - Not defined, not applicable.
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Key for scoring classroom and child
Curriculum Protocol (B contd.)

0
1 2 4 5

Curticular
Classification

(Not to be
coded)

Substantive
Category

or activity
Process
Focus

Control
(with regard
to child)

Sequence

Primary Secondary

II

Substantive

Sc: Science
(04)

(Biology,
physics,
chemistry,
botany,
zoology)

Tx: Textual

: Mechanis-

P: Passive I: Initial

tic,
routine

(1)

(1)

(Labelling,
memorizing,
discriminations)

Teacher
dominated

(1)

(1)

Sk: Skill
Manipulative

(2)

Qu: Quantita-
(Su)

(Focus on
substantive
content rath.-
er than ac-
tivity) De: Demonstratio

.

'e: Perceptual
M: Mediated

: Continuing

tive (05)
(Numbers,
sizes, shapes,
puzzles) . (3)

Control
between
child and
Teacher

(2)

(2)

(2)
La: Language,

Verbal
(06)

(Speech, dis-
cussion,
stories, writ-
ing,.reading)

(experimental,
implications)

0: gsmatizt,
Language

(4)

So: Social

A: Active : Terminal

So: Social
Ex; Ex.erimenta

emotional

(5)
relations
(06)

(Interpersonal
relations, cul-
ture, social
organization,
history, govern
ment, community

(3)
(Direct involve-
ment, trans-
formations)

Child

(3)

Na: Not

dominated

(3)

applicable
(0)

0 - Not defined, not applicable.

-Ago,
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Key for scoring classroom and child
Curriculum Protocol (II contd.)

.0 1 2 3 4 5

Curricular
Classification

(Not to be
coded)

Substantive
Category

or activity Process

Focus

Control
(with regard
to child)

Sequence

. Primary Secondary

.

Sn: Snacke Me: Mechanieti

I: Initial

(08)

(Juice, lunch).

routine
(l)

P: Passive
Teacher
dominated

(1)Fu: Functional .

Sk: Skill

(1)

.

fliMMOWNWO

Cu: Clean Up
(1) Manipulative

(3)

(09)

,

Pe: Perceptual

(3) M: Mediated

.

Ct. Contlin

III

Routines Re: Rest Control
between chil
and Teacher

(2)
(Ro) (10) (2)

Co: gNatIlmg

0: Other

.

El: Elaborative

Language
(4)

_

So: Social

A: Active
T: Terminal

(11)

(Arrival,
departure,
toileting,
washing,
dressing)

(2)

.

.

emotional
(5)

........... Child
dominated

(3)

Na: Not

(3)

.

applicable
(0)

0 - Not defined, not applicable.
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CAlezory Scales for .Time SamtlAns
Child Classroom Behaviour (W.

1. Sequence of behaviour: I - initial; C - continuing; T - terminal

2. Control of activity.

Teacher Direction

and insistence

Teacher

Suggestion.

Teacher
Presents
Alternatives

Teacher
Child

Collaboration fl

Child

Controlled

1 2 3 4

3. Participation of child in activity

Rejection Reluctance Indifference
Moderate
Involvement

Intense
Involvement,
absorption

1 5

4. Behaviour of child

...w

Passive
Non-responsive

[

Compliant
Participation

Active
Exploratory

Verbally
Aggressive

,I..11=110601MIMPIIMMIMPFMNIIIMPIIONNIM

4

Physically
Aggressive

5
411.10.01.01.00=11101111111001

1
:_

2 3

5. Teacher style,of approaching, directing..and responding to child (T)

Not attending Verbal Unequivocal

to activity Severely punitive, Permissive, Enabling, and indis-

or task punitive, sarcasm, in attending to reassurance, criminate

in any way physical timidation,
ridicule,
threat,

coercion

but non-
commOtal
uninvolved

encourage-
ment, construc-
tive criticism

support,
over

indulgence

2 3 4 5
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Scales.for.Time Samplim_of Individu:
Child Classroom,Behaviour, (2)

6. Attention: Teacher to Child e----10 anciChild...to Teacher and two-

way interaction (c--1).

7. Verbal communicationt. same as #6.

8. Attention: Child - Child

9. Verbal communicationt Child.- Child.

(Presence [V] or absence [ to be scored .every,15 seconds.)
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E & ER'Observation_of Classes
TiMe.Allotments

The following chart gives.,an estimate of the sample:

E 'ER Total

No. of Children: 75-100 45-60 120-160

No. of Classes: 5-10 4-8 9-18

Mean No. of Classes 8 6 14

Mean NO. of Children/ 1Q 10 140
[Class

Time allotment: 30 hours/class..with two observers or
60 observational hours/class equals total of 840.

Time Allotment'for'Curriculum Period

Three 3 hour.observations/class.equals.9 observation hours/class
(assuming 14 classes) 9 x 14.equals 126
Extra observers for.high17 differentiated classes 30.

156
Time Allotment for Individual,Child Observation

3 hours/child overall.(140 children) (756)
2 hours/child overall 504
1 hour/child overall (252)
paininkand exploratory observation 180

840

Observation of individual children will take more days than observation of

class. Suggested guideline: Each child should be observed on at least one.cycle

(three.10 minute intervals in a single day) concurrently with observation of class

(Curriculum Protocol); Ois would leave three cycles which would take place without

concurrent administration of currioulum protocol,
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Time for/ndividual Child Observation,

Options on total timea8suming:_a..3 hour observation period, will net two
hours of protocol time4er day (four 1/2 hour ybservations per day).

Total net time each.
child is observed

in hours

No..of
cycles

No. of 10-min.
observations

3/cycle

Total hours for
sample, assuming
an average of 14

classes 140 children

1 2 6 252
2* 4* 12* 504*
3 6 18 756

4

*Recommended

Model for each clasi assuming 12 children from class in sam.le

Sub Samples: A

C cles - Da s__-...................

3 4 5 6

4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 .4 4 4 4

Two cycles,will give one hour of observation per child in ten minute inter-
vals, in two separate days.

Four cycles:will give two hours of observation per child..

Six cycles will give three hours of observation per child.

Each cycle will take three 3 hours per day or 9 observer hours per class.

Total time for completingiis 9 X number of cycles x nuMber!of.classes.

Observation of individual children will be rotated as follows: four chil-

dren out of the sample in a given class will be selected,for a given day's (3 hours)

observation. Children will be assigned numbers and the four will be selected from

the sample in the class. There,are several possible procedures:

1. The four can be rotated in straightforward fashion for the three hours--,

1, 2, 30 4; 1, 2, 3, 4; 1, 2, 3, 4 - fouT children to be observed in an hour leaves

20 minutes per hour for findipg,:next child, completing protocols, etc. This can

roughly be spaced as follows: 10,5,10,5,10,5,10,5 equals 60 minutes.
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2. The sample in each class can be randomly assigned to observation peri-

ods and observation would .coutinue until .each.child had been observed for a given

amount of time. Using this.procedure, it would be possible for a child to be ob-

served 0 to 12 times on a given.day.

Method #1 is procedurally easier, but. method #2 is theoretically more sound,

as it eliminates bias due,to.obiervation dependency4
. Method #2 would give unbi-..

ased estimates of child-peert!teacher activiy interaction; therefore, it would

be more defensible.to accumulatcratings for children in a given class in order

to get measures of total:class functioning.

It vould further-atrengthen-the-possibilities-for-inference-if days for

observation were selected_using.a random or stratified random procedure. It would

seem that since. the number.of classes per center will be modest, it might be rea-

sonable to do it in this way.

Ideally the procedure would go as follows:

A sample of class days would ber.randomly selected.from.all possible class days,

stratifying.m.beginning (Monday), middle (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) and end

(Friday) of week and probably ignoring vacation and party days (either eliminate

them entirely or take no cognizance of them and include them as they are selected).

Trip days can eitherbe eliminated entirely or included as they come up. The

latter is theoretically preferable, but might present practical problems. Data

from classes that include trips as a major part of their program would be biased.

The individual chi/d scale, have been constructed so that they can be used for any

activity that may be going.on..'The decision to include or exclude trip days

should be.made after.the explanatory'observation. Other considerations might al-

so come up at that time.
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EX lorator ObservationAmdlTrainin

One hundrecteightrilours.:are:tobe_use&lor.exploratory observation and:.

training to be:divided.up. 30 and 150. Exploratoryrobservation is for the pur-

pose Of getting.preliMinary dateLthat-can be used in:

.Samplcselection_

2. Determinationstratificationvariables.

.3. DeterminationAreittictiOns anVexclusions. -

If the sample of availableclaSses iS.considerably larger than 14, it might__

be necessary to do preliminary:.Observation.in order to obtain the 14 classes_to_

be used.in the.sample...ThisAepends On.between class variability that is de-

sirable for.the finaL.sample_oLdlasses.

in order toset.uvam_OVerall observational,schedule, it will be necessary

to observe eachAmt the_14 claises_on two.separate Occasions for approximately45

minutes eachoOne,obgervaiiontO_be.inAhe first half.of the school day, the_

other to be in_the secon&hall. This will provide information both from obser-

vation and-interviewinuthe.teacher on the following: --

1. Afterall schedule'of-claiis, intraand-inter-darvatiability,...ttips, expected

attendancedays-wheir.observation-would-not-betleasibley classroom-organization, etc

2 Amount of differentiation (as opposed to total or small group) in class.

.3.. Feasibilityl:of_havitumoreAhan one.observer in the roomat a time. .(Prob.

ably the more. highly-differentiated.classes, which might require more than one ob-

server-for-the_curriculuoLnrotoco1, will be the classes that can most reasonably

be expected to be able toliaVe:Imori observers'without.interrupting-the program)..

It is.estimatedAhaithiswill involve .a net of two hours which can be done

by two observers in a week as follows:
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Thurs. Fri
1,2 3 4,5,6 7,8,9, 10,11 12 13,14

7,8,9 1,2,3. 13,14 4,56 10,11,12 Class numbers are
inserted in cells.

Including travel time, ..this will gross put at. 30 hours..

Alternatively, .each observer. can visit seven classes, eacti twice, which

give' the limirnet 'and gross hoursi. but.wliich. may be more practiCal because on the..

second-Visit, the observer:will already 'be familiar with the setting. The .first... .

'procedure 'has the ..adVantage,:of :observation 'on each.. class by different observers.

This 'leaves150'.hours -for training observers..

.Selection of:Observers

It is expected that,individuals with: experience and training- in the. educe..

tion of pre-school children will..:be included in the team of observers. This_is.

not to say that it is necessary. (or even desirable) that all observers have...such

training and experience. but that pre-school education and experience will be

represented.

Utilizing filths, allLobservers can be screened on their ability to record

accurately curricular _and 'behavioural sequences. Although much has been .done,in_

the development of-this- observational' strategy to *reduce observer effects, it will

be necessary. to. continually quality control the process by using- films- and two-way

observational set,-ups where many observers .can rate the same activity.

AnalysisofDatp

Charactpristiccurves of classes and.clusters:of.classes in terms of dif-

ferentiation.4vertical-aXisot,curriculum protocol, 0 Xtime (horizontal axis,

-of durriculum.protocol),.$11,be:mapped,These curves can be compared,witit.refq.,_

erence:to:.controL(k4.andalr2), ,process focusAm2), participation (D172) and

teacher-style, (121-.5.) 'across ,curricular classifications. (23-2) and ,primary and

secondawsubstantitive or activity categories (17-1 and
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By utilizing curve fitting:methodologies and, possibly, multiple discrim.....

inant function analysis, .taximally differentifunctions can be calculated and det.

scribed in order .to setAivhypotheses, about soals that can bi inferred from .ob-

servational data that'is,ioals that are assumed to exist because of what goes

on in the class.. In.more straightforward terms, this.analysis will develop .spec..!.

ific predictions for-single..cbildren,.classesand-clusters of classes regarding

probabl effects-7ofArariousAinds of prOgrams,lanchildren. Thw_first question_to.

be attended.to_is, if a giVew.class (or cluster of classes) is affecting children,.

what kind.anUdegree of effectsarelmOst.Alkely? It nay be that, for somc.of4he .

clusters,veAdll not.have_measurementivsuitablelor obtaining data on behaviours

that appear to havethe.most4ossibility.oUchanging. It-will be possible.to:.

make probability estimateerthatAiny given class, when compared to-any.otherclass,

whill shot, child changes in particular areas. The categories used for the cur.!

Ticulum.protocol, (8) mill_provide a basis-for.connecting classroom-procedures.:.

with individualchild behaviour.e. Control(11172), _participation (21..-2) and teaiCh-T

er style:(1215) mdll provide,data on howcurriculum is presented and how it is_

received, thus allowing for.inferences.about.not,only what is being presented to

the child, but howitAs expressed and how it is received.

Observational recordings can_be.used for:obtaining individual child measures

as well.as class measures._:When.aqarediction about change is made for a given

class, it.carrbe mediatecLbyAhe.data obtained%on.individuals in that class. 2hust.

we will not have-to relvon.global predictions exclusively. The hypothesis.that

a-child who has been expose&to a.considerable. amount of a particular kind of7cog?

nitive.contentwili.change.:cognitively-will-be-mediated (different hypotheseafor.

different:children oil..._clusters oi children) by variables of the behaviour proto-

cols and_C2).

. Time.variables:(22 and.D72).provide,quantitative.data.on.an aspect of

participation and_D1-3), and also .an_aspect .of .curriculum.(8-3-4 and BII.476).

-6114.
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For any given:cutricUlim, the lime..variablesfmill...provide verification or rejection

of the Observed4oalsr_in,termc:of7.particular children.

.The stgaolt.(91)...,,conliste:.of...seVen..scales,.. the:data on-which .will

be analyzed ..eeparately, in..order. to .isolate two .. or three factors. Resulting. fowl.
:

tor scores.on...teachers:mill.:be.:used.:.to.further mediate the'evaluation-of attene. .

1

.tion,sts..it.applies :to.-,chi1diiin0 .,;,376 harie:already..discussed:the:questions .of :.hoW,- 1:,.
,::.,........

both- for:this Ateacher and. : fOr4 ths-child. Yor :given. howAiow interictions , we ask :)., -..., $ 14
.

whether there :iir.correspondinveyetamatic variation.on certain Impacts of ,judged .

. . ..
Ng . ''', , ;'.. . .

. .. .

teecl4ir 'style. : The-.aitr.of Ltheii..analTses. is to %explore the: question: what. kiaid..

,4A.

of teacher .. (or.: teaching).- Wiliiiit: what ..kind,..of ...attention? The "kind of teacher!! ..

(or "teaching");.iir.gotten'.ar,by:thii. teacher.,arclocol::.(92) and also by
. ..

andi.more..generallil.frOn4fie...curriculum orotocol..( and p). llind of attentiou!",

is explored::in: oarticitation (12E3.), behaviqur (11.-4) and the time variables

(c and az)
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HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION
STUDYING CLINICAL PROCESS AND DISTURBANCE

WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN1

Caroline Fish
Frank Garfunkel
Pierre Johannet
Ann Coolidge

Boston University

ABSTRACT

During the summer of 1967, a six week experimental clinical survey with a
selected small numberof preochooi children ranging in age from 3 to 6, from two
differing social class communities,emolveg a methodological procedure that would
assist.in clarifying'the.issue.of.emotional disturbance and potential emotional
disturbance-in young children;-The-primarrthrust-was to set up closely'coordinated
'interdisciplinary-teams-that-could.interact-with'preschool'systems.and their
representatives-on-a consistent-longitudinal basis;" Class'differences-in the
system and attitudes of-their personnel were more striking than the.actual
differences between the-childrem .Techniques.of testingt'observing; coordinating
and-recording data were.establishe& Full -year'projects-based on this. model have

evolved-in. the inner city Headstart programs.

1 "The research reported herein was performed.pursuant to-a contract-with the
Office of Economic Opportunity0.Executive Office ofthe President;-Washington,
D.C., 20506. The opinions expressed herein-are'those of'the author-and should
'not be-construed.as representing the opinions or policy of.any. agency of the
United States Government."



PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION

STUDYING CLINICAL PROCESS AND DISTURBANCE

WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'

Caroline Fish
Frank GarfUrikel
Pierre Johannet
Ann Coolidge

Boston University

INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1967, an interdisciplinary team addressed.itself to the study
of disturbed preschool children, comparing a selected sample of-low and middle class
communities with a view to finding a broader, more descriminating definition of
emotional disturbance between-the ages.of. three and.six than is-currently found
in the. literature.. A, need-to study the epidemiology of emotional.disturbance,
especially .the influences of social class, is evident. -Not-only. were-diagnostic
procedures for'existing emotional'disturbance considered, but longitudinal-development
of the dhild was studied with the hope of.predicting disturbance-that might lead to
school failure. In summary; emotional-disturbance-and potential-emotional-disturbance
were investigated. No attempt was made-to review a large.population. "The groups
studied were a small group of Headstart children from an inner-city-environment and
a-comparable group from a middie class.suburban pre-primary'program. The-question
was raised as to finding discriminating data necessary for making useful.prediction
of the child's functioning in the preschool school setting. 'Data were studied for
developing.interventions to use within the classroom for the.benefit of the child.
The communication process of adults dealing with the child was.also studied.

In particular, the process of interdisciplinary commund.cation-was. scrutinized
.in thia clinical surveyvAdministrators from the University and community-agencies
worked closely with teachers; aides, psychiatrists, psychologists; social workers,
speech specialists, parents and students, sharpening communication and defining and
differentiating problems. One aim of the program was-to help teachers identify and
cope with emotional disturbance in the classroom, to know.where and when...to seek help
and how to coordinate their efforts with families and community efforts.

1 "The research reported hereinwas performed pursuant to a contract with. the Office
of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.,
20506. The opinions expressed herein are those'ofthe author and should not be
construed as representing-the opinions-or policy-of-any agency-of the United
States.Government."
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The intemst, too, was in sensitizing professionals to their-own-profession.
Teachers.need to be remotivated to sense.a.renewal'of Committment; This holds for

psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers. We not only need to hear and
understand what other professionals are saying and doing, but we .need ,to be more
aware of definiciences in our own professions. We were particularly interested in
seeing how training psychiatrists in the school setting could increase their
awareness-of the total functions 'of the child; particularly in helping them to
recognize.the efficacy-of.certain teacher interventions, groupings and styles. We

wanted to see how teadhers would respond to.the insights of psychiatrists and
psychologists in mutually observing the manifest behavior of a child.

Finally, suggestions were to be made to.communities to help them.develop
resources within their own.school.systems and family services to help-disturbed

children.* The practical problems of.effecting change in.established*systems, such
as the schools, are of considerable importance at this`time.- The.question was
considered as to how communities.can be motivated to change-and adapt.their systems
to the-changing demands of the-society around them.

In summary, ; the clinical approaches -of-this-study- led -to 'increasing our

'knowledge of how .professionals-change in-changing-settings;.-. Methodologically,
participant observations-of interdisciplinary groups- led-to -sensitizing- professionals
which in turn, hopefully, led. to .benefiting the child* in -hiir variable. social settings.

THEORETICAL ISSUES

Many.comparative studies have'been done.in recent years on incidence-and type of
psychopathology in middle.and lower class samples (Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958;

Dunham, 1964; Harrison, 1965; Burgess, 1964; Luchterhand and Weller,.19654 Miller

and Grigg, 1966; Shoemaker, 1965; Swift, 1966). Only a few.havelooked at the
influences.of social class.on.childhood disturbance. (Cherry, 19674 Dairs, 1948;

Bennet and Gist, 1964, Deutch, 1965; Hernandez, 19634 Hollingshead, 1949; Jensen,
1966; Hiller and Swanson,1960; McDermott, Harrison, Schraga and Wilson,.19654 Sears,
Maccoby and Levin, 1957). The incidence of.emotional disturbance in selected-groups
of children and the correlates of socioeconomic status-with the typeof-illness.within

the population needs scrutiny. 'Since few such.studies.have been-done-in-children,

more ..sllould be attempted in the area of.diagnosis.of emotional disturbance.

We also need to explore the relationship of emotional.disturbance.to total

personality function.and.childhood-development. We need to know.more-about how
the childis.initial.experiences in school situationtveffects-his-emotional-development
and.how existing disturbances-can be'ameliorated-in the school-setting.-How does the
child change and learn.to adapt to the.demands of the school? WiatitrinfOrmationcan

.specialists in child.development5.particularly-cognitive-developinentriiid behavior,
imnyvide-that-would help"the-teacher.and.the system.benefit the child?

A. primary difficulty of'such a.study is-in the actual definitioniof-emotional

distufbance, as it is necessary to define emotional disturbance operationally. For

this study, emotional disturbance was seen as a function of the child showing

.deviation-in relationship to expected school behavior. There seem to.be two groups

of children-that need examination: One is the.severely distufbed group where there

seems to be-no.question.in the minds.of-teachers or-consulting*professionals.that the

dhild..is.in need of immediate'and-special help0-he could*not get.along without it;

and he certainly cannot cope with a class.situation without considerable assistance

from.the-outside.
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The next group is the middle group of children who show behavior that is identified

as disturbing or disturbed in the classroom. Sometimes. only the-teacher sees

aspects of behavior that she finds distufbing; sometimes the consulting observer,

whether psychiatrist, psycologist or consulting teacher, finds disturbing behavior.

Often both teacher and consultant are aware of deviance in a child. It is this latter

group which is of particular interest to us in this project9 since a dialogue

between teacher and consultant on observed child behavior could result in a richer

and clearer definition of pathology. Whether this deviant behavior has a good or bad

prognosis for future success in schools would depend a good deal on.the.type of

deviation that was manifest. This is the area that the total team wanted to explore.

Was this child presently showing vulnerability and maladaptive approaches-in responding

to immediate stress situations or was this deviation going to be of much liinger

duration? Could it be corrected by the child or would external assistance be needed?

Was it necessary to discriminate between deviant behavior caused by intrapersonal

dynamics-versus deviation caused by undue environmental (low social-economic status)

stress? Also to be ruled out was the question of deviation.due toa-deficiency or

maladaptation of the central nervous system.

Several'goals could'be explored. The following hypotheses were generated and

continued to generate.theoretical and methodological isdues as.the survey progressed:

1). By bringing children-together from two differing social classes into a

diagnostic classroom to.be observed by an interdisciplinary team, nosolclgy and social

class differences could' be-viewed simultaneously. .2). The manifestations of

emotional disturbance, such as the handling-of aggression, sex identification and

withdrawal,vould differ according to class. 3). Preliminary observation-in-class-

room settings by the.professional team, followed by.three-sessions.iwthe. diagnostic

classroomi-provided.an 'opportunity to get at co-variation-betweerrdevelopmental versus

situational malfunctioning. To study these variables separately seemed futile, since

the interaction of the two is constant. 4). Service had to be provided.to the

community before any community.support would be given to the.program. .5). The

attitude of school officials; from admistrators through.teachers,-would be more

cooperative and sustained in the middle class group than in' the lower class group.

6). Enough structure could be imposed on clinical-and observational procedures to

facilitate inferential processes on-the part-of-clidcians, and cut down on

confounding variables. 7).- Certain situations would be detrimentally handled

by indigenous, nontrained personnel.

CLINICAL PROCESS

Two groups of preschool children were selected in the Boston area, one from

the inner.city and one from a middle class neighboring suburb with a relatively

stable population. The children in the inner city came from several'Headstart

classes, those in the suburb from a.summer public school prelmimary.program. The

project was instigated and coordinated by the Boston University Head Start

Evaluation and Research Center, Representatives from the faculty of'the schools

of Education and Medicine, as well as students participated inthe project. The

Headstart group.was coordinated by-the South End Neighborhood Action Program(SNAP),

a delegate agency of Action for Boston Community Development (ABCD),.an inner city

community action programs financed by-the Office of Economic Opportunity. The

suburban group was coordinated by the stafUof the public school-system, including

a school adjustment counselor, and by a local community mental health clinic.
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The University provided two classrooms with a large observation room wdth one-
way mirrors. A master teacher and.an.aide.ran-the- diagnostic class for those
children selected from the populations for the purposes of generating.diagnostic
hypotheses. The class was studied from the observation room by two child
psychiatrists, one fourth year resident in child psychiatry, two psychologists,
three social workers, a speech and hearing specialist and a consulting master
teacher. Observing and recording was done by students in the-Boston. University
Psycho-Educatibnal Clinic.

The children in the Headstart programs had been chosen.primarily.for their
financial need and the degree of stress in the family. 120 children were in 8
classes. From these children, 26 were selected for further study, but only 19
actually came into the diagnostic class, 11 males and 18 females. Eight-teachers
and 8 aides were assisted by 8 neighborhood-workers.

.TWo-hundred.and.fiftyechildreivin.3.schools.with-9"teachers made-up the
population.of-the-suburban-pre,-school. These-children had to.be 5-years old before
January 1, l968.. The pre-primary program had been started in-this community because
the school system did not feel it could finance.a kindergarten-prograw;.but since
twenty to thirty-per cent of.the children were failing in the first,grade, the
schools were backing this attempt to.assist children'in getting ready for school.
Two of the schools were old schools in a middle income area. One school was a new
school with a more well-to-do population. Nine children were recommended for the
diagnostic class, eight came in, four males and four females.

Preliminary meetings were held by the University professionalteammith social
agencies and teachers involved with these various classrooms to aarify plans and
procedures. Beginning with the first weeks of operation, and then regularly through-
out the summer, observers, either from psychiatry, including the psydhiatry resident
in training, and/or education observed in the classrooms. The-visits were for at

least an hour. If the teacher designated any special problem, or if a child caught
the clinical appraisal of the observers, the observers returned for added observation.
The teadhers did not have to wait for-the scheduled visits of the observing teams.
If.a teacher felt a child needed immediate attention she dould callthe University
and request a visit. The teams tried to get out within two days after the request
of the teacher; or a later appointment was arranged when the teachers of the
University staff could discuss in detail the behavior of the child and arrange
details of his coming for a diagnostic session if this 'seemed necessary. In several
cases, the children were discussed but did not come into.the.diagnostic class.
Specific.suggestions'were made.to.the teacheron various ways of handling the child
in the classroom and this seemed to-suffice in helping.the child adjust,

If a teadher wanted a child worked up in detail, sAe filled out a form with
the child's name, her name, the school, the date, the comments of the visiting teams
on the child, and her specific questions on the behavior of the child. In addition,
.the.visiting teacher consultant on the team tried.to take down verbatim the requests
and observations.of the classroom teacher. These reports were mimeographed and
ready for all members of the staff when'the child.entered the diagnostic class.
Also'mimeographed for curculation were the team's observations'of the classrooms

and of specific children.
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Scheduling.of the childrenat the diagnostic.class was arranged.through the
appropriate centers. Each child was to come for three days,.Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday. The diagnostic sessions were routinely observed by the team of
psychologists, psychiatrists and educators as well as students in the Department of
Education in an observation room,-with one-way glass and sound apparatus, large
enough to.accommodate the numbers of people involved.
After each session, the professional temnmet to discuss the behavior of the children
they had observed. Predictions and suggestions were made about.behavior in the
classroom and how to get help.outside the classroom, particularly for family problems.
Groups of three to six childremwere seen routinely. Children from 'both social
mileius were present simultaneously. The class was operated much like a atandard
nursery school progrhm in regard to routine and paterials. Two rooms...were.available,
with the large observation room inbetween. Ot the classroom.the.children first
entered,-was.arranged in.sections. One area'had toy furniture.resembling-a.kitchen
area.including running waterranother.had round tables with-chairs around them;
another had shelves With toys, puzzles, crayons, etc. A counter served as an area
for shaving cream play,.clay work and-the like. In the classroom across-the hall,
which-the children spent-the latter half-of.their visit each.day, was the large
motor equipment: slides, tricyles,-jungle-gym-house, nocking boat, pyramid stairs,
etc. -When the children came over tb play in this room, individual interviews,
.whether.for.psychiatric workup- or for speech and hearing.evaluation.,.were.done in the
classroom so-the child did.not have to be removed from-his familiar-milieu-and so
that the-diagnostic-team could observe.

Graduate-students.in.training.,.were specifically assigned twobserve.and-record
the behavior of each childi.to assist.the teawat-the final-evaluation: These
recorders-were instructed to-note relationships with adults-and.peers, the attitude
of the child to authority, the amount of intention and.the.time spent-on tasks, the
handedness-of the child, the.motor coordination, including eyes, hands, small and
large muscles, and to give.as much Verbatim vocabulary and sentence structure as
possible. They were also-to look for affecti-to note-frustration.tolerance,
attention span, reflexive-impulsive-set, and recorded.any fantasy themes that could
be picked up, and the amount-of curiosity) risk and exploring-the-child showed.
'Eadh.five.to.ten.minute.intervals.was noted.so.the sequence.of.the.child's play and
duration of his interest-was.recorded.

Parents were included in the observational process.during the-fitst sesslion.
They were invited and arrangements made-for their coming'through. their respective
agencies. The parents who did.come seemed.to enjoy.watching-the childtem and-talking.
informally to the team. Teachers of the classrooms and-administrative staffs of the
agencies were also invited to kzome.and observe the diagnostic sessionsp.whether they
had a child frowtheir class present or not. They usually attended-the first and
second days.of.the three-day sessions. They stayed.after.the children had gone to
discuss individual cases and-to.keep communicative channels between professions open.

The third day, after-the class session was over, was.devoted-to. a staff.meeting
summing up the Cases., generating-hypothesesl'and working-ourspecific plans for the
future assistance to.the child,.the teacher and-the schools.
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Following the diagnostic sessions, two members of the-team went.to-the class-
room-for at.leabt one more observation of the child after he .had been seen in the
diagnostic session and after he had been:in ,his own classroom situation-for a longer
period of time. The interest generatedln the.snburbawschools-was-greaf enough to
warrant regular.weekly meetings with teachers who had-brought-in children as well as
the other teachers to discuss classroom behavior management, diagnostic clues, reasons
for referral, etc.

Preliminary to the child's arrival at the diagnostic session, and.even if he
were not scheduled to come to the University but was showing difficulties, each child
was tested by a senior psychologist or one of her three assistant psychologists who
had all had experience in testing children of this age. 'Each psychologist had an .
observer-recorder to'record.the behavior of.the.child as-well as his actual test
performance on the StanfoviBinet.which:wasthe standardized teat used:- The Binet
was administered .in.two andaometimes. three sessions',.depending-owthe ability of the
child to take the test or the need of the psychologist to-establish-better-contact
with the child.

Not onlywere the-children tested, but.famiIrinterviews.were attempted. A
questionnaire was drawn up by-the psychiatrists and psycologists-outlining7the areas
for investigation. The interest was in exploringfamilial. attitudes and concerns
rather than-trying.to.get accurate.family histories.

Finally, the professional team, the master teacher-and her aide.,-the.consultant
teather, two-child psychiatrists; two psychologists, the speech consultant and a
child pOchiatrrresident met in-a series of intensive meetings focollatethe data,
draw .up finalreports-and-make-specific recommendations. Two.copies.of.the final
reports of each child-were-sent'to the appropriateagencies.,.one.copy was-kept.on file
at the University, and.special.reports were.written for the teacher.of-eachchild to
help'her handle the child-in-the classroom setting.

DISCUSSION

This clinical survey raised.more question than it had set out:to answer. The
major problem was.shortness of time and limited-populatiom In spite-of this, the
children who were.followed were.seen in a coordinated, sequential.fashion.by repre-
sentatives of different disciplines, to report on.behavior.in many.situations
affording continuity, contrast and varying kinds of stress. Of particular interest
was comparing the.two social classes together operating in :the same classroom under
the same conditions.

Class differences in pathology were not as striking as thwfact-that there were
so many-girls; This has been.baffling to the team. The incidents-of.pathology in
boys is.reportedly much-higher-in the general population but we saw os manigirls as
we did boys. We.questioned-if there was a social class influence-in this phenomenon.
The teachers and their.training might have effected this sex choice. Young teachers
seemed-to be-more lenient and.understanding of boys' behavior than of girls', Acting
out among boys seemed"to be acceptable to the teachers. They probably saw acting out,
particularly in the inner-city-classes, as an adaptive function, We also-felt that
somehow the teams in the classroom-were not getting atwithdrawal.symptons.
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Also surprising was that not as many children were referred.as expected because
of aggressive acting out or apger. Aggressive acting 'out seem.to appear lesser
in the summer program. We could not detect any class differences .on-this score.
We were.also.interested to find that all the children we saw were toilet-trained.

Even though the time was short, in looking at the .covariation between-situational
and longitudinal maladlustment, marked changes tould-be.seen-in-many-of the children's
behaviors-over time. Some changed dramatically-during the-three-day sessions,

enabling'us.to define, categorize, and make.more apkoptate references-than if we
had only seen.the child 'on a one-shOrt basis.

In.our-experience in dealing with sub,--communities, such-as-the schools, that
have not been anxious to explore areas such as emotional disturbance,-we-have found
that it is impossible to do decent research or even get'into.the schools unless you
are able to promise and carry.through.on specific service:to the children and.to the
teachers and the families that-send children.feel-that.some.real-good-will-come to
them-they will not.cooperate.- .The-visiting-teachers.were-particularly-anxious to,
have.immediate help with-problem children.

-As thisTrogram continuesi-we.will-need-moreInformation than7we::were able to
get-in the process-we had.this summer-for the'4enefit-of the.schools-andour own
research. Within-the first month, all.initial-observations-of.classrooms-and teachers
in observing teams would be gathered. By the second month; family reports and
psychologicals.would be done. Then; in the third-nonth;.-the-special-diagnostie class
and the interviews could be-done. -It-is most important.that these.children-continue
to be followed in the classroom-as the-year-continues. Wt need'more-longitudinal
information.on-these children,-not only in their awridevelopment,'but in-general
growth. We need to know a-great deal 'more-about the established-values-of' systeMS
of these children and their families. There is .an inherent danger-In-providing these
childrenith what we believe is an optimum,program when this program is contrary to
the values'and expectations of the community involved. We can see-the-University
playing an important role in setting'up a strategy--a-well-thoughtout-and-carefully
planned.strategy--for getting this type of-information.on values and-existing
structures and then maneuvering-for-any.type.of.appropriatei-approximate-social
change which is considered feasible by the'community as-well-as.by-the 'University
and the.research groups.-.We-must.cOnsider.the realistic setting in which the child
moves and.will move and-adapt ourselves to.these needs. There is an element of
tragedy in setting up'classes which are.destined to. guaranteed- failure-of-the child
in the-setting.to-which.he-will return.;- On.the-conclusion ofthe third' nonth; when
all information is in on-the.children; an.appropriate-prediction.shouid-be made as
to the development of this-child-and the possibilities of his.being a. school failure.
Tests will-have provided us not only_an approximation-of his-personality-development,
his cognitive development, bup alsoof'his'level of achievement-.-- The-predictions
should focus on success and/or failure'in sthool. This could then be checked out
later in a longitudinal research study, which is naw.evolving.

Of great importance to the whole project is the question, of feedw.back to the
community. It is mosSt important tharthe agencies not only get the material as quic4y
as possible, with recommendations.and findings on each-child, but 'that they be
responsible and prompt in getting spedial reports to the-teachers and providing any
foIlow-up discussion that might be'necessary.
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There should also be a follaw-up on each child who ws observectand-picked up for some
sign of maladaptive behavior but not serious enough to warrant referral to the
diagnostic classroom. These children should all be carefully.watched. It is suggested
that a confidential report on the whole program go to the superintendents-of tchools
so that they have some understanding not only of what we are doing, but of the
magnitude and significance of emotional disturbance in preschool children in their
areas. It is also important that SNAP have some idea of the degree- and.amount of
incidents of emotional disturbance in .their children so they can provide-pressure
for more specific help from the community action programs.

Our hypothesis that the attitude of school officials would be more cooperative
and sustained in the middle class than in the lower class group was-upheld. One of
the major thrusts of this program was to help teachers understand emotIonal disturbance.
It was-of- particular interest that the teachers in the-suburb-were-more interested in
the experiment came voluntarily more often, stayed longer, including the-teachers who
did not have children going through the diagnostic process, than the teachers in the
inner city. The staff expressed more sympathetic rapport with the .teachers in the
subufb than they did with the teacher in the inner city. This was.probably due to
the fact that the city teachers were hired on a temporary basis, were not part of an
established system,,would be leaving the community at the'end of the sumner. Fitally
the whole general program in the public schools was in abeyance atthe tine of thlc
program. Therefore, there-was a certain hopelessness for all of-us. in approaching
these city children, in trying to decide-haw effective, if effective at-all, we could
be-with them, whereas-the suburban system was well established.and-had.an aura of
performance. Besides the staff was excited by the newness and.the creative approach
of the University program.

Several sdggestions were made as to how greatereffectiveness could-be.achieved
with the teachers in the ovev-all'program In the-first place, it-was-suggested that
the teachers should have.written longer; morespecific.reports-on.eacivehild they
referred. These reports should.have-been-followed.up.in-detaii by-the-psychiatrists
and discussed with the teadhers-as to the degree of importance-of-their observations.
Also suggested was.that teachers go around to all-classroons-to see.how-other teachers
considered and-dealt with children thought-to be-disturbed.. The-teachers-should talk
more with each other and with.consultants. As a first step, every-teacher could be
invited in to observe the master teacher teaching a class.of.emotionally-disturbed
childrenu The second step could be to have a teacher choose-a fellow teacher and the
two of tbem go in compatible.combinations to visit.and attend other-classes. The
students in training at the University would be able to takeover.the-teacher's role
in the classroom which would give the student experience-and.release-the.teacher for
time to observe. Teachers' aides could also help in.taking over the-class so the
teacher could be released. Specific seminars for the teachers could be used to
discuss appropriate ways of getting help for their own children, how twobserve, how
to make choices on interventions, how to elicit active;Ammediate-intervention from
the administration. Primarily, the work.with the.teacher is one-of-connmnication:
interdisciplinary-communication;. and communication with.administrators'as well as

with children.
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On the question of the initial observation-by the psychiatrists and consultants,it was. felt that it was not necessary for teams to visit together, -but -that- it would .

be more efficient and easier to .have a person from .each discipline -go at-his own time
and convenience, but quicklr when called by the teacher. -There was a felt need,
however, for trained .observations of the classroom process as a whole unrelated: to
specific individuals. This probably could be 'done in the beginning weeks of the
school so that 'each class could be described as to Its general tenor and group
dynamics, and the techniques and style of the teacher. We also felt 'that we spent
too much time on the individual and neglected seeing them in -their total setting.
We also felt that it *as important to keep a. variety of observers moving through the
schools : psychologists psychiatrists teachers etc0 to help- the* teacher understand
and- get to know the different -types of professions who work with children, and keep
communication between disciplines open.

Our hypothesis that structure could be imposed on' clinical and. observational
procedures to facilitate the inferential processes was strengthened-with our
experimentation in the three. day classroom setting. By-putting .the -children through
specific tasks, making uniform demands on all the children, -by testing* specific
personality functions , such as frustration-tolerance-an& delarof* gratification,
we were able .to begin-. standardizing, for ourselves at least y clinical- and-observa-
tional- procedures. We set up-a series of events trained observers and discussed
among-ourselves ..the areas-of personality- we were-specifically investigating. In
generals the first day was usually permissive, -letting the-child explore- the rooms ,
sharing in' games, sitting together for snacks,. The second- and- third-day- more- demands
were made of -the children: Tasks were assigned-. and pressure put- ow the child to
complete ..them. However since the shortness of time-was* so pressing, *and because
we could get most of the. reactions .:We wanted during-the two-day sessions, we would
recommend that the diagnostic classroom be limited In-the future-to two days, and
then. spend- the entire third day. in group discussion with-teachers-, -social...workers
and the- professional staff to -work out the' time-consuming final 'reports.

It wasl:talso felt that many- more children were seen and tested .in- the school
situation than actually came into the diagnostic classroom. These children should
have a thoroUgh work-up and recommendation' as the ones 'who came'into" the-diagnostic
classroom. As it is now. these children are not being followedup because of the
lack of time. One idea that has been discussed- was to have 'a diagnostic classroom
in the counnunity so that each school with its own indigenous -probleins could have the
diagnostic classes in situ. However, this -would -present .the problem-of handling
observers. There were often 15-20 professional observers in' the* observational booth
at the University. No school in- the inner city is equipped to acconknodate this
number. We did feel that the 'numbers and* the, exchange ther-provided .werebeneficial
in diagnosing the children and fulfilling. the-aims -of the program. There *might be
a possibility' of having a large trailer- whictrwould go from school* to* school; but,
then again.," the- observation-facilities would be. limited.

"We vete confirmed in our .hypothesis that-in certain-situations, it-was more
efficacious to have professionally* trained workers-rather tharridigenaus; :nontrained
aides. *One -of the major areas-of difficulty. was-in- getting Informatithr on the
families.: In the suburbs where trained-social-workers collected. datai the-Information
came through rapidly and. competently.. 'All- the' areas-were-cdiered 'that -we-vanted to
know 'about , although there is always the' question. of the validity-of parents -repdrte.
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HoweVer, we were looking not so much for specific information on the child as the
attitude of the parents toward the child and his development,-and this did come
through in responses to our open ended questions.- In the inner city-the-situation
was different. We had hoped originally to elicit the aid of the neighborhood aides,
that are local residents, so that we could help the community recognize-the general
problem of emotional disturbance in children and give-them-some-training in
interviewing. But the SNAP administration felt.this-to be.too ticklish-a situation
to handle at this time. The neighborhood workers were unwilling-to ask for this
kind of information because it was too personal. They feel that they are interfering
and prying. Also the information was open to misinterpretation-by untrained workers.
Consequently, on the advice of the senior social worker-at SNAP.,-we let him do all
the interviews. However, his schedules could not be maintained so he-had to assign
one of his neighborhood aides to cellect the-data. -This-information-was scant and
tantalizing. For instance, on a question on a child's relationship'tor the mother,
the answer was "yes". Recorded trauma to the child, such as death of a parent or
major injury, would be briefly recorded with no dates or any clue-as to how this had
effected the general family constellation or the development of the child. We still
feelthat it would be a good idea to-have the neighborhood aides learning and acting
and supporting the program. We thought of having a trained social worker-meet once a
week with the neighborhood aides to help them learn how to collect data. SNAP
discouraged taking forms in-to be filled out by-the families as this was too reminiscent
of social welfare workers practices, which leads to resistance on the part of the
parents.- The aides, in general, know the families well and can give information,
without even asking specific questions of-the family, as to the general tenor of the
home, whether the mother's-working, how many extended'family are present,-etc. This
was the type of information-we were looking for but which-we-are stilr-trying to get.
If we cannot get the aides to collect data and if we cannot train-them Ourselves, it
would seem wise to-have a professional.social worker-approach-the problem of recording
this information which is too itportant to have neglected or done haphazardly.

'We also felt that.the neighborhood aides could be-used perhaps-not ta get all
the information but at least to-do a public relations job for us. So-many of the
parents had no idea of what was happening. Communications broke down very quickly
between SNAP and parents. Many of the parents did not knowthat their-children were
coming to the University for diagnostic purposes and certainly did not know what we
were doing at the University. One mother felt that we had given the children "needles"
because they had been sick on their return from the University. This misconception
could have been prevented if the neighborhood workers had been-informing the parents
about the program, making them-see the usefulness of this'progranr-to- their- children.
If we could have had a self-generating intercommunity programrinvolving everyone in
the community, we.would have had greater success, not only-in.getting the diagnostic
information but also in maintaining our follow-through study. -We felt that the
neighborhood aides,should -have-been asked to the University. They should have been
able to observe the sessions, and we should certainly'have gone ta their meetings and
worked with them on their own-specific problems. The main idea would be to'get the
community to work for itself, have the neighborhood workers give us gross information
about the families, and be a public relations person-for the program, and let the
probing interviews and delicate'subjects be-approached by professionalw'not living
in the immediate neighborhood.
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The psychological testing raised several questions. Here it was felt that a
professional, not a student in training, was needed to get.the information from

these young. children. However,.we would consider.doctoral. degree candidates with

experience and training in this area as possible testers-forthe.program. Although

it was comparatively easy to test the Children in the suburbs.in onesession, this

was decidedly not so in the inner city. You needed.twoto three sesiions with the

child to get a valid sample of his performance. 14e child in the inner city initially
resisted-the meetings of the tester, but by the second or third day,-hewas quite

willing to cooperate and his score was quite notably higher. The tester should also

visit in the classroom for long observational periods to get to know the.children and

to look at cognitive function expressed in behaviot'in the classroom... All of this

requires a spphisticated.tester. If it is a student who is-doingthe testing, he
should be.closely supervised. There was-some question whether-thetBinet was the
appropriatetest to use. It was suggested that perhaps a.series of specialized tests

and the standardizing of the observation and psychological approaches would be more

effective in predicting emotiohalAistufbance,then the Blnet alone. We would like to

have tests ofthe relationship of the child with the teacher and with his peers and

we would like to know more of his-cognitive style and particularly anyAcind of tests,

such as the Bender or equivilant that would reveal any_ central. nervous system-deficit

orioninimal brain disfunction.

We would like also to have noted Changes in the classroom; that is, were there

any-differences in cognitive style as the child approached diverse tasks.and added

stress; what were the effects.of.different teaching styles and demands on different

cognitive styles. The attitude-of the child towards education and towards white
people should have been noted to estimate of the child's.level of aspftation.and his

ability-to take risks. These are the data we-felt would.be helpful-to describe

children. Also included in.this list of areas to explore were the child's handling

of failure, and his expression of aggression. Could the child request.help from the

peers-and adults? Could he follow suggestions'when they were given? -CoUld he.follow

directions? Was there any relationship between social economic.status on his ability

to.relate to peers and adults and follow directions? Could some ofTiaget's and
Brunner's tests be adopted to this population to see how .cognitive hierachies were

developing and how these hierachies were intergrated?. Could special teaching

techniques accelerate lagging areas of development? What types of materials interested

the child? Did the child manifest a concrete or abstract approach to' materials. Was

he rigid or flexible in following the daily program? Wes rigidity a form of

perservation or obsessive behavior? How appealing was the child in general? How

F'l

was-the impulse control of the child? How as the-child able to use play, for pleatureve

mastery, learning of skills, people, things? Could he sustain what-he.started? What

developmental tdsks was he involved in?' Could most of this \material be gathered by

trained dbservers-recorders watching free play?

On the subject of free play, we alsoJwanted to see the sex role and identifi-

cation processes, the choices of play material, whether they were male or female

categories. In the classroom we would try to standardize the equipment and materials

available, as well as the sequence of presentation of.these.materials so-that we could

have standardized meads of-analyzing the-evoked-behavior.
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Again, this raises the issue of training. If the Observers-recorders were
undergraduates or people with little training in child development, cognitive
process and clinical psychopathology, they are not able to observe with any kind

of efficiency or report .the signikicant material. Therefore, these observers-
recorders should be first or second year master degree.students or doctoral
candidates who have been specifically trained as observer-recorders in a class-
room for emotion,a1 disturbance.
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Perception of Emotion Among Children: Race and Sex Differences
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ABSTRACT

This report describes a three phase study of children's
perception of emotion investigating the patterns of accurately
perceived and erroneously perceived emotions and testing the
influence of sex and race differences among both perceivers and
expressors.

*The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a
contract for the Office of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office
of the President, Washington, D.C. 20506. The opinions expressed
herein are those of the author, and should not be construed as
representing the opinions or pblicy of the United States Government.
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PERCEPTION OF EMOTION AMONG CHILDREN: RACE AND SEX DIFFERENCES*
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Much of our daily social interaction involves nonverbal communi-

cation (NVC). Although NVC is a ubiquitous phenomenon, it has not pre-

viously received the attention paid to other areas of psychology. A

number of questions arise pertaining to NVC which are of considerable

interest toward understanding the mechanisms underlying social inter-

actions, whether in the classrooms, in play groups, in occupational

or other settings. Is race a significant variable in perception of

emotion (POE)? If there are racial subculture differences in POE, are

the cross-race and same-race PO4s equal to each other? Are racial dif-

ferences also significant in the expression of emotion? Are they sig-

nificant in influencing the patterning of both accurately and erroneously

perceived emotions? Are they equal in magnitude to sex differences in

POE?

This study investigates the accuracy Of perception of various

emotions amcmg children, as well as the patterning of erroneously per-

ceived emotions. It focuses on the relationship of accuracy to race

and sex differences of both the expressor (the person expressing the

emotion) and the perceiver (the person judging the nature of the ex-

pressed emotion"). There are number of studies dealing with NVC in

general, but only a few which relate to minority group characteristics

or concentrate on race and sex variables in POE.

*The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a

contract for the Office of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of

the President, Washington, D.C. 20506. The opinions expressed

herein are those of the author, and should not be construed as rep-

resenting the opinions or policy of any agency of the United States

Government.
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The most recent reviews of studies in verception, or recognition
of emotion by means of NVC, are by Bruner and Tagiuri (1954), Davitz
(1964), and Ekman (1965). Thesesreviews indicate that posed photo-
graphs have been the most common stimuli used in the study of recog-
nition of emotion by means of NVC cues. Other kinds of stimuli were
utilized by various researchers, (Bruner and Tagiuri 1954), such as
recording a person's voice, drawings of the human face with inter-
changing features, the use of people actually present, drawings of
real persons, and photographs of a person accompanied by redoodings
of his voice.

A number.of NVC studies arise out of psychiatric settings.
Highly sensitive and affect-laden therapist-client interaction
places heavy demands on the verbal channel, which in turn leads to
the utilization of other (nonverbal) cues both for diagnosis and
therapy. Mahl's (1956) investigation of the disturbances, dis-
continuities, and pauses of silence in the speech patterns of
mental patients provides an example of such a study. He found
significant correlations between these variables and the amount
of anxiety present in the patient. Another study (Mahl, et. al.
1959), related gestures and bodily movements of psychiatric patients
to their personality characteristics; its reshlts indicated a sig-
nificant relationship between tension and motor activity. The
findings of Dittman (1962) validate those of Mahl's studies. He
was able to relate hand movements to particular moods such as anger,
gloom, and calm, and, although unsuccessful in relating anxiety to
"linguistic" (verbal) behavior, he succeeded in discriminating be-
tween high and low conflict patients on the basis of their NVC (body
movement) (Dittman and Wynne 1961).

Exline (1963), in exploring the function of visual cues, such
as glances, during psychiatric interviews, found that stress inhi-
bits eye-contact. In a replication study (Exline, et. al. 1965),
his subjects, in an interview situation, evidenced substantially
more eye-contact when they listened than whey they spoke. In
addition, when the subject matter of the interview becam embarras-
sing, the subject's visual contact was reduced to a minimum.

iluclaing minority group characteristics. Secord, Stritch, and
Johnson X19601nhave investigated the perception 9flpersonality
characteristics through the use of nonverbal cues by offering their
subjects limited stimulus information (photographs of faces). Their
findings indicate that subjects tend to use some form of analogy, a
"metaphorical generalization," or a bridge to fill in any information
not supplied by the stimulus, and to organis all stimulus information



into meaningful structures.

Secord, Bevan, and Katz (1956) and Secord (1959) investigated
Negroes and Caucasians as stimuli. The subjects rated Negroes
possessing pronounced Caucasian textures with, "all the characteris-
tics of a Caucasian," when restricted to the stimulus of a photo-
graph and believing that the person in the photograph was Caucasian.
On the other hand, other subjects onbeing informed that the photo-
graphs were of Negroes, rated these with "all the characteristics of
a Negro."

Anisfield, Bongo, and Lambert's (1962) study investigated the
relationship between perception of a minority group status and ascrip-
tion of certain traits to such minority group members. The same actor
taped two versions of a speech. In one version he used a "Jewish"
accent, while in the other he did not. Those subjects who perceived
him as "Jewish" rated him lower on such variables as: height, good
looks, and self-confidence, while those whotsaw him as "En-
gaiman rated him much higher on these same variables.

Race and sex differences. Gates (1923), working with white chil-
dren perceivers and white adult female expressor::, found age and sex

of perceiver to be significant. Kellog and Eagleson's (1931) study of
Negro children perceivers and white female adult expressorr. confirms

the significance of sex differenced. However Kellog finds no differ-
ence when he compares his results to those of Gates's white children.
Studies have also found sex of expressor differences to be significant.
(Thompson and Meltzer 1964; Drag and Shaw 1967).

Vinacke's (1949) study used magazine pictures of Caucasians as
stiMuli. His results indicated that Caucasian subjects, as compared
to Oriental ones, were more accurate in identifying emotions of Cau-

casian faces. A replication study, by VInacke and Fong (1955) simi-
larly indicated that Oriental subjects, as compared to Caucasian ones,

were more accurate in identifying emotions expressed in photographs

of Oriental faces. In both studies, the magnitude of perceivers' sex
differences was greater than that of race.

METHOD

Briefly, this study:
1. Investigates patterns of children's:

A. correctly perceived emotionns, and
B. erroneously perceived emotions (i.e., those which

are in fact perceived, when they are not in fact
expressed), and
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2. Relates POE to the:
A. race of (1) perceiver and (2) expressor, and
B. sex of (1) perceiver and (2) expressor.

This research was divided into three phases.

Phase 1: Production of Stimuli materials--A period during
which the feasibility of the various alternatives' of data collection
was explored and the stimuli materials were produced.

Phase 2: Efficacy of stimuli materials--A test of efficacy
of the stimuli materials on a sample of adults before administering
them to samplea of children.

Phase 3: IllyfALLaRLLaa of POE ,amonq children--Design of
research in progress, to be completed September, 1968.

Phase f:' ProduCtiOn of stimuli materials

July and August (1967), were spent investigating the feasibility

of various data collection alternatives, in preparing stimuli materials,

and making arrangements for samples of subjectsf children of both races
enrolled in Headstart Centers in the Boston area. My assistant, Mr.

Harvey Black, has been extremely helpful with the former, while Mrs.

Sandy Alexanian, of the School of Education, Boston University, was

invaluable in making contacts for the latter.

Exploratory visits were made to Headstart Centers in three areas

in the fticinity of Boston: Brockton, Revere and Roxbury. Tentative

arrangements have been made to use the children in all of these centers

as subjects in the study.

After considerable investigation of the relative advantages of the

various types of stimuli materials, I decided to use motion pictures to
photograph the enactments of the various emotions.

In part, the decision to use sound motion pictures was made because

of its flexibility and potential use for future research, e.g., compari-

sons of POE by modalities (audio-only vs. visual-only vs. audio-visual).

was also influenced by the generous offer of Dr. G. Stechler of the
B.U. Medical School to use his 16 mm. sound Auricon camera.



In order to obtain the necessary number of expressors, actors from
local theater companies were contacted. A series of meetings to discuss
the project were held with actors, mostly members of the Harvard Summer
Players and the Peoples Theatre of Cambridge.

The motion pictures we're made during a series of shooting sessions.
A total of 398 takes were shot using 34 actors: 6 Negro males, 7 Negro
females, 10 white males and 11 white females.

A rehearsal session was held preceding each shooting. At that
time, the director, Mr. Vernon Blackman of the Pe9ples Theatre, dis-
cussed with the actors the emotions which they were to enact. Each
actin, acted out seven emotions, selected for ease of portrayal by the
director: anger, mirth, surprise, fear, disgust, pain and sadness.
Before each take, each actor again rehearsed the specific emotion to
be filmed. The actors were filmed seated, facing 450 away from the
camera, as if they were interacting with another person out of the

view of the camera. Black and white film was used. Retakes were shot
whenever either the director or the actor were dissatisfied for any
reason with the original take.

As each actor enacted a particular emotion he recited a short
monologue. The monologue was the same for all actors (two sentences)
and all emotions, thus maintaining the verbal (or semantic) content
constant across all of the experimental treatments.

To collect a series of "candid" still pictures of the seven
emotions a search of Ebony, Life, and Look was undertaken. The
paucity of results of this relatively extensive search led to the
decision to utilize "posed" photographs, stills made from our motion

pictures. A panel of three graduate student judges examined the total

foorage for each emotion of each actor and actress. In each case, the
frame judged representative of the emotion was used to make the still

photographs.

Thirty-two hundred feet of mftion picture film (approximately 90
minutes running time) has been processed. Mr. John Geeza of Magna
Films, Inc., and Mr. Ray Richardson of Bilm Division, Boston Univerl
sity, edited the film footage.and made photogr.aphs of the frames
selected from the motion picture films.

In the interests of balance of race and sex representation and con-
sistency of photographic and dramatic quality, all of the motion picture
material was examined. A final set comprising of emotions, each for

12 males (6 white and 6 Negro) and 12 females (6 white and 6 Negro)

was selected.
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Phase 2: Efficacy_of_stimuli materials

6.

To manipulate both the sex and race of the expressor a new set

of stimuli materials was prepared. Before administering this set
of photographs to children subject it was tested on a sample of adults

in order to ascertain whether it compared in efficacy with the stimuli

materials of other investigators. A copy of the text of the report of

this study, submhitted for presentation at the forthcoming (April, 1968)

Eastern Psychological Associ'ation meetings, follows:

PERCEPTION OF EMOTION: RACE AND SEX DIFFERENCES
OF EXPRESSORS AND PERCEIVERS

A 2x2x2x2 factorial study tested the effects of race
and sex of perceivers (Ss, N=80), and race and sex of
expressors (actors, N=24) each photographed enacting

seven emotions. Race of expressorwas found significant
as were the patterns of both correctly and erroneously
perceived emotions.

PROBLEM

Much of our daily social interaction;involves the utilization of
nonverbal communication in perception of emotion. Yet a number of ques-

tions, for example, (1) Those involving the effects of such variables

as sex and race of both expressor and perceiver, or (2) the patterning

of both correctly and erroneously perceived emotions when the above

variables are thken into account, have received scant attention.

IISu`JECTS

[-I
Eighty (80) undergraduates made up the sample of perceivers (for

li the sex and race breakdown of the sample see the Experimental Design

diagram below).

111 PROCEDURE

f

A balanced 2x2x2x2 design (below) tested the influence of the sex

l and race of both the expressor (the person portraying the emotion) and
the perceiver (the person making the judgment as to the nature of emotion

IF

rli
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on perception of emotion.

The twenty four (24) expressors in this experiment were profes-

sional actors (12 white and 12 Negro, 6 male and 6 female of each

race--rows #1 and 2 of the Experimental Design. diagram below).

Race W N

Sex of Expressor M F M F

3 Race of Perceiver W N W N W N

Sex of Perceiver MFMFMFMFMFMFMFMF
N (for perceivers

in each treat-
ment group) 5 5 5 5 515555
w = white N = Negro m = male F = female

Black and white photographs were made of each expressor portraying

seven (7) emotions: anger, happiness, surprise, fear, disgust, pain

and sadness. Each photograph shows an expressor 3/4 figure, seated

and at 450 angle to the camera. Lighting and background are constant

for the 168 photographs.

The perceivers were the eighty (80) undergraduate Ss (40 white

and 40 Negro, 20 male and 20 female of each race--rows #3 and 4 of the

Experimental Design diagram). Each S was tested individually, with a
set of twenty one (21) photographs (3 actors -- or actresses -- 7
emotions for each), presented in random order. After looking at each
photograph the S made the judgement from a multiple choice list of the

seven emotions (in alphabetical order).

RESULTS

1. Expressors and perceivers: race and sex differences
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A. Neither sex nor race of the perceiver (Tables 1 and 2)*
nor sex of the expressor (Table 3) influence the overall accuracy of
perception-of emotions.

B. Race of the expressor effects the accuracy of perception
of emotion (Table 4), with higher accuracy occuring when perceiving white
expressors as compared to their Negro counterparts. The extent of this
influence however, is mediated by the sex and race differences of both
the expressor and the perceiver. For example:

(1) While no differences were noted when overall
accuracy scores were compared for perception of:

involve:

(a) white male expressors versus Negro female
expresiors. (Table 5), and

(b) white female expressors versus Negro female
expressors (Table 6),

(2) Clear differences emerge when accuracy comparisons

(a) Negro male versus Negro female expressors
(Table 7)

(b) white male versus Negro male exprespors
(Table 8), and

(c) white female versus Negro male expressors
(Table ())

2. Patterns of correct perceptions

A. The incidence of correct perception varies with emotion
(Table 10)--happineSs and anger giving the highest, and fear and dis-
gust the lowest proportions of correctly perceived emotions.

B. This pattern differs (Table 11) depending on whether
the expressors are male or female.

C. No differences in the pattern of correct percepbion of
the seven emotions appear as a function of the race of the expressor

*See the nigblee pagiV.follpwing Phase 2.
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(Table 12) or the race and sex of the perceiver (Tables 13 and 14).

3. Patterns of erroneous perception. Erroneously perceived
emotion is one, which was in fact perceived, whenever the perceiver
made a mistake, that is, did not name the emotion enacted by the ex-
pressor in the photograph.

A. The incidence of erroneous perception varies with
emotion (Table 15)--surprise and disgust giving the highest and pain
a.ld fear the lowest proportions of erroneously perceived emotions.

B. The pattern of correctly perceived emotions is different
from that of erroneously perceived ones (Table 16).

C. The patterns of erroneously perceived emotions differ
with sex of expressor (Table 17) and race of perceiver (Table 18).

D. No difference in patterns results from differences in
either sex of perceiver (Table 19) or the race of expressor (Table 20).

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Sex and race differences among expressors and perceivers influence
perception of emotion from posed photographs. While at times, the
effects of these variables can be noted when their influence is ex-
amined independently, at other tims they are significant only in
interaction with each other. .Similar results emerge from findings of
the patterning of both correctly and erroneously perceived emotions.

Future research will hopefully answer whether the strong differ-
ences due to the race of expressor can be accounted for by white versus
Negro subcultural differences in inhibiting the communication of emo-
tions, or by such artifacts as the inability of black and white photo-
graphs to capture portrayal of emotion equally well for white and
Negro expressors, or by still other alternative explanations.
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Phase 3: Investi ation of POE among children--desi n o
research in progress to be completed September, 1968

Research Design

Race of expressor
,

W N

Race of perceiver(s) W N W N

Sex of subject MFMFMFMF
N = (in each group)

.

15 15 15

1

15 15 15 15 15

.

w = white
N = Negro

M = male
F = female

Subiects. Children (age 5-6) of both races and sexes (N=120; 60
white and 60 Negro, 30 males and 30 females of each race), enrolled
in Headstart programs, will be used as subjects.

Procedure. Still photographs of females (expressors) of both races
will be used as stimuli materials. Each S will be asked to identify the
emotion in each of 12 photographs--3 actresses, either white or Negro, de-
pending on the treatment group, each photographed portraying 4 *rations
(happiness, pain, anger and surprise). Ss will be tested individually
and the order of presentation of photographs will be random for each S.

Upon being presented with a photograph the S will be asked which
of the four emotions is depicted by the expressor. Because considerable
amount of evidence from pretesting indicates that a five-year old's span
of attention may limit his ability to keep the four alternatives (the
four emotions) in mind, a training period will precede the testing
session. Four comic book art type pictures will be placed on the table
in front of the S, each depicting a Scene typical of the four emotions.
The E will explain to the S the four pictures--how each is to remind the
S of each of the emotions. The pictures will remain on the table through
the testing session allowing the E to refer to them. In short, they
will act as glaphic multiple choice alternatives.
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HEAD START RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CENTER

THE EXPRESSION OF AGGRESSION IN PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN1

LYNN M. DORMAN

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

One behavioral and two projective measures of aggression were given to pre-
school children enrolled in two Head Start summernsessions in Quincy and Lynn,
Massachusetts. The projective measures were designed to elicit the eXpression of
aggression in social situations. The situations were swinging, painting, playing
with blocks or dolls and holding a book.

The frequency of aggressive responses given by the children was computed.
There was no difference in the amount of expression of aggression in the two schools,
but the girls in Quincy gave more aggressive responses than any of the other children.
Possible factors relating to this were discussed. These included verbalness of
females, greater familiarityywith the experimenters, racial and age differences.

The behavioral masure did not elicit any overt aggression and the responses
were coded for verbal and cooperative responses between the two partners. The
responses of those children ranking high and low in the expression of aggression 17
were compared. Children who expressed the most aggression were more verbal and
more cooperative than those who expressed little or no aggression. This finding
was discussed in terms of the relation between learning ability and ehe controlled
expression of aggression.

The relationship between expression of aggression and ability to learn is the
subject of a study currently being planned by the author. If this relationship can
be shawn, it will have implications for the kinds,:of programs set up for those
children who have learning difficiaties. The freeing of appropriate aggressive
responses might lead to increased freedom to deal appropriately with other aspects
of the environment, such as the learning situation.

1"The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the Office
of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.,

20506. The opiflions expressed herein are those of the author and should not
be construed ab representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United

States Government."
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1 I. /At

In the pre-school years, the child's interaction with peers increases and his mode
of interaction changes. As he proceeds from solitary to cooperative play (Parten, 1943),
he develops patterns of responding to and in these social situations. These response-

patterns include the expression of cognitions and emotions appropriate to dhe situation.
The development of these response patterns at this time form the basis for other more
sophisticated patterns of teSponaes at a later stage of development. The expression
of aggression is only one of these response patterns, but is an important factor in
the child's socialization and in his general development.

Aggression is a natural human emotion which needs appropriate outlets (Bettelheim,
1966). Aggression can be dichotomized into 1) instrumental aggresSion:- actions such
as manipulating the environment and asking questions, 2) non-instrumental aggression:
actions such as striking out at someone and damaging property (Beller, 1957). The
Management of aggression through controlled appropriate expression may be viewed as ione
of the precursors to the more complex response of assertion which is necessary for
social development in general and for learning in particular.

The purpose of this study was to develop an instrument for measuring the expression
of aggression by pre-school chilften in social situations. Pictures, dolls and hypos
thetical situations were initially used as proje6tive measures of aggression. Aineasure
of overt aggression -aging a block game was added later in the study.' It was hoped
that such instruments could be later used in a study of the expression of aggression,as
related to learning in pre-school children.

The present study was exploratory. No working hypotheses were developed prior
to the study, but the findings suggested a, hypothesis for further study.

METHOD

Subjects: The subjects were children from two classes in each of two Head Start
populations. The schoals were in Quincy and Lynn, Massachusetts. The children in
the Quincy school were all white and of pre-kindergarten age. The atmosphere of the:

two Quincy classrooms was one of general permissiveness during free play at which

ttme observations were made. There were 9 boys and 4 girls in one room and 8 boys
and 6 girls in the other. The Lynn, Massachusetts, population consisted cA both
negro arw white children who were to enroll in the first grade in the fal1. The

fN

1"The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the Office
of Economic Opportimity, Executive Office of dhe President, Washington, D.C.,
-20506. The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and s;Iluuld not
be construed as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United

States Government."

2iA complete description of the materials used will be found in the appendix.
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children were more restricted, working at their desks, and were often engaged in
specific learning tasks. These children were taken on many school sponsored trips
during the summer. The make-up of one room was 6 boys and 4 girls; the other had
6 boys and 9 girls. The general family background (income and number of children)
was the same for both populations. Due to absences in Lynn and refusals in Quincy,
complete data was collected on 6 boys and 8 girls in Quincy and 4 boys and 8 girls
in Lynn. The children who refused to look at the pictures or dolls seemed to be
those who were having trouble adjusting to school and were "quiet," "hy," and cried

,r4
during the first few days of school.

Procedure: Due to the classroom differences, testing time in Quincy extended over
a longer period of time than in Lynn. The experimenters were in Quincy the first
day the class met so that they were more familiar to these children than they were
to the Lynn children. The children were seen individually within the classroom,and
ongoing activities and play were not interrupted. Each child was asked to respond
to three social situations depicted by dolls and drawings. The hypothetical ques-
tion involved the child placing himself into the three situations. The three social
situations involved block play and swinging for boys, doll play and painting for
girls, and a book situation for both sexes. These situations were chosen because
they reflected popular sex appropriate activities for this age. Each situation
portrayed two same-sexed children, except for the book which had one boy and one

girl. The situations could elicit an aggressive or a non-aggressive oi a ilon-
r_worigeiec :ADT4ggssAYez.-n.PPPAPVcw@As#,Chfine4L!4s-We In YibighooPe of:Alec he
figures did something to the other or to the other's possessions such as pushing
off the awing, hitting, or knocking over the blocks. Any other response was
considered a non-aggressive response. The child was first asked if he wanted to
see some pictures or dolls. After the child sat down, the experimenter brought
out the pictures or dolls and said to the child, "Tell me what is happening." .An
example of tho hypothetical questions is "what if you were playing dolls and
another girl came over, what do you do?"

One experimenter worked with the pictures and another with the dolls. Children

were never abked to respond to more than three situations at a time and were not
presented with the dolls and pictures on the same day.

After all, the children had been questionned about the social situations,
they were asked to play a block game in pairs. Any two children who volunteered to
come at the same time were allowed to pThy; no attempt was made to systematically

pair the children. The instructions were? "If you two can put all the blocks on
one building, you each win a balloon. Ycu have to take turns though. (First

pointing to one child and then to the other) You put one on; then you put one on.
You get three chances, but if all three buildings fall down, no one gets a balloon."

The experimenter watched and noted what was said and done in the game. (The game

used was Blockhead.3) It is virtually impossible to put all the blocks on one
building and since no child won a balloon, the experimenter gave all children in
the classroom a balloon.

-As another measure of overt aggression all teachers were asked to rank order
the children in terms of their display of aggression in the classroom. The children

were rated during the last week of:-the summer session.

3See appendix
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Results:

All responses were coded for aggression or non-aggression as defined above.
Examples of aggressive responses are: "he pushed him off the swing," "they are
fighting over the book;" non-aggressive responses were: "they are playing dolls
nicely," "the paint spilled accidentally." No one expressed aggression during the
block game; and therefore, it was coded for verbal or non-verbal interaction and
for cooperation or non-cooperation during the three turns. Cooperation was con-
sidered any attempt to influence the other player, i.e., suggesting how to build,
planning ahead, pointing at a block the other should use.

The results to be reported here are preliminary. More extensive data
analySes ai6uiepibgr@siTi. 18ft0.4figentif9ses aildig
idgp6ftsbiLliefastasie.4613 aslicafidrwafiln-iiiuEt16fiEetohde(EdAin6 wEbt1eieEhrpe-2
05 task or the situation calls forth differences in the expression of aggression.
The following analysis is based on the responses to the pictures and the dolls.
The analyses were of six responses (3 responses to pictures and 3 responses to
dolls) instead of the nine elicited. The hyp6ehetical OestiorisXTeke not'iticluded
because'Atj.was...diffictiltito stdiadardloer'tWquestioning. All the children were
asked the original questions, but if they gave no answer, the experimenterwould
reword the question suggesting that the hypothetical person in the situation came
over to aggress. There is a possibility that this may be a useful measure as it
has the potential for eliciting "true-to-life" responses.

Table I shows the frequency distribution of aggressive responses for all children.
The greatest number of responses each child could give vas sf-, (3 for the picture
and 3 for the dolls).

TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF AGGRESSIVE RESPONSES

Number of
Aggressive Responses Male

Quincy

Male

Lynn

Female Female

0 1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0

2 2 2 1 1

3 2 1 0 3

4 1 2 0 2

5 0 0 2 0

6 0 3 1 1

All children except two expressed aggression. The task does allow for the expression

of aggression. A greater sex difference was found in the Quincy population; the
girls expressing the most aggression. In order to ascertain if there ae differences
between those who scored high on expressed aggression and those who scored low, the
block game responses were analyzed for those children who expreased less than two

and more than five aggressive responses, 5 and 7 subljects respctively. For those

who scomd high on aggressive responses, 7 of the 15 possible responses in the block
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game were verbal and 8 of the 15 were cooperative; whereas for those who scored low
on aggressive responses, 4 of the 21 possible responses were verbal and 6 of the 21
responses were cooperative.

The correlations between our ratings of aggression and the rankings from the
teachers 'was ..approxmately. a.jtig tjL. 4gr@eTgnt:11)ebnsgt ght'.'4g4e.tler s

ratings of overt aggression and our measure of expressed aggression.
DISCUSSION

Although one might have expected the differences in the environment to
produce differences in the total amount of expressions of aggression, none were
found.

In Quincy, the girls expressed more aggression than did the boys--a finding
not in aggreement with the literature. (Sears, 1951). Perhaps in a more permis-
sive atmosphere, girls are able to express their aggression verbally and the boys
express it motorically. In the more "formal" setting, the sex difference in
expression is not as great. There are many other possible influences on this
factor: age and racial differences, degree of familiarity with experimenters, and
classroom atmosphere.

A comparison of the highest and lowest expressers of aggression indicates
that children who express more aggression on projective tests are more verbal and
more cooperative, at least in the game situation used here. It is possible that
the highly verbal, cooperative child expresses more aggression because he is
verbal, but this did not seem supported here, since low aggressive children were
also verbal when telling stories.

It is felt that verbalization and cooperation are two important aspects of
both social development and school learning. The child who can express aggression
in controlled situations where it is likely to be appropriate is probably.more able to
sodialize.aha(Aearil.4Tfie'ae chtldrên can:,teldtecaggnitii;ay tovfheineenvirdhmentAhose Who
could not see or express aggression could not verbalize or cooperate and may
possibly have difficulty in soclal or learning situations.

CONCLUSION

The projective measures developed in this study appear to be indicative of the
child's ability to express aggressioq although they were not related to the teacher's
rating of overt aggression. Perhaps the projective expression of aggression is
related to instrumental aggression, as discussed earlier. The children who were
not able to express aggression in the projective situations were those who were less
verbal and less cooperative on a task that involved some foresight.
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APPENDIX

The following is a description of the pictures used in this stay:

1. A boy is kneeling by some blocks efidaa building is ready to topple.

is standing nearby and looking at the situation.

2. A boy is lying on the ground in front of a bwifig:while another boy is

sLightly to the rear of the swing.

3. A girl is playing with dolls. The play area is "messy" and an arm is broken

off one dpll. Another girl is standing nearby.

4. A girl is at an easel with a paint brush in her hand. One can of paint is tipp-

and the paint is spilling. Another girl is standing near the easel with

6

Another boy

standing

5. A boy and a girl are standing and both are holding the edges of the same book.

The dolls used in the study are manufactured by Creative Playthings in Princeton,

New Jersey. The dolls were put into the same situations as described above using

a shoe box as a background.

The hypothetical questions dealt with these same situations and were generally

worded: "What if you were (painting, playing with blocks) and another boy (girl)

came over, what do you do?"

The block game is a commercial game called Blockhead, a Saalfield Artcraft product.

The game consists of blocks of various shapes and colors.
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LANGUAGE PROJECT: THE EFFECTS OF A TEACHER DEVELOPED,
PREnSCHOOL LANGUAGE TRAINING FROG

ON FIRST GRADE READING ACHIEVEMENT

Sandra Alexanian

Boston University

ABSTRACT

The purpose of the project was to initiate a'Teacher-Develosed Pre-School
Curriculum to Facilitate Grade One ,Reading Success.

The gap between what many Headstart programs offer and the expectations of
public.schools receiving the alumni is often great. It was the hypothesis of
this project that a community-oriented readiness curriculum could be developed
utilizing: 1) Community vocabUlary and resource, 2) Knowledge-of public school
materials; vocabulary and.expectation, 3)-Skills which have a demonsttable effect
on early"reading success (National Grade One Reading Study).

Testing of experimental.and central groups was done at.the.begining and end
of.a summer Headstart term. The'instrument.used.was.the-Murphr-Durrell-Reading
Readiness'Analysis.

The-vehicles used.to.stimulate the teacher developed curriculum were: 1)
Workshops-for.experimental.teachers-and.their-aides with.specialists in curriculum
areafr(pre-school language; reading; childrens books, drama-and-community).
2) Classroom support in the form of-materials and.demonstration.

The project will be complete when the subjects are tested again-in-January
1968 in-relation-to.their grade one reading achievement.

1 "The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the
Office'of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the Presidenti.Washington,
D.C., 20506. 'The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should
not be construed as representing the opinions-or policy-of any.agency of th-e

United States Government."
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THE EFFECTS OF A TEACHER DEVELOPED, PRE-SCHOOL LANGUAGE
TRAINING PROGRAM ON FIRST GRADE READING ACHIEVEMENT'

Sandra Alexanian

Consultant: Alice Crossly

Boston University

This is a summary of the project to date. Final testing Will take place in

January of 1968.

The purpose of this study wad to determine the effects of a teacher developed

language readiness curriculum on the grade one reading achievement of selected

groups of children enrolled in a Headstart program.

It was hypothesized.that.children who receive instruction.in various language

skills will demonstrate.significant gains in Grade one reading achkvement when
compared to children.who do not-receive languageyeadiness training. The.experimen-

tal group consisted of three Headstart.classes(N=35), while the control group

consisted of two Headstart classes(N=25)0 All subjects were eligible to enter the

first grade in September, 1967. Males and females were-equally represented in both
experimental and.control groups. All classes.were part of one funding agency,

.geographically the subjects.were situated in four separate school districts.

The language project, and its rationale was presented to the.entire.teaching

community-at a regular in-servicemeeting.. Three teachers volunteered-to participate

as experimental classroom teachers. The'two control classrooms were.chosen by the

agency program director.

All
3
test subjects were administered the Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness

Analysis. by qualified elementary reading personnel. Tasting took place the first

week of July and the third week of August. The test.inatrument has five subtests.

1 "The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contractvith-the Office
of.Economic.Opportunity,.Executive Office-of the President, Washington, D.C.

20506. The opinions expressed herein are-those of the author and should not be

construed as representing the opinions.or policy of.any agency of the United.States

Government."

2 National.Grade One'Reading Study(HEW),@l967.

3 Murphyg-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,

N.Y., N.Y., @ l965.
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The four sub,-tests outlined in.the National Grade One-Beading Study as predicting
grade one reading facility were used04 Pretesting.was.dompleted-in-two days,
while-post.testing took.one-day.to complete.

Two major approadhes were utilized with.experimental teadhers and-their aids.
-Nine;two-hour,-workshopsessises were held. .Teachers-and.aides were paid, ag,
consultants,.to attend each session.--With the assistance-of-iiiix.consultante the
teachers were encouraged to.explore the problems of.presenting academic material to
pre-schoolers; as well as.to examine community experiences and-grade one, public
school.expectations. The-differences.between preschool experience-and. public school
expectation presented.theteachers with the workshop task.. The workshop content is
described in the agenda.(see appendix).

The.remainder of the intervention took the form-of-classroom.visits to introduce
newmaterials, both published and-unpublished; demonstrations-of-workshop developed
material; a.model field tripvand a demonstration of dramatic.play-techdiques.

In-illustrating.the results (see appendix) the experimental-teadhers-are-numbered
1;2 and.3;-the control-teachers.4.and 5.--The implementation-of-the.evolving. curric-
ulum was- reflected-in-the-individualistic-teachingstyle of-each-teacher; Teacher
#1 was well.trained;.professionally-sophisticated-and-self-assured.; -Her.class was
controlled in a good humored manner, and the.childrem were-always aware-of teacher
-expectation; -She effectively implemented-workshop-recommendations; .Any umber of
-complicated-interventions.might-have been introduced-in.this setting.. Teacher #2
was continually-"explaining"-classroom behavior in terms -of her- personal assumptions
regarding-the.effects of-home-and-community influences.- Although-she.was well
trained,.and maintained-a-pernissive.classroom-atmosphereOtvas-difficult to
introduce-small.group-activities. Audio-visual-materiale-proved-to-bevery-effec-
tive with these children.and-the-teadher:- Teacher-#3-was overly.concerned with the

.-mechanics-of.teaching. The "appearance.of teaching-materials-was-more important
than-their actual value-to-the-children.- These concerns'kept.the-teacher busy
.making-and.doing-things for.the dhildren. The behavior-of. teachers-as.a.group was
characterized-by.energetic involvement in the project.

The-control teachlers were also cooperative toward the project. Teacher #4 was
seen briefly at the.introduction of.the testing.period and.did-not-remain to-observe

the test. However, teacher-#5, whoseTopulation was semi-ruralvexpressed strong
-motivation. to participate.in.the workshop, and expressed disappointment-when she was
not permitted.to be an experimental group teacher.

4 1) Phoneme Test I; initial phoneme sounds
2) Phoneme Test II1.initial and final phonemes and diagraphs
3) Capital.Letter names
4) Lower Case letter names

5 -Dr. Alice Crossly, Mr. Albert Cullum, Dr. Helen Murphy; Mrs.-Sandra.Alexanian,
and Mrs. Mary Brassard.all-of.Boston University, School of Education. Mr. Kiyo
Morimoto, Harvard-University, Bureau-of Study Council.' Center assistance to

project was Wilma Snowdon.

6- Crossly; Alice, The Evaluation of the Effects of Lantern.Slides on Audio-visual
Demonstration'of-Word.Elements; 1948.
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When implementing a.teacher-devbloped curriculum, you must attempt to account
for variations in teacher competance.when assessing the effects'. This has been
expressed by many of the sub-studies in the National Grade One Reading Study. The
teacher must believe in and value the content before an intervention can become
effective. The method of asking teachers to modify a curriculum to incorporate
community characteristics, strengths andAefidits.leaves the impact and implementazT*.
tion on the shoulders of the teacher. This is in contrast to the introduction of
pre-determined curriculum and materials.

Until the final testing7Ltakes,placelinAanuary,, when the Headstart alumni is
in Grade One, only an informal descriptive analysis of data can be. made. At that
time a more formal analysis of the effects of a "Teacher-Developed Pre-School
Curriculum" can be evaluated. However, upon examining the.results of pre and post
testing it would appear' that-the.experimental classes have made greater gains than
the control classes. If these gains are stable and significant, very likely the
experimental classes can look forward to a greater facility in early grade one
reading.

7 Metropolitan Grade One Reading Achievement; Primary I, Harcourt, Brace &
World, Inc.
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LANGUAGE WORKSHOP FOR HEADSTART TEACHERS

Topic Staff

Overview and Orientation

Grade One Expectations

i. Analysis of books.for use
2. Analysis of concepts.presented

Community Resources

1. Real experiences-possible
2. Community vocabulary

S; Alexanian
Dr. Crossley

Dr. Crossley

4.101ftmeser Aserorok

Dr. Crossley

Games and Devices for letter names
and sounds

Dr. Helen Murphy

Alexanian

Dr. Crossley
A. Cullum

Report on the National Grade One
Reading Study

Creative Drama

Poems, Stories and Flannel Graph
-vocabulary experiences

Vocabulary Lessons
Classroom Organization

Grade 1 Instructional Vocdbulary
Working in Community

M. Brassard

Dr. Crossley

S. Alexanian
Kiyo Morimoto
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Mean
Scores

-PHONEMES I

Pre Test =
Podt Test =

possible 20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

Pre Test =

Post Test

possible 20

18

16

14

12
Mean
Scores 10

8

6

4

2

Class Class Class
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

Experimental

1111111111MINIMMA

-r

Class Class
No. 4 No. 5

Control

PHONEMES II

10111101M111.1.1(

Class Class Class Class Class
No. 1 No. ,2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5

Experimental Control
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ALPHABET - UPPER CASE

.Pre Test
Post Test

possible 20

=
=

.01111MINLII

18

16 ONVIMIlia

14

..ame.lemo

12

Mean 10

Score
8

6

4

2

Mean
Score

Class Class Class

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Experimental

Pre Test =
Post Test =

possible 20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

ALPHABET -

ION Om woe. 111.am

Class Class
No. 4 No. 5

Control

LOWER CASE

Class Class Class
No. 1 No. 2 Not 3

Experimental

Crass Class
No. 4 No. 5

Control
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HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

TRAINING FOR NUMBER CONCEPT1

A.H. Blum

Boston University

ABSTRACT

In order, to study the emergence of number concept in preschool middle-cpss
and disadvantaged children, two diverse sampled wdre given training and testing

in number conservation. Specifically, determination whs made as to whether con-

servation of humber emerges at different times and whether training procedures

have,differmilal effects. Subjects were tested under two treatments (manipulation
of Stimuli) and two condittons (correspondence). Differences were found between

groups and as a result of training. Absence of interaction indicates that dis-
advantaged children are as amenable to training as their middle-class peers.

1 "The research reported hereimi*-performed pursuant tb a contract with the Office

of Economic OpportunIty, Exectitive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.,

20506. 'The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be
construed as representing the opinions oi policy of any agency Of the United States

Government."
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TRAINING FOR NUMBER CONCEPT'

2
A.H. Blum

Boston University

The revival of interest in Jean Piaget's theories of child development is

directly related to a revival of interest in cognitive development. Specifically

it is based on the "need" to test and better understand his theory of the stages

and'processee involved in intellectual functioning. An important concommitant of

the latter are attempts to develop new techniques and methods to facilitate the

preparation for and learning of the basic tools and concepts related to specific

school subject content.

This study which is concerned with the general area of emergence of number

concept, specifically, investigates the attainment of the concrete operation of
number conservation4, and the efficacy of a training procedure to facilitate and

11 speed-up", age-wise, number conservation. As Piaget suggests, the child "does

not first acquire the notion of quantity and then attribute constancy to it; he

discovers true quantification only when he is capable of constructing wholes that

are preserved". (1965, p. 5)

There have been a number of studies which haveAttempted to induce conserva-

tion or facilitate its emergence in a particular area of the concrete operations

stage. Training in addition-subtraction failed to produce conservation of weight

and substance (204). Although sudh conservation was induced by training involving
"conflict" situations (4), it is not clear what variable 0,7munted for the emergence

1

2

3

4

Amonwiml.oullie

"The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the
Office of Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington,

D.C. 20506. The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should
not be construed as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the

United States Government."

Mrs. V. Carolyn Adcock is the research associate on this project, without

whom this study would not have been possible. Our cordial appreciation is
acknowledged to Mrs. Joan Needleman of the Wayland, Massachusetts School System,
and to Mrs. Elaine T. Pelavin of the San Francisco School Department

Now at the University of Wisconsin - -Milwaukee

Broadly stated, a concrete operation is any representational action which is
basic to, and integrated in an organized framework of related acts which are
utilized by the individual to organize and manipulate the "realities" of the
world around him. Conservation is the act of organizing perception so that
any given physical dimension (in this case, quantity) is held constant despite

any changes of irrelevant conditiOns, e.g. a given number of items is seen as
equal to another set of items identical in number despite any change in spatial
arrangement of either set of items.
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of conservation or whether the training simply forced the child to "stop and think"
about his answer.

On the other hand, counting and addition-subtraction training failed to pro-
dUce,number conservation in a study by Wohlwill and Lowe (1962). Similarly, Wallaoh,
Wall, and Anderson (1967) found addition-subtraction training singularly ineffective
in training for number conservation. In this same experiment, however, reversibility
training did facilitate number conservation, although this ability did not transfer
to conservation of discontinuous substances.

Interestingly, what is repeatedly cited as characteristic of non-conservers,
the inability to disregard irrelevant perceptual cues, has not been investigated
empirically. Yet, it is precisely this ability which may define conservation or
non-conservation, for implicit in a child's attainment of conservation in general
and number conservation in particular is the fact that he has stopped using the
misleading perceptual cue of "how it looks." This would suggest that training
which enables the child to resolve and ignore irrelevant perceptual cues may, in
and of itself, facilitate the attainment of number conservation.

Specifically, this study hypothesized that both non-conservers and "transi-
tional" children (Stage 1 and 2 children) could be trained to deal with perceptual
confusions so that they could utilize this understanding to disregard irrelevant
changes such as spatial rearrangement, thereby maintaining the notion of conserv-
ation of number (Stage 3). (Three stages in the attainment of conservation of
number are outlined by Piaget: 1) NO eqnservation. /n this stage "judgments"
involving quantity are purely perceptual, i.e., based solely on appearance."
2) Transitional stage. At this level concrete operations are used "off and on",
i.e., conservation of quantity lacks consistency and/or permanence. 3) The stage
of conservation number.)

As further assessment of the effectivenss of such a training procedure, two
diverse experience groups were compared under differing conditions. The two subject
populations were Headstart and Title I children and their "middle-class" age peers.
Specifically, the VW0 populations were compared to determine 1) whether conservation
of number emerges at different times for the two groups and 2) whether the training
procedure' hee differential effects for the two groups.

wer0.109.children, 45 "middle-clans° youngsters
youngsters. Ages ranged from 4;2:to 80.1,representing
Sevens, Sixes, Pives and Pour-year-olds* -Mean ages for
7;6 (Nein), 6;6 (Nall2l), 5;5 (11038), kid 4;9 (N18).

and 64 Headstert and Title I
five go voups: Eights,
the groups were 8;5 (N-21),

Ss were tested Under two experimental tietatments for each of two conditioni.
0
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The difference between the two experimental treatments was whether manipulations
were made with S's or 'Vs set of stimuli; the two conditions were "provoked cor-
respondence" and "spontaneous correspondence."5

Only es who demonstrated understanding of the concepts "more", "same", and
"less" and were able to count to nine were tested for conservation. Presence or
absence of conservation was determined by the classical Piaget-type pretest described
below. All es making one or more incorrect responses on either the provoked or
spontaneous parts of the pretest received the training procedures or served as
controls. To avoid making the sessions too long and repetitious, the second half
of the pretest (spontaneous) was not administered if S failed to conserve on any
tart of the first half (provoked).

Stt were administered the pretest and training sessions in each type of conser-
vation the first day (pretest and training sessions were .sepikrated by an irrelevant
It
game" involving pictures of cats and dogs). On the second day A; received an

additional training for each conservation and following another irrelevant "game'
(involving colors and shapes), were post-tested for each conservation. Pre.and
post test procedures were identical. With one exception, each session utilized
different stimuli; no stimuli were used twice on the same day.

Xmand PtTestir.,21.....e.km: After showing S the stimuli to be used for a
particular session (in provoked sessions, S was asked to "put together" one pair
of the stimuli; in spontaneous sessions, S chose which color he would like to play
with), E made a row directly in front of S with one color or one half of the
stimuli. S.was then instructed to make a row "just like E's row (S was always
given.two pieces more than E used to construct his row). If necessary, after S
constructed his row, E assisted S in making'his row equivalent to E's row. When
the rows were equal, E pointed to S's row and asked for example, "Are there more
roofs, the aame number of roofs or less roofs than there are (pointing to E's row)
houses?" and Oter S's answer, "How can you tell?" Those few subjects who denied
equivalence vIre eliminated from further testing.

E then either extended or condensed one of the rows and asked S again if there
were: more, the same number or less pieces in his row and how he could tell. After
the row had been returned to its original position and S had answered the questions,
the opposite manipulation to what had preceded was made, followed by the row again
in its original.position.

5 Puget differentiates between "provoked" correspondence and "spontaneous"
correspondence, noting that in the forLar there is a functional or comple-
mentary relationship between two equal numbered sets of objects which
facilitates making correspondence and hence equivalence, while spontaneous
correspondence simply involves identical sets of equal numbered objects.
Provoked correspondence ii said to emerge earlier.
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Training: The training Sessions differed from.the abOve,only in the use of
"long," "neutral', and "shdre spaces (cardboare pieces 2 1/2 inches, 1 1/2 inches
and 1/2 inches, resttectively). for constructing and manipulating the rows. After
S.demonstrated that he understbod the concepts "longer," "the same length" and
"shorter" E constructed his own row wsing the neutral spacers and had S also use them
in the construction of his own row. Before putting other spacers into either row
E asked for a prediction, "What is going to happen when / put these in your (my)
row?" When an incorrect prediction was node, E said, "But I'm not changing the
number, I'm only changing how long the row is." For each manipulation, extension,
condensing or return to original, S was asked for his frediction in acidities*: then
to his judgment as to the equivalence or nonequivalence of the rows. /f correct,
S was asked how he could tell. If incorrect, E asked him to count the 0.ects in
each row, then again,asked whether the number of pieces in.each row Was the same.
If S still asserted inequality, E said, "let's do this and see what happens," -.
trading--pair by pair--the spacers in the two rows. If S answered the equality/
inequality question incorrectly after this manipulationihe was again asked to.count
the pieces in each.row and again was asked whether there were more, the.same nuMber
or less. Whether.correct or incorrect, E then went on to the next manipulation.
Each step of this latter procedure was used szaz if S's previous answer was in-
correct.

To serve as controls, nine Headstart and six M-class children who failed to
conserves durJng pretesting performed a number-related task (matching cards with
differing numbers of holes to peg formations of the same number) instead of re-
ceiving trainimg.

Results

(Since this is an ongoing study the "results" are given in very unsophist-
icated.form and are meant to be purely tentative and suggestive).

In each of the age groups for the two experience groups, children were
categorized as conservers (no training), non-conservers and transitional con-
servers (to be trained) or as untestable (not meeting criteria for aample
inclusion).

teble.I presents a classification.breakdown.of.the chA.dren 4n the two
experience groups for each age group who were not part of the training or control
groups.
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TABLE I

CLASIFICATION OF SUBJECTS.

MIDDLE CLASS HEADSTART/T/TLE /
AGE 7 6 5 8 7 6 5

CONSERVERS 6 10 7 1 6 2 1 1
ELIGIBLE FOR
TRA/N/NG 3 9 4 9 6 1

EXPERIMENTAL No

,

6

.

13

4 ft.

16

550 a*

5

o I

15

a . P4

8

a LI I to

1

I

2
.

a

DO NOT MEET.SAMPLE
INCLUSION C ITER/A 3 2 1 29

TOTAL SAMPLE No 6 13 19 7 15 8 2 31

'/n TOle I some interesting differences im found in conservation ability when
we compare the two lxperience groups: at age eight all middle-class children are
conservers whereas only 40% of the Headstart children indicate this ability and at
age seven 77% of the middle-class children as compared to 25% of the Headstart
children can conserve. (Differential Nb at the younger ages do not allow for
Sensible comparisons at this time).

Table I also shows that whereas only two of the seven middle-class five year
olds did not meet the sample.inclusion criteria (ability to deal with the concepts
"more", "same", and "less")29 of the 31 Headstart f_lve year olds could not handle
these terms.

Table /I presents the results for trained and control es in the two exper-
ience groups. (It should be remembered that training vfas given only to those
A who passed criteria and did not have full eonservation). Because the N's
are emall no attempt is made to analyze the data in terms of age groups but rather
the performance of nonrconservers and transitional conservers who did not receive
training is compared.
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TABLE II

TRAINING GROUPS

ex erimental
411.11111

PRE*. RAINING STAGE

NON-CONSERVE*

-11411SITIANAL
C014SERV,IS."'

AMNON

MiDDLE diASS fiElbgiAR ITLE I
AGE 8 7 6 5 I 8 7 6 5

POST-TRAINING STAGE
FULL CONSERVATION 1

TRANSITIONAL
NONE

2

1

1

itakCONSERNATION
TRAN /TIONAL 1

_NONE
MIlm1=11111=11101111.1W

3 2 1
1

al11

conts21

'AGE8 7 6 5 8765
PRE-TRAINING STAGE POST-TRAI G STAGE

ON-coNsERfs&"
FULL CONSERVATION 1

TRANSITIONAL
NON& 4 1

esly,

TRANSITIONAL._
CONSER.VEi§

. .

PULL CONSERVATION
1, SITIONAL

NONE

a

it le 4uite apparent from tablet; ihat the training sessions wsre success-
. . .

ful in facilitating mumberi;onbirVation. Looking at all ages for both groups
together, of those children who initially demonstrated no conservation, ten
(71.4%) achieve full conservation on the post-test, two (14.3%) progress to the
transitional stage and only.two children make no progress. None of the nine
ton-conservers who were not trained chehged their performance in any way.

Teble 11 also indicated that two of the three transitional conservers (agkin
looking &Cross ages and groups) achieve full contervittionzthile one does not change.
On the other hand, five of the six transitional subjects not trained do not change
in conservation *ability while only one demonstrated mastery ofAtonsexpAtIgth in the
trost-test'. Finally, some interesting differences were found-between.fhi;etwo-e:
ience groups ih effectiveness'of the training prodedure with seven out of the ten
middle-class children "changing" and seven oui of seven Headstart children showing
ihis "change".
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Discussion

The training procedure developed for this study appears to be successful with
virtually all ages and is successful with both middle-class and Headstart Title I
children. It should be noted that the only trained youngsters, (1 transitional,
2 non-conservers; all middle-class), who foiled to change their performance
"toward" conservation ware the first three subjects trained, raising a possible
question of problems of administration.

That the training procedure "works" is important in and of itellaf since
previous efforts have been, by and large, unsuccessful. Additionally, this study
points to the generally khown fact that "underprivileged" children are "behind"
when they enter school but probably mote *portent is the finding that such
youngsters are as amenable to training as are their "more privileged" peat*. As
mathematics is part of school curriculum from the very beginning and conservation
of number is basic to a concept of number, a very practical application of ehis
training procedure would be to Uggh it to erase or ease one of the-differences
that can only snowball into more insurmountAble difficulties with time.
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HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

A Study of Preferences Among Qualitatively Differing Uncertainties1

David Mostofsky

Boston University

ABSTRACT

Head stArt children participated in an experiment in which rewards were made
available. Regardless of the child's position response (right or left) the prob-
ability of reward was always p-05. Discriminative stimuli were made available;
one side imperfectly correlated with the subsOuent-availability of reward,the other
perfectly correlated. Preference for the "consistent side" was eVidenced. Implications
for application as a non-verbal diagnostic and training model ars discussed.

1 "The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the Office
of Economic Oppórtunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.29506.
The Opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be construed
as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United States Government."
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A STUDY OF PREFERENCES AMONG QUALITATIVELY DIFFERING UNCERTAINTIES'

David Mostofsky

Boston University

Problems in thinking and concept formation have had a long history in the
literature of Psychology. It is only relatively recent, however, that the focus
of interest has turned to an adaptation of refined techniques in response to
questions of concern such-as decision processes in children as a function of
stimulus as well as cultural conditions has been observed Dy many. The Educational
Testing Service has for one had more than a casual interest in the nature of such
choice responding. A series of papers (representative of the work by Rosenhan
(1966a) 1.6 evidence of such studies. The Rosenhan type of study has not contented
itself with the examination of alternation behavior in the neutral.laboratory, but
has-been equally concerned with the affects of social class and race on responsive-
ness to the effects of reinforcement (Rosenhan 1966b). The purpose of the present
study is.also directed to a.specific-activity of choice and preference.. The partic-
ular interest -in this study is-to utilize.a non-verbal task wiTictittiqa0rgtVe.tNtkeence of
preferqnxeWAXIaited under von4ittons-11of equal satisfaction(rew40)..1Such a Aemon-
istration..would-suggest:the,014ity.:Po controllor maintlain;behavior Without:explicit
.44mpuistratio4,of.s. ,reinforcing agent., Historipq4y,,thisiproblem ltight,be.ithough of

.beginning with a mester'tplflissertation by prp1asy(1956).and extended,more rdcently
Ity:BoWd* et:41(1966)! "11odel'inheieUein'these inv,dstigations'mafalSo:beseen in

sgriteV of. stUdieS 19'603 lk which' Childien!s prefereiftes Were
'oberved'inde06Uderit of reward coUSequendes. '''"' .PC"( "

A number of conditions strongly argue for investigating.alternative behavioral
techniques which might be of general value both for diagnostic-and remedial-purposes.
Principally, such techniques would place minimal emphasis or .-mquirement on.the use
of verbal behavior. To the extent that debilitations of either a cultural-of intel-
lectual nature affect the learning or other performance-capabilities of children and
adults, the wisdom of using any verbal based investigatory-or measurement scheme
seems highly questionable. A host of theoretical issues surfound this problem of
.non-verbal alternatives, not the least of which-concerns a position formulated most
explicitly by B,F. Skinner, viz, that themost"complicated-classes of-human and-infra-
human behaviars are subject to the same.fundamental-laws-of'control.--Iifdealing with
the problems and objectives.of-learaing.in children; and-adults, the advent.of-program
instruction and teaching machines have tended to-demonstrate-the-efficacy-of-reinforce-
ment:and its associated schedule of dispensation. The-data tend-to-convey-an-expec-
tancy of success in the modification or maintenance-of'verbal and other-behaviors by
recourse to known and existing-reinforcement schemes. -These-procedures-and-schemes
usually differ with respect to parameters such as-the magnitude, frequency-,-and rate
of reinforcement availability: Staats'and Staats(1963)1n their work "Complex Human
Behavior" discuss a number.of-variables which"have-successfully-been-explored in
conjunction-with-the-study-and control.of human behavior.

1 "The research reported-herein-was-performed-pursuant to a-contract-with'the Office
of -Economic Opportunity, Executive Office-of the President; Washington,-D;C:-20506.
The-opinions expressed herein are-those of the author and-should-not-be-construed
as representing the-opinions-or policy of any agency of the-United States
Government."
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Outside the laboratory.situation, however, the.realities.of-utiliziwprimary
reinforcement would seem constraining features for.large-scale-implementation.
Instrumentation.problems aside; certain sub-classes of-the-subjects,-who-might.other-
wise benefit most from the-favorable featnreo of-these-procedures,.may-well-suffer
from unanticipated problems,.such-as-the.utility of'the-reinforcementri.,;e. the
subjective-utility of the reinforcement as perceived by-the .subject. -Such-a hypoth-
esis was advocated-by Rosebhan.in a series of studies.executed under- the.aegis of
ETS. Their'studies.suggested the instability of reinfortement.utilitiesi.and that
the perceived value of the reinforcement differs-as-a-function of-racial group
membership.. .It would appear-desirable, therefore,.to-(1)-capitalize.on-the desirable
qualities.of-the'reinforcement and operant approach;-(2)7incorporate the-technology
of the-experimental analysis-of behavior in investigating not-only-learning behaviors,
but.the less articulatable-qualities which.surround-the-learning situation, and (3)
to bypass the-liabilities-of utilityisatiation-,-etc; which-accompany-the. use of p
primary- reinforcement.. The-present"study represents a. modest-attempt- to- satisfy
these criteria.

The-theme-of-this study-maybe-simply described-as-measuting non-.verbally the
preference-among-alternatives whose.ntt:probability-of.payoff is-the-same.".Weir(1964)
had-investigated-a-situation-where.children-were able-to manipulate-one-oftwo-pluriges-
left-or-right. -The-left-plunger-was.Programmed-so-as-to-dKspense-reinforcement
alternately i;e. 50%-of-the time-(everrother-response); while-the right-plunger was
also.programmed to dispense-reinforcement-50%-of-the time;-however-on-a:randourbasis.
In general; the-leftlaunger-was-preferrech -Subsequent-extensions-of.this-design
enabled:Weir-to program-the-right-plunger-for-values-other than SOL -Weir-interpreted
his-experiment as. demonstrating preferences under-the-conditions.of-consistency
(alternate) versus nonconsistency (random),.since children indicated. a-preference
for the "consistent" side..-There are several-difficulties-in this-kind-of interpreta-
tion:- (1)- to.identify.the preference as between-the consistence versus non-
consistence, does notoffer-any-additional-explanatory value. The tietmino1ogy/ ot

concept of Consistency as used-essentially describetvthe technique alone: -While it
maybe a convenient label-for-the.experimenter to differentiate-the-plungers. with 17
respect to.the rules ,with which.reinforcement is-made available, it-has-no other
embellithingor connotative properties. ,It.certainly contributes nothling to an account
of the object's behavior.:.%It only accounts.for.the behavior-of-the-machinery. (2)

The.Weir experiment, when looked at closely, is mothing-more-thawa-comparison of
components in a concurrent schedule. -The alternating-schedule-(in-which every other
trial pays off) is a fixed ratio:: of 2 (FR2),'whereas-therandom schedule. is.a variant
of the VR or VI schedule. Weir's data, therefore, are consistent with-the comparisons
of data from incompatable concurrent.schedules-as-described'by.Catania(1966).* It does
not,.however, demOnstrate control.by any feature.other-than-the-schedule.

A different paradigm was, therefore, adopted in the presentstudy.--The-approach
derives from-a master's-thesis.by.Prokasy.who used rats in a T maze.situation. The

legs'of.the T were varied such that the right leg; painted-striated; always.led to a
delay'chamber.which was also striated. Following a.delay-period in'the striated chamber

the animal was released to the end of the arm-in.which.reinforcement was-either made
available orrInoMmade availableo-with a probability of .5. If the,animal chose the

left'arm of the T maze, he entered a.delay chamber.which-was.either'striated'or solid

color. If it was striated, release-from the chamber-was constantly followed by
-.reinforcement: If-it.was-not.striated,-release-was-never-followed-by reinforcement
.i.e;,-CRF versus-extinction;.-Again;-the-probability oUCRF.or extinction-was .5.

3
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The net expected probability of payoff to either side of the T maze was, therefore,

the same. The animal's preference for-one arm over 'the other would reflect his

preference for a payoff consistently associated with some discriminative property

of the delay chamber rather than a payoff not consistently associated with some

discriminative property of the delay.chamber. Prokasy found a preference for "the

consistent side." His interpretationrelies heavily on the hypothesized optimiza-

tion of anticipatory salivating behavior which the animal undertakes in the delay

chamber and which facilitates the terminal consummatory response. Such a preference,

if found-with humans, would not lend itself to the-anticipatory salivating explanatian,

although it.very well might lend itself to an explanation of added-reinforcement in

a form.of conditioned reinforcement provided by the association-of the discriminative

stimulus with the payoff. It is this model which has been incorporated in the present

study. The data would enable a general-statement of preferepce (the control of per-

formance) between responses-bf-different topologies having'equally-objettive proba-

bilities-of payoff-by-subjects-for-whom learning and cultural.--deprivations may differ.

This%differs-from the Weir-experiment in that.the-reinforcement-schedae.is'identical

in both'repponse models,;- 'Consistency-may thiurbe-meaningfully ascribed.to.the-situa-

tion in-relation to.the'predictability of reward subsequent-to the.onset of a

discriminative stimulus.

Procedure

Subjects were'brought to a.room (which was part'of-a -two-,roomrsuite)-in-which

one-wall was a one-vay-observation mirron The subjeces.room-housed-a-response

-console (see figure.1).--The-spbject's working-area.on the console-contained two

buttons (Microswitch#2C206) which-when depressed actuated.a.double-pole-switch. The

buttons were 5" apart. Each unit could be illuminatedmindependent of either the

subjeces'responses or the switching function.- Facing-the-subject was a screen

which deflected pennies which-were dispensed from a Gerbrand feeder mounted in the

rear of the.console;--Above-the-feeder-shield was mounted-a resettable.six-digit

counter; Control equipment-was housed in-the-adjacent experimenter's room. The

control equipment was programmed such that continuous operation of the right.button

caused-it to become illuminated yellow on the average of every 20 seconds.' Once a

switch became illuminated all other functions on the console remained inoperative

until that same lit key was depressed again. The subject,.therefore, had-to.respond

to the-yellow button (i.e. the illuminated manipulandum) for any functional-change

to-take place for him. Responding to.the yellow button-led-to a dispensing-of re-

inforcement on a random average of 50% of the time.- The subject's-reinforcement

consisted-either of an-increase in-the counteri.a.dispensing-of a penny, or both.

The button light would then go off and the session continued. In the case of children

the use of thge penny was.defined.not for its own utility but rather served as a token.

Prior-to the session-the subject was-invited-to a-room containing a-toybin-from which

4 selected a-toy of his-choice: He was then told he would be.playing a game for

which he might earn pennies and each penny-was to-be-placed in a bank which was a

transparent jar. When the jar-was filled the-toy of the.child's-choice.mould then

be given to him.. Both-the-toy. and.the jar-were-constantly in the subjeces view

during-the-course of the-experiment (procedure of Staats and-Staats).

With respect-to the-right button, therefore, on the average it.would-become

lit;
the-probability-of-reinforcement-following'yellow, equal to -.5.--Continual

operation-of-the left-button-would occasionally-(VI-of-20) also-turn-color. However,

50%-ofthe-time-it-would turn red, 50%-a-the time, green..- The consequence of
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operating the left button once it was lit was perfectly correlated with its color.
If the button .was red, its operation-would simply lead to .the termination- of the
color and- no -reinforcement-made available; 'If-the button was green,- its -operation
would lead to a dispensing of reinforcement- followed-by .termination of the color
and the session continued. All responses and latencies were recorded.; Response
rate was recorded on standard cumulative recorders. The subjects for the experiment
were recruited from an available Heads tart center -in operation. in Revere,
Massachusetts. -They -were transported in groups of three from Revere to the ex-
perimental chambers at our laboratory and were Individually tested for the duration
of thia experiment0 Other subjects were selected' for the- experiment- from among those
participating in on-campus programs. The subjects included-adults. as well as
children. All subjects were first tested for color .blindness using-the Dvorin
Pseudóisochromatic Charts; The analyses of interest-with -respect- to-the data,
concerns the-preference-of the left red/green -button over the- yellow button.; i.e. ,

the- consistent versus the -non-bconsistent -side with respect to a) total 'number of
responses ; -b) the relative frequency of 'responding, c) the-rate of responding and
d) the latency of responses, -respectively. The experiment -is continuing- for. several
reasons : (1) the sample size precludes the use of powerful tests and, therefore ,

inadequate for any definitive conclusions 9 (2) certain control-conditions are yet
to be run, among them extinction- following preference -behavior- and- the. use -of yellow-
blue each -with a 15% reinforcement.. compared to the red...green (as-a-counterbalance
for the. possible novelty- effects)

The results give- evidence that-a) children -will prefer a- "consistent"- reward
situation- to a- reward-uncertainty- situatiom. -This-preference-was -exhibited. to some

degree- by- each- child-tested; The-data 'taken-collectively- are in- agreement , i.e.
response. rate; -total -response. output.; and-response latency: -b) -Adults; while
seeking- to-arrive at an optimal- "strategyt' for maximizing- payoff,, -alary behave under
the control-of. the _Control- of -the -uncertainties; c) The- individual- differences and
variability- exhibited in-the. extent- of preference can -be -minimized. 4-- and- the pref-
erence correspondingly- accentuated by introducing- a- change...over- delay:. We have

done- this- manually and -plan in-succeeding experiments to build- it- in- as- a feature
of- our logic ndcontrolinstrumentation.

These findings strongly- argue for sober reconsideration- of the- effectively
controlling' stimuli in an applied learning situation. While not- deprecating the
force-of reward per se, the data -"clearly imply that much learning- can be- efficiently
directed by the panipulation-of other environmental features 130111e' of. which may be
considered' to 'have acquired- secondary or conditioned' reinforcement- prcerties0 It
would seem imperative to attempt a translation of- these- findings' for' implementation
in the. classroom. The need is even greater where mere-increases-in- reward' id con-
traindicated. The experiments be. continued- and will involve- larger' numbers of
experimental units for adults; normal children, retardates. In *addition ,. supportive
experimentation will be. concurrently pusued i0e0

1)* extinction following-stabilized behavior (using existing-schedule)

2) extinction following.stabilized behavior-(using changea-over delay)

3) forced trials to each manipulandum condition

4) redAegreen us-yellow-blue (instead.of.vs us y-y)
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The conduct of such laboratory investigations surely'constitutes-armecessary
?rerequi6itt, for effective large scale adaptation.and for.increasing-the effec-
tiveness of educational.practices in the real and.applied world.

The data analyzed thusfar suggests that the predictions which would have been
expected on the basis of reinforcement theory are substantiated in these.studies.
As such,:its suggested relevance to the applied situation.becomes quite substantial
if the.reliability of these findings are justified. That is,.it-does suggest that
the use of secondary reinforcement may be an applicable reinforcer for Headstart
programs. If this is the case, the failings which are encountered-with primary
inforcement.situations might.be.avoided.and would.not.be sensitive.to individual
differences with respect to util,ity, satiation, or other factors relatedto'racial.
and ethnic composition. Furthermore, it strongly.suggests the.advisability-of paying
closer heed to whatever reinforcement qualities attend'the-consistency-of"reinforce-
ment schedules. It further-auggests.that-the.reinforcing advantages-of.discriminative
.stimuli.should not-be-overlooked.even.when-primary-reinforcement is used-. -Perhaps a
.behavioral-analysis-of "consistency" may-yet-be profitable.
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ABSTRACT

This report-id a description of the steps taken by the Boston University
Head Start Evaluation and Research Center in cooperation with participating Head
Start programs in 1966-1967 to utilize non-professional interviewers, 24 mothers
of Head Starters in the collection of data about 191 samples families in New
England and Bolivar County, Mississippi. It includes a discussion of the
characteristics of the non-professionals hired, the nature of"thetraining givent,
And some assessment of their performance in the Evaluation Project.
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THE UTILIZATION OF NON-PROFESSIONAL INTERVIEWERS

IN THE NEW ENGLAND AND EMSSISSIPPI SAMPLES

BY THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY HEAD START EVALUATION

AND RESEARCH PROGRAM, 1966-19671

Suzanne Clay

Boston University

This report presents the highlights of the descriptive material and interviews
emergent from the Boston University Head Start Evaluation and Research parent inter-
viewing project conducted among sample families living in the New England area and
Bolivar County, Mississippi. This project, develoPed during the period of March
through August 196; was a part of the national evaluation of Head Start.

Because the project involved the hiFing of 24 non-professionals or "community
interviewers" who were Head Start mother's with prior experiences working or
volunteering in Center activities, it appears that the organizational steps used
constitute "research firsts" in several ways and, thus, warrant their reporting.
The emperical data represents the responses of 191 parents in the New England and
Mississippi samples to a series of questions contained in the Parent Interview.

Organization of th e Re or t

The report is organized into four sectiOns:.

Section I -

Section II -

Section III -
Section IV

Development of the Parent Interviewing Project
Description of the Training
The Mississippi Interviewing Project
An Assessment of What Was Accomplished in the New
England and Mississippi Project

Sections I through IV are more descriptive than interpretive, simply because it
seems that to get a full picture of the characteristics of the non-professionals
hired, ehe role they played, and some assessment of their pbrformance in the
evaluation requires an account of how the project was developed from dhe outset.

Section III focuses specifically on the procedures employed in Bolivar
County, Mississippi, in an attempt to describe some of the unique problems
encountered in this area.

1"TheJresdardh:,reported'heran:vas,:perforMed pursuagt.to a coiltract=wiffi.thecdffie of
Economic Opportunity, Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.,
20506. The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not
be construed as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United
States Government."
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SECTION I - DEVELOPMENT OF THE PARENT INTERVIEWING PROJECT

A major project of the 1966-1967 evaluation of Head Start children in New
England and Bolivar County, Mississippi, was the utilization of non-professional
community interviewers in the collection of information about the attitudes and
reactions of parents during an interview. Our decision to recruit and train
community people resulted from requests by several New England Head Start Directors
that the Boston University Head Statt Evaluation and Research Center make a com-
mitment to involve parents of Head Start children to the fullest extent in
meaningful and productive roles within the evaluation and research design. A
secondary factor supporting the suggestion was our interest in demonstrating
t'hat a team of parents who were knowledgeable about the various communities in
which the Head Start evaluation samples were located and who had training in
interviewing skills and on-the-job supervisinn from E&R Center Staff would be
able to elicit cooperation and reliable responses from parents of Head Start
children.

Accordingly, during the months of March and April 1967 the research associ-
ateiassigned to develop this phase of the evaluation met with Directors of sample
Head Start Centers in New England and requested their assistance in devploping a
feasible plsn of operation. Among the many questions posed were the following:
What impact will the activities of teams of community interviewers have upon on-
going Head Start programs? Will the parents resent having neighbors in some
instances, asking probing questions about their children's behavior at home? Will
the parents, many of whom are receiving welfare assistance, be confused about the
Head Start evaluation project to the extent that they will identify the community
interviewer as an emplpyee of a welfare agency? Wilt there be avenues of commun-
ication built into the project so that professional Head Start social service
workers can share in planning methods to be used? What financial arrangements
will be made to make this a reasonable task for the community interviewer? Will
the position be advertised widely so that the better applicants may be chosen?

Social Workers Seminar

Obviously it was apparent that given the design of utilizing non-profession-
als in the communities as parent interviewers, the fulfillment of our goal
depended upon the close cooperation and joint planning of the E&R staff and
personnel in each of the sample centers. Head Start Directors in New England
sample benters were asked to appoint two representatives from aMoing their total
staff of social service workers, neighborhood case aides, social service dir-
ectors and chiefs of parent programs, to attend a series of four seminar planning
meetings at Boston University during the months ot May and June 1967. The focus
of the seminar would be to explore many questions that had been raised and to
further establish a forum whereby these staffs in thft sample Head Start Centers
could be appribed'more fully of the role of evaluation and research and the
progress of the parent interviewing project.

These Spring afternoon meetings proved to be successful in accomplishing
our initial goal to plan for recruitment, hiring and supervision of community
interviewers. The secondary goal of facilitating new channels of communication
between Head Start social service staffs throughout New England was met to a
surprising degree. It was observed at tlaese meetings that Head Start personnel
who were employed in comparable roles fm various communities needed a,medium to



exchange ideas as well as to air frustrating experiences in order to assess their
own situation in clearer perspective. That personnel in rural communities were
unaware of the gocial blight found in inner city ghettoes was apparent. As the

group became more knowledgeable about differences between Head Start programs
operating ,in urban city and rural suburban areas and more comfortable in verbal-
izing experiences, many suggestions for "successful remedies and techniques" in
building a strong parent involvement program within Head Start programs were shared.

To facilitate discussion of some of the issues facing poverty workers in the

area of social services, the group was shown a film at the third seOsion that

focused upon the frustrations, aspirations and fears of America's poor. Tapes of

interviews were played back to 0003 group of professional Head Start workers for'

their reactions.

ualifications of the Communit Interviewers

Specifically, the results that issued from this communication with social
service staffs in sample Head Start programs throughout the New England area was
the result of joint planning of A design that mapped out what qualifications elHe
community interviewers should have as well as suggestions to E&R regarding topics
that should be covered in training sessions. Briefly, the design agreed upon was
one involving 12 parents of Head Start children who must have had prior experience
working in some phase of the program as a volunteer worker, classroom aide, neigh-
borhood case worker, member of the Head Start policy advisory board or in comparable
roles requiring their active participation.

They would be required to attend a series of weekly training and orientation
sessions to be held at Boston University throughout a three-month period. Each

community interviewer would be paid for attending orientation training sessions,
completing satisfactorily assigned parent interviews and personal transportation
costs incurred in making visits to homes. Each of the sample Head Start Directors
in New England was asked to submit recommendations for the parent representatives
to be interviewed for the position of community interviewermithineach.óommtinity.
Turtherthore, it was agreed'that the E&R'staff and community interviewers.would
coope-rate closely with Hdad Start, sodial'servi6e staIfs in making contacts with
those families'who were already, involved in .referral 6ervices fiom'the local

welfare agencies. ,

Who Was Hired

By May 1967 we had received the letters of recommendation for 12 mothers
from the Boston ABCD, Brockton Self-Help, Incorporated, Hartford Child Develop-
ment Program and the Cambridge Head Start programs. After screening and approving
applicants the E&R training staff conducted a general orientation meeting at
Boston University in Mayi 1967. The mothers had backgrounds that appeared to
capture fhe experiences needed. Two parents had been employed as teacher aides
for two years in Cambridge Head Start classes; two were currently serving terms
of office as President and First Vice-President of the Hartford Child Development
program in addition to sharing with the total group roles as mothers - active and
vocal in their local P.T.A.'s and church groups. Although the qualifications
sent to Head Start Directors did not state a preference for the better educated,
it seemed that their ability to function successfully in community organizations,
relevant work experience and alertness to the reactions of others correlated highly
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with their ability to function as community interviewers.

One mother was Spanish-speaking; and; it was quite apparent that her bilingual
ability was an important factor for communicating with Puerto Rican and Portuguese
parents. The overall incidence of totally Spanish-speaking parents was small
enough throughout the New England sample to be handled by enlisting volunteer
services of Spanish-speaking students in local colleges when the need arose.

About one-half of the community interviewers expressed the desire to get
further education and job training whether this was completion of high school
credits or admission in college courses during the evenings and weekends. At least
two from this group have become involved, subsequent to their employment as E&R
interviewers, as employed workers within an urban recreation poverty projectj a
job that invOlves them in working directly with parents and their children. The
two former teacher aides have since returned to Head Start classes as aides on
either a paid or volunteer basis.

Methods of Publicizing in the Sample Communities

A recommendation made by sample Head Start Centers was that the E&R Center
should accept suggestions from the Directors as to how the project should be pub-
licized in the communities. The phase of publicizing the purpose of the parent
interview, consequently, was developed according to the methods felt to be the best
by the staffs in the sample Centers. For this reason, there was much variation in
approaches made to parents from community to community. Particularly at this
juncture of the planning an effort was made to carry out the wishes of participating
staffs in approaching their parents. The Hartford Child Development Program used a
combination of letters to parents from the E&R Project Director and articles in
their own newsletter as a vehicle of communication. Another center with a relatively
small number of children, the Saint James' Ecumenical Center in Roxbury, Massachusetts,
elected to inform their parents via a discussion of the program at one of the weektr
parent meetings in the center. The Director of the Cambridge Head Start program felt
that their social workers could be very helpful in mentioning E&R involvement in the
community during their daily visits to families.

With the exception of the Head Start Center mentioned previously, all of the
Others supported our wish to mail letters to the sample families before the community
interviewers made a first call to homes. The form letter included the purpose of
the interview, supplied the parents with a brief statement regarding the background
of the interviewer who would be calling in the near future, and introduced the in-
terviewer by name. This technique was evaluated later by both the team of community
interviewers and the Head Start Directors as a successful one in building a friendly
relationship with individual families.

Finally, contact was made with local police departments and schools in several
communities by Head'Start Directors to further insure a welcome reception to in-
terviewers as they sought families in public housing developments and apartment
buildings. Each interviewer also carried a letter of identification with her to
present to the respondent before the interview was begun.



SECTION II - DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING

Reviewing the nature of the training sessions, I believe training of non-

professionals, with few exceptions, was minimal. The 12 parents in New England

received training and supervision over a three-month period in a total of five

group meetings and sporadic telephone conversations with the E&R training staff.

Two trainers, one an E&R research associate and the other a staff social worker,

led the training sessions along the lines of demonstrating how the experiences and

problems met by the community interviewers could be handled or resolved to their

advantage. Generally, the approach centered around explaining the connection be-

tween the E&R design for educational research and the ongoing Head Start programs

which the children attended; clarifying to the parent's satisfaction that the in-

terviewer was not a welfare worker seeking to extract highly personal information

about the family; and developing interviewing skills among the interviewers so

that they could encourage parents to elaborate upon responses or could make probes

in a non-offensive manner. The last item was the focus of two of the training

sessions in which interviewers elected to role-play specific situations that had

challenged their skills, and to discuss how the interviewer should handle the inter-

action. Several tapes of these sessions were made and proved useful in focusing

the group's attention on how they were developing in their ability to interpret

the verbal and non-verbal behavior of parents.

Training for the three Hartford community interviewers had to be condensed

since they were at great distances frau the majority of the community workers

located in or around Boston. However, by involving the Chief of Parent Programs

from thelliStfT5rd OHM Tevelopment 'Program (atprofessional social worker by

training as well as 4-sensitive individual in her relationship with the non-

profession) the supervision of these interviewers was also attended to.

Use of "Elastic Group Process"

The key to the training of the community interviewers in New England was the

liberal use of what we may term "elastic group process." As the nametimplies,

the object of group process is to accomplish the teaching of specific skills in

addition to attending to a system of personal"needs within the group. While the

interviewers were in the training session, the'floolcus of the discussion was on

what had oceirred while they visited sample families. It was interesting that in

order to define their role, they raised luestions about many of the evaluation

instruments that were being used within dample Head Start classes. Discussions

touched upon the need for testing Head Start children as well as the broad area

of educating the disadvantaged child..

Throughout, an attempt was made to maintain sessions as informal forums

for airing the problems encountered and exploring approaches to the situation

that would produce a sharpening of their perception of interactions.

SECTION III - THE MISSISSIPPI INTERVIEWING PROJECT

Bolivar County, Mississippi, is the location of two Head Start programs

involved in the 1966-1967 evaluation. The two Mississippi programs, CAP and ACBC,

were located in the Delta region. Families are scattered across wide expanses of
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rich farmlands in primitive, substandard living conditions. The following is !

extracted from the narrative account of one community interviewer in this area and-
captures the realities of day-to-day existence in this county for the majority of
E&R sample families:

It all began the first day of my interviewing in the Benoit district.
There were several families in the same neighborhood who were in un-
livable conditions--what I mean is poor housing, no water, half-dressed
and dirty children. I'm sure the dirt came from lack of water, which
they have to haul many miles away by tractor and trailer if the land-
owner grants permission to use them.

There is little or no work for farm families this season. Fathers
can work if they are machine operators; no work for mothers only in
some places . They flab weed cotton this season.

Most of the families depend on food stamps since commodity has been
out.. Families enjoy shopping with food stamps rather than receiving
cammodity. Although there are some that can't afford food stamps at
the ttmes they are due, due to the lack of work.

Many parents asked why they were not in the interview. I explained
it to them, They wished they could have been, in hope they could get
some aid. I hope conditions will change for the needy in the near
fature around here.

In this area where Head Start programs have taken a "first step" in getting
parents involved in the education of their children, the Head Start program is
much more than an educational venture. For a great majority of families in the
county it has meant employment, clothes, food and shelter. However, given the
existing conditions of the homes visited, it was obvious that there must be a
massive attack in the War on Poverty aimed at homes in Mississippi where Head
Start children live. Until services providing for physical, nutritional, and
social welfare needs are injected into this area, it is doubtful that many'parents
will be able to address their energies or interests to maintaining a home environ-
ment that will augment, or at least, not wreck whatever gains the Head Start child

has made.

The model for recruitment, training and on-the-job supervision of 12 mothers
hired to do interviewing of the sample parents in the two Mississippi Head Start
programs was stmilar to that developed in New England. However, the great
distances between the families of Head Start children and the lack of any form of
public transportation for interviewers necessitated that we alter ehe approach in

several respects. It was arranged with the two programs that the team of 12
community interviewers ride on the buses or in the carpools in the mornings or
afternoons when the children were being transpOrted to and from centers.

Training and supervision of the field work of the 12 interviewers were the
responsibility of the E&R research associate who lived in the region. It would
have been extremely difficult to complete the Mississippi interviews given the
design adopted without her involvement in the program. That she assumed the respon-
sibility during evenings and weekends to offer individual help to the interviewers
in interpreting what the instrument was trying to achieve was a major factor in
getting the job done." Because the interviewers lived in small towns spread over

a two-county aiea, this necessitated that the trainer organize regional training
sessions as well as driving interviewers to distant homes.
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SECTION IV - AN ASSESSMENT OF WHAT WAS ACCOMPLISHED IN THE

NEW ENGLAND AND MISSISSIPPI PROJECT

In general, I believe dhe community interviewers in New England and Mississ-
ippi performed their jobs well. Observations of group sessions indicated that ehey
showed a high degree of perception and insight into problems found within the
families and could articulate alternative methods of dealing with them. The follow.-

ing, an excerpt from one of the taped training sessions for the New England inter-
viewers, reflects this quite well:

CLAY: "All right, Ruth, What about your worse case?"

WARD: "This is Gene X. His mother was a million miles away during the
entire interview. I knocked at the door. I told her who I was.
rhad called her on the phone earlier; and, she said, 'Come in,'
and walked ahead of me. It was like a role-playing situation.
. . . It was real hectic.

(Laughter from the group)

WARD: "She screamed continuously at her children; and, she said to me:
'Would you like.a 'Cup of coffee?' And before I had a chance to
answer, she said, 'Why don't we sit down?' Ood Then, trying to
interview her was so hard. She didn't look at me. She walked
around and she hit one of the kids.
"I smiled sweetly and I talked to Gene about Head Start."
(Pause)

CLAY: "What was the mother doing?"

WARD: "I ignored Mother."
(Pause)
"Well. you know, I think dhe mother resented it when I was
talking to him. Maybe she realized I was ignoring her and she
said, 'How many more questions are you going to ask me?' Then
she came right back and realized I was going to watch her.

CLAY: "Well, how did the interview go?"

WARD: "She answered my questions; but it just took her about 5 or 10
minute0 to answer one because she wasn't paying attention to me.

ANOTHER COMMUNITY INTERVIEWER
#1: In other words, she was doing housework?"

WARD: "No, she was just sitting there. She had coffee, had a cigarette,
played with the cat, screamed at the kids It was beautiful
watching her 15ecaus"6"I'coulan't belidvd:thdt-a mother wag'actually
acting this way. It was a good experience."

CLAY: "Ruth, do you have any idea why she responded to you like that or
to ehe situation? . . Had she ever been interviewed before?"
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WARD: "No, she said she didn't even know the name of the Head Start social
worker; and I interviewed about three mothers of the same class
and they all knew. They had all seen dental people; they all had
seen social workers; and, they all saw nurses. . . . She's never
seen anybody."

ANOTHER COMMUNITY INTERVIEWER
#2: "Had she ever been to ehe class? Or from the interview do you

have this information with you?"

WARD: "Yes, she took him to school. That's it! That's as far as she
went, as far as the classroom is concerned. (Pauses to review
interview form) . To that question: 'If you've not been into
the Head Start Class would you like to go?"

COMMUNITY INTERVIEWER
#2: "Well; how did she answer?"

WARD: "I asked her that and she said, lUm?' (Comments among the group)
And I asked her if She had notic0 any changes in Gene,and she
said, 'Yes, he caused less trouble at home, which I appreciate.'
And she said he speaks better, he has self-confidence, gets ,

along better with other dhildren and he's able to do thipgs
on his own. From what I gathered though, her other two kids
have been receiving help from the Mental Health Clinic. (Pause)

. .I tell you, those two are strictly working on their own
'cause she didn't help them one bit."

CLAY: "Do you think, Ruth, in terms of what you observed in the homes
and her attitude during the interview, that she just didn't care
about her dhildren sincerely?"

WARD: "That She just didn't care. . .This WAS my first opinion. . .But,
you know, now I don't know She was a
very nervous person. She's just a nervous wreck! . .These are
two actiire little boys who'are all ovbr on the chalfs7 tables,.
everything! It works on her nerves, I guess. . .She just needs
help. I don't mean that she's a mental case or crazy, but needs
to c41m down, maybe a tranquillizer. I think Gene is her youngest.
Maybe she could use a part-time job to get away from the house."

Again, within the comments of the Mississippi interviewers, it is possible to see
similar insight into the problems facing the deprived families:

During my tour through ehe community while I was interviewing
the families, I found families living in unbelievably bad-
conditioned homes. Too many children in small towns, such
as 16 children living in a three-room house and families who
have to haul water many miles away from home are all around.

I feel that mothers would do an overall better job in
managing their families if they had better facilities to do
it with. Some homes we passed by were in fair condition and
others weren't. I think ehis comes about where in one family
there are more workers and less children. In others there
seem to be less workers and much more children to provide for.

8
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In some cases only the women are given something to do and
the men and children are left out. If families in our count-10
were given more work to do, I believe things would be in a
much better condition. People around here don't even have
beds for fheir children to sleep in, not nearly enough food
for them to eat. .It is a miracle how these little ones
even exist.

While these 24 community interviewers were selected on the basis of their
previous involvement in the Head Start program and their ability to relate well to
others, the training staff felt that closer supervision and more intensive training
could yield bettet but"cames in fulfilling the commitment our E&R, Center has made
involving non-professionals in meaningful, dignified and worthwhile ways within the
Head Start evaluation and research activities.

Several of the questions raised by Head Start Directors and their staffs in
New England and Mississippi touch upon providing for the wisest utilization of non-
professionals within educational research activities, creating programs within
local universities which offer college credits for non-professionals employed in
various aspects of the poverty program, and exploring the effects of using non-
professionals in jobs traditionally held to be the exclusive province of social
workers, teachers and researchers. The exploration of many of these issues lies
before our E&R Center within the coming year.
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ABSTRACT

Thesperson =1st often bypassed when describing.Headstart'is'the teacher.
Teachers ate often told what'therare doing m'but seldowasked why. This
motivated the'Evaluation-And-Research-Center-at'Boston-University to ask
Headstart teachers to be consultants-concerning the-description-of thèit
program.

Eight Headstart teachers met for-seven consecutive two-hour taped-sessions.
The following.areas were discussed'at length:

I. Administrative structure'of the-agency-inewhich they worked.

'2:--Teacher training-priovto working.and 1n-service-training.

3:-.Supervision'and'support given'to teachers.

-4, .Conditions under which.teachers'work,and'the anxieties'gendrated-by them.

5. Assumptions made concerning the needs of childrenand the'gap between
needs and.the program offered.

6. The'public schools and lack of communicationvith them.

The seminar waso'formost; the first-opportUnity to meet'as a'body'and discuss
mutual-problems and needs.

1 "The research reportedherein-was'performedpursuant-to-a contract with-the Office
of Economic-Opportunityl-Executive-Office-of-the President, Washington, D.C.,
20506. The opinions.expressed herein'are-those-of the'author-and-should not be
-construed-as-representing-the opinions-or'policy-of'any-agency of-the United'
States Government."
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TEACHER SEMINAR1

Sandra Alexanian

Boston University

The teacher seminar was initiated for the purpose of providing teachers with
an opportunity to asses their experiences while working in Headstart. Participants
came from many types of Headstart agencies (school dominated, rural, urban, single
purpose, multi-purpose). They were asked to participate as consultants to the
Evaluation & Research CenterT-the contribution was made with obvious enthusiasm
(and relief) by these teachers. They are most often the lasteperson to be asked
to contribute to a research project that inevitably describes them. It was a
long journey from cathartic discussion to a realistic relating of facts and issues.

The eight participants2 began to mutually explore the physical and political
surroundings in which they found themselves. The initial discussion grew from a
natural cumiosity;aboutveaghthther; hotevecleir Whsiatiberecirearathabstheve was an
absence of opportunity for Headstart teachers to meet outside their own agency.
All were amazed a Vtthe diversity of "conditions"3 in which they worked. Each
session was tape recorded. The seminar leader4 in cooperation with Evaluation &
Research Center staff members had developed topic areas to be explored. The
seminar was held once each week, at Boston University, for seven consecutive
weeks. For her services, each teacher was paid as a consultant. Each participant
was the "head teacher" in her classroom, a title assigned by the particular Head-
start agency for which she worked, since they were responsible only for their
individual classrooms.

Headstart Teachers: How do they view their jobs? Although there were a variety
of views uttered during the seminars, there was also a striking unamiipty of feelings
shared. In general, Headstart teachers said their job was to "help deprived and
handicapped children." Since defining this aim was so important, the group spent a
great deal of time on it. Every teacher made lengthy statements about the admin-
istration each time she attempted to describe her position. All felf there were
gross inadequacies in the administration of Headstart programs, and that these
inadequacies were stumbling blocks in their ability to function effectively as
teachers. In many cases, the most serious obstacle to working towards a program
goal were the demands made on teacher time outside the classroom. These outside
demands linaudaditomboviSits,chtisidesthmee1ings9octod Willoothdlognódt relations with
agencies in which their classrooms were housed. One teacher stated that she felt
like a "revolutionaty" in agency meetings rather than in the classroom. In some
instances, the administrative problems of Headstart center were so overwhelming
that the very survival of the program was the all important focus. This left the
teachers with the conclusion that survival of programs consumed more of their
energies than the education of children. Nany felt that program survival was

1 "The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the Office
of Economic Opportunity, Executive Offfce of the President, Washington, D.C.,
20306. The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be
construed as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United States
Government."

2 Linda Filiurin, Gail Kursteiner, Dorothy Latham, Edith Martin, Gail O'Connell,
Judith Prymack, Mary Rosen, Caroline Wyatt, asst0 to seminar dttector Wilma Snowdon.

3 Quotation marks are in reference to remarks made on the seminar tapes by participants.

4 Sandra Alexanian
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an area in which they had no training. A number of agencies were cited as being
responsible for the inefacient progress of the child development, Headstart
program; among them.were public schools, police, government funding agencies, city
politicians and melfare agencies Headstart teachprs saw themselves as instructors ,

of preschool children who presently were handicapped, or would be handicapped in
the future. Yet the time thathwas needed to deal with these "handicaps" was often
enctouched upon by administrators and community leaders.

Being a Headstart teacher can bedescribed from many viewpoints. Income is

one aspect that was explored. No teacher in the seminar had a written contract,
and there seemed to be l(httle relationship between hours and salary. Within the
group where teachers who worked five half days with no home visits, salaried at
approximately the same level as teachers with daily morning and afternoon sessions
and total parent coverage. There was no financial compensation for many hours of
required work undertaken outsi4e the classroom. No teadher has a guarantee of a
job for the coming year, nor, for that matter, for the next month. Many were u
unsure of who their administrators would be, since at present they were "under
fireP5 Program at the administrative level is.a major problem.

Experience: Does it influence program adequacy?

The competence of this group of teachers may be unique since there is a large
employment pool in Massachusetts from which to recruit.ccSevere!ofatheLeIghtr.pettiei-
pants had earned at least one degree. 6 Six of the seven degrees were in education.
One teacher held a masters degree. ApprOxidate4Ichalf the teachers had worked in
related educational areas (retardation, day care, settlement house) while the
remainder had not worked in the area of sociogenously handicapped children.

Job orientation varied tremendously. Some teachers received a one week
orientation and still others received an eight week ttaining program, while one
teacher had been hired the week prior to class opening. Mast participants felt
their orientation programs, though helpful in the areas oesongs, stories, games,
etc., were naive in the area of social problems. Teachers know before hand that
their classes contained problems, but the concepts of'bultural deprivation:1,4' I.

"alienated communities," "unrealistic curriculum expectation" needed -

discussion and demonstration in order to translate these concepts into concrete,
educational activities.

Some agencies successfully utilized experienced classroom teachers in their
in-service training programs, preschool courses for college credit, staff counselling
and support. Unfortunately, much of the "so-called in-service training," "educa-
tional consultations" and "demonstration classes" that appear in proposals were
devoted to business meetings, administrative assistance by teachers, and community
work. Many agencies were ignorant of the services offerred by their "Regional
Training Office."

5 Presently all but two teachers have new directors.

6 The participant without a degree is now the director of her agency's program.



Teachers felt that some bodies of knowledge concerning research with children
and techniques used with handicapped children should be mandatory. Teachers wanted
to know such things aq "What are the language deficits of ghetto children, and if
they exist, how specifically can I help my class?" "How as a teacher do I ascertain
what will be expected of my children?" and "Who is responsible for interpreting my
activities to the public schools and the community?" "Who is my support?" "If I

as a teacher work with parents and community leaders, teach children, train my aide,
and attend business meetings, who in the 0E0 framework looks out for the teacher?"
This point (in,uarty forms) was constantly reiterated throughout the seminar.
"Who cares about me?" "Am I dispensible?" "Am I reflecting the frustrations of
many parents?" "If Congress doesn't care, there won't be a program." A phrase
"the poverty program syndrome" was an "in group" joke that served to express the
group'dcanxiety.

Some teachers had previous experiences which they felt had helped them to
survive." These included group and agency work, enough experience with preschoolers
to be confident in teaching activities, commOnity acceptance, hearing a well-informed
speaker discuss the problems of their agency'community, and past employment or
participation in the community in which they now taught. All felt they needed to
know more--more knowledge concerning the unique problems of children, more under-
standing of socioeogical problems in the community and more concerning 0E0 as an
orgainzation. All teachers expressed a desire to be observed, trained, supported
and supervised. All wished to be recognized and given a voice in a program that
they were asked to defend. "You have to believe in Headstart to teach in it."

Teacher Assumptions: How they effect curriculum? This area was examined from the
view that what a teacher spends time on in the classroom reflects what she as a
person feels children need to learn. When we described what teachers spent their
day doing--one couldn't help feeling that perhaps their classes were being con-
ducted similarly to any average preschool nurs4ry. Thes observation disturbed
the teachers! Upon examining the activities in each class, two activity areas
were shared by all: 1) Routines: including toilet, milk, entering and leaving,
rest and lunch. This consumed as much as 50% of each day. 2) Free Play: was
the activity that teachers felt was necessary as a vehicle for many developlental
actiVities in their classrooms. The time this activity consumd varied from
10-40% of the day. However, "free-play" in itself deserved a conference! Other

activities were: arts and crafts, games, trips,'story time and circle activities
The parent-teacher activities, teachers felt, often addressed themselves more
realistically to child oriented problems than did the classroom.

Upon examining classroom programs and the assumptions behind them--the group
experienced shock and frustration at the distance between the activity in the
classroom and the needs of the children. Teachers could not help feeling that
their programs reflected those models developed for "white, middle class" children--
and that perhaps "we value these in such a way-we don't want our classes to miss
this." The feeling of "making up" for something missed seems very often to be the
essence of the Poverty Program. Although teachers could communicate and illustrate
the physical and intellectual needs of children in their classes, classroom
activities often did not reflect these needs of children. "If the problems of
these children are so unique then why isn't the program?" Teachers did not have
any way of evaluating the impact and outcom of their teaching--so it never changed.
This kind of isolation seemed to be attributed to a lack of specific training with
culturally deprived children and an absence of an evaluation program to describe
public school expectations (and inequities if they exist).
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The public school, their involvement in the Poverty Program, their hostility
toward it, their ingnorance or indifference to it, all became areas for much discus-
sion. Teachero felt that the public sdhoolstinability to deal with the special
problems of children and their "unwillingness" to, *develop a realistic curriculum was t,
the real justification for programs like Headstart. However, this too became clouded'
with doubt when one teacher said "Is it really fair to give children the feeling that
Headstart is like school--maybe they'd be better off never given this freedom." All
but one teacher felt the schools were inadequate. All reported hostile reactions
toward the Poverty Program by many public school teachers. No Headstart teacher had
ever been part of a meeting including Headstart personnel, kindergarten or grade one
public school teachers. Headstart teachers saw public school personnel as unsympai.e.'
thetic to the "special" needs of Headstart childrenandothat children were often
penalized for their participation in Headstart." Parents, too, were reported to be
suffering the contrast between "total acceptance in Headstart and the negative
indifference of the public schools." Teachers in Headstart expressed a desire to
observe in public schools--and to have kindergarten and grade one teachers observe
their children prior to their entrance in public schools. A positive desire to
cooperate in exploring ways to bridge the gap between Headstart and grade one was
expressed.

What is Headstart All About? ,Headstart has been defined separately by children,
parents, taxpayers, and teachers. It is seen differently by all. The seminar C44
simplified this by attempting to isolate teacher goals for children. The following
are a sample of aims expressed during the discussion. The purpose of Headstart
was: 1) To develop a positive self image within children. 2) To give children
an opportunity to socialize. 3) To give children an understanding of their commun-
ity and it's vocabulary. 4) To give dhildren an understanding of the:vocabulaty:'
and surroundings of more advantaged children. 5) To prepare children for public
school intellectually and behaviorally 6) To prepare parents for intervention
with their children. 4) To improve the mental and physical health of preschool
children. 8) To involve the community in the educational fate of their children.
9) To develop new ways for remediating learning deficits. All goals were not
held in common.

The lack of uniform oroRram doacti, was attributed to lack of communication
within agencies, agencies with communities and agencies with each.iother add'the
OM administration. Teachers saw a need for realistic training oh the part of
agencies working with disadvantaged children. Supervision and support by people
specifically trained in the area was also cited as a need. Lastly there needed
to be a separation of goals for teachers, parents, pblitians and agencies. Impact
varied because of the wide variety of needs being administered to with the same
"0E0 dose."

The wide spectrum of problems facing Headstert teachers and administrators
could well be discussed on a continuing basis, with an attempt to deal with the
information in a scientific way. However, with this project, when the tapes were
edited,"positive" and "negative" were clearly a matter of 0inion. The participants
themselves felt that the "tapes" spoke for themselves and that we should "tell it
like it is." The problems are constantly changing. This fluctuation, the biggest
aggravation, is perhaps the program's salvation. "It allows us (teachers) to do
what we want before we are told what we have to do." The ind6cision which the group
felt at the terminating session of the seminar exemplifies the indacision of the
program's future.


